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ONE DOLLAR

Inland Empire Officials Unaware of Pasadena
·• ~; :r. Art .Center Traffic Innovations · " .... ·
Late last year, the prcsugious Pasadena Art Center College of Des1gn, worlong in
conjunction with the American lron and Steel Insutute, conducted an elaborate class
project to test students' creauvity and analytical ability. The subject? Mass Transit.
Four groups of top-flight mdustnal design students created chan.~. blueprints and
three-dimensiOnal models of hypothetical mass-transit systems for the Southern
Cal1fomia of I 995 and beyond; one of them a mass-transit monora~l system proposed
to overlay the existing San Bernardino Freeway. The beautiful models were trundled
out, corks were popped, reporters' microphones were turned on--but some people seem
to be confused as to why city officmls from Rivers1de and San Bernardmo Counues
were not mvited to the "presentauon ceremomes."
Accordmg to one of the school's public rela uons representatives, the pro_,ect was not
meant to be a "proposal'' of sort.~. Rather the work "'as merely a "blue sky" effort.
Students panic1patcd, not for the purpose of solvmg Southern California traffic
Please see "Art Center" Page 3
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n nland EmpireScientist Reports Hole ~
I in Sky as Big as United States
Perkin-Elmer's Herbert Roeder ready to work with Soviets
In mapping the world's worst nightmare
For the past 20 years the Umted States has been the leader m the development of
space borne ozone morutoring mstruments. The enure world is now concerned over
the steady depletion of the ozone levels in the upper aunosphere.
Ltke the brittle shell of a ch1cken's egg, the earth's ozone layer is a fragile protectant. Guarding the earth's inhabitants from intense solar (UV) radiauon, the
ozone layer is too often taken for granted. In fact, if the entire ozone layer were
compressed, it would be only three millimeters thick!
Today, thanks to the concerned efforts of scientists like Pomona's Herbert
Roeder, UCI's Sherry Rowland, and Dr. Arlin Krueger, the father of U.S. ozone
measuring technology, the world is finally shook into a stark reality--unless we act
now, our planet could be headed for imminent destruction.
PW• u su "Ortuw'' P•t~ J

Wind power

vs.
Persian Gulf Oil
Congress Talus a Closer Look at
AlterTUJJe Energy Sources
Though the ongoing war in the Persian
Gulf has rekindled interest in alternate
sources of energy, wmd power in Southern
Califorrua IS not yet a viable alternative to
fossil fuels and nuclear energy, according to
a spokesman for Southern California
Edison. But Congress is taking a closer
look at all alternative energy sources,
including wind power, according to a
Washington wind power advocacy trade
group, the Wmd Energy Assoc.
In the Inland Empll'C, wind power is syn-

onymous with the extensive wind turbine
farm at the San Gorgonio Pass, near Palm
Springs. SCE buys the entire output of all
of the turbines at this extensive installation,
as it IS obliged to under law, but reports that
it is not yet economical.
"Wind power is unfortunately not economical at this time," says Dean Gallagher,
senior project development manager at
SCE. "It currently costs about 7¢ per k.ilowatt hour to produce electricity from wind
turbines, versus about 3.5¢ per kilowatt
hour from conventional gas-fll"ed turbines.
Wind power currently accounts for about
one percent of our electriclly generation
throughout California, and, we at SCE,
don't sec that percentage increasing in the
foreseeable future, Persian Gulf war or no
Persian Gulf war."
The trade group representing San
Gorgonio wind turbme owners, the Desert

~-~~
Forecast
SCAG estimated the Inland Empire
would capture 43.5 percent of Six-county
growth from 1984 to 1991 Trends m the
1980s saw thiS percent grow continuously, already reaching 49.0 percent by
190<).

Usmg SCAG's more modest estimate,
and 1ts six-county populauon forecast of
2,296,000, the Inland Empue will add
998,700 people in the 1990s, and reach a
total populauon of 3,537,700! By way of
contrast, prosperous Orange County currently has a population of2,392,000.

If today were the year 2000, and the
Inland Emp1re were a state, it would
rank 24th m populauon, just ahead of
Arizona; 22nd in personal income, equal
to Colorado; and have the reta I power of
Orange County and employment bJSC of
San Diego County. It will thus be a more
crowded but more sophisticated place.
Can local government afford these
changes? Perhaps. The growth of population (39.3 percent) which e<~uscs problems, will be less than the growth of taX·
ing sources to handle them: inflation
adJUSted assessed valuatior. (56.3 percent) and retail volume (54.2 percent). If
problems do not mount exponentially,
the money should be there. 6

Ontario Capital Improvement Fees Endorsed
Deft pollucmg by OntariO Cll} figures
has headed off a maJOr confrontauon
w1th the area business community over
proposed developer fees to pay for new
flfe station facilities in east Ontario.
At flfst, the overseers of the Ontario
Center business park, the Ontario
Chamber of Commerce, the Building
Industry Assoc ., the Inland Empire
Econom1c Council, and a maJor office
tenant, Chevron, had opposed plans to
levy developer fees for the operation and
maintenance of the proposed new fire
station as being against state law.
But the same groups did not oppose

passage of a measure on January 15,
wh1ch w1ll assess commercial and mdustr.al developers 15 cents per square foot
for the bnck and mortar, and facllllles of
the new fire station to serve the east
Ontario area.
New residential construction will also
be assessed fees--$4 75 per dwelling
unit--though the bulk of new construcuon in the area will be commercial and
industnal.
"Everybody seems to be content,"
says Skip Morris, affiliated with Ontario
Center. "We recognize that developers
should pay their fair share for civic
Improvements wh1ch will benefit us." 6

Wmd Energy As:.oc., IS tar more opl11TUstic
about the current and future potential of f.~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;====~
wmd power. They cite studies which have
AT DE:ADLinE: ...
shown that wind-generated electricity can
V~ew the 1991 Economic Forecast
be cost-competitive with fossil fuel generaConference on a cable television
tors, and look upon the Gulf war as butstation in your area. For da~ and
trcssmg their argument
tll11e, call your local cable
_ < ( _ _ __
"Any serious policy-maker is going to
provitkr.
look toward any other alternatives to fossil
Pk•• Su

·~u.J
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This Month in the Inland Empire Business ]ournal----..J
Health Care SQiutions for
U.S. Uninsured
18
In an exclusive report to the
Inland Empire Business
Journal. Gurnbiner explains the
current health care crisis in our
nation and offers a viable solution for meeting health needs at
every level.
R~rt Gumbin11r, M.D., Is !he
presidllnt and chief ex~~a~rive oftiCfK of FHP, on e of !he nation's

/eaclng h ealth providers.

Hole In Sky as Big aa United

~-s
1
Inland Empire Scie ntist works
with Russians in a joint venture
to continue mapping what may
be the worst disaster the world
has ever seen.
Wind po- va. Persian
Gulf 011
Cost effectiveness and efficiency

Creative Financing:
a Primer
13
Bill Dugan simplifies new lending
practices.

The Hopes. .•
The Challenges
7
James E. Taylor, Intervalley
Health, uncovers statistics that
will make you cringe at health
care costs.

Presley Bill Gives "Boot" to
Hundreds of Commissions 14
New bill gets rid of useless commissions and task forces.

The Key to Human
Happiness
9
Renown employment authority,
Lawrence Peterson , explains
"Silent Ischemia"
which candidates will fare better
Is Deadly
,
4
New CAD system allows doctors in tomorrow's work1orce.
to detect a haunting disease.
Riverside Entrepreneur to be
Ray Kroc of Cleaning
11
Less Time Meeting
Young businessman moves from
More Time Preparing
5
M&M's Nancy Christe nse n cleaning to ilets to cleaning
explains critical steps to take hou$e.
before you set foot in any meetDevelopers Diversify
12
ing.

Officials Unaware of Traffic
Designs
Re cently the Pasadena Art
Center displayed the results of a
class proJect which focused on
area traffic problems. Inland
Empire Officials want to know
more.

Lawndale's Top
Mortgage Picks ................ 13

Also
People, Places
& Events.......................... 6

Bank Chiefs Tight-Lipped on
Failed Merger Specifics
Just When They Thought
They had It Beat...
25
Wireless Cable TV could save
time and money, but a local
cable owner sees problems with
the technology.
Gas Statton Land
not so "Prime"
25
Selling gas station land can be a
oomplex matter when developers get involved.

Un.JAMMING Judicial
Jurisdiction
14
New group, JAMS, aims to take
burden off courts by truing civil
cases out of court.

In the Back Seat of a Car
8
Tomorrow's office could be headquartered on four wheels.

still a debate with what oould be
a powerful source of alternative
energy.

Ontllrlo Capital Improvement
Feea EndorMd
1

Toni Peck Comes Home
5
Ontario's Toni Peck comes home
to redesign lavish Clarion Hotel.

Protons: A Bea m of Hope 27
A 50-ton machine at Lorna linda
University is revolutionizing cancer treatment.

Corporate Support
15
for tt111 Arts
See in this full-page section, why
the Inland Empire Sympho ny
Orchestra, and the Civic Lig ht
Opera are becoming major
attractions.

Environmental Issues Top
Real Estate Court Cases 28
Case studies depict complex
hazardous waste issues.
Health Care Costs not Without
Solutions
30
An Inland Empire Exclusive from
John C. Funk, PPO Alliance. In
the end, it's everyone's responsibility.

1990s- The Decade of the
Entrepreneur
20
Peter Shea, chairman of
Entrepreneur Magazine, unveils
hot new trends.
Corporate Profile............. 21

Inland Empire
Calendar.......................... 31

Real Estate Focus............ 22

Inland Emplr11
Profile.............................. 9

Ideas for the
Inland Emplre ................... 16

Dear G.B.......................... 23

NewsMakers..................... 17

Week-end
Tlme-out. ...................24

New Business
Llstlngs............................. 33

"HI, I'm Andy, and I'll ou/la

Editorial & Oplnlon .......... 18

The Llats:
SBA Lenders...................- 10
Office Furnltur•·-·---·----14
Long Distance Co-·-···-· 25

Clo~p .................. 19

Master of Science
The Management of Information Systems
Master of Science
The Management of Telecommunication Systems

Doctor of Philosophy
The M anagement of Information Systems

Designed for both full-time and employed students who
seek careers in the development and management of computer information syste~s in organizations. ~ ppli~atio~s
for admission are now bemg accepted. Please dtrect mqmries to:
The
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G r ad uate
chool
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Mailing Lists
Envelope Stuffing
Addressing/Labeling
Other Services

13626-F Monte Vista Ave. C hino, CA 91710
(714) 628-95 77

The presidents of the Ri versidc
National Bank and the Temecula-based
Overland Bank refuse to conunent beyond
a simple press release about the reasons
for their recent failed merger, under which
Riverside National would have acquired
the smaller institution in a stock swap.
Michael C. Billings, president of
Riverside, and Allan R. McDonald, president of Overland, said that the reason for
the failed marriage was a diiJerence of
opinion as to the appropriate price of
RNB shares, given the decline in bank
stocks throughout the nation and unsetteled market conditions.
Banking newsletter publisher Gerry
Findley told IEBJ that the parties had an
engagement dance going for about one
year prior to the failed merger, and that
neither bank is in serious trouble. t1

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL poles allowing harmful UV rays to enter
the earth's atmosphere.
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An Exclusive Interview With the
Inland Empire's Herbert Roeder
Roeder:
There was a ReaganGrobechev Iceland meeung in '87. The
actual agreement took over a year to
fmalize with NASA and Russia. PerkinElmer, in Pomona did the technical
work; however, interfaces between our
instrument and the Russian satellite are
tough--the Russian's have been to
Pomona, and Perkin-Elmer engineers
IEBJ : What action has been taken recently
to ban the use of CFCs?
. . - - -- - - - - - - , have been to Russia several times. Yes, the Soviets
Roeder: International diploand the Soviet Space Conmacy has been in use-agreesortium are quite conments are between governcerned about ozone deplements, and they essentially
tion.
tell the manufacturers what
IEBJ : When will the craft
they can and cannot do.
CFCs are the most destructive
launch?
chemicals in the ozone layer.
India, China. and other thirdRoeder: After three years
world countries would like to
of building and design
be subsidized so that they can lli:liUl:.._.
modifications, the new
Herbert Roeder
TOMS instrument is
convert to other refrigerants
and less destructive CFCs.
scheduled to launch in August of this
year. The instrument will track ozone
IEBJ: What are the chances of a "total
trends.
global warming" in the future? And how
IEBJ: What will happen over the poles
drastic would the consequences be?
in the future?
Roeder: The big controversy now is
whether there even is global warming-not
Roeder : There has been major polar
sure--we suspect, but we don't know. The depletion of ozone roughly every two
earth observing satellites, that will launch
years--but this cycle was broken in 1990
in the near future. will provide base-line
with the lowest concentration ever. Now
it's spreading to the North Pole and we
measurements for global wanning studies.
Yes, we could easily fmd that "earth-wann- can expect further depletion in the ye:m
mg" could drastically alter our climate, cre- ahead.
ating dust bowls in the San Jaquin and
Ohio Valleys. The grain belt would all but IEBJ: How thick is the ozone layer?
shut down, and Canada would be a maJOr
source for agriculture.
Roeder: If you were to compress the
entire layer, it would only be three milIEBJ: How long did it take you to negoti- limeters tluck--there are trace elements
ate a deal with the the Soviets, allowing the in the stratosphere. \
modified TOMS instrument to fly abOard
by Phil DnNIII
the METEOR 3 space craft? Are they as
and P~ttr IVar11tr
coneemed about the ozone layer as we are?
In an uclusivt inltn>itw ,.;lh tht Inland
£mpirt BusintSs journal, H trbut Rotder, a
nalionally-ncogniud scitntisr a/ Ptrlt.inEimtr's facility in Pomona, and tlrt /tad
dtsigntr of tht TOMS' salt/lilt a plains why
"household" chemicals art conrribuJing
to ozone depletion.

The "Ozone Hole "
Over the Antarctic.

Complex...Yet Simple
The whole process of ozone layer depletion is really quite simple. Countless studies have shown, time and time again that
The Bole of Destruction
CFCs (used in refrigerators. paints, deodorln 1978, two determined scientists, Arlin ants and conunon household aresols) arc
Krueger and Herbert Roeder, developed the the major contributor to ozone depletion.
first space-based measuring device. Tabbed, "Freeon" by DuPont Co., this
Launched aboard the NIMBUS 7 space- unique breed of molecules are the backcraft, the Total Ozone Spectrometer bone of many of the products which we
(TOMS) was only expected to remain in depend on each day.
orbit for a few short months.
Much like a disease, CFCs are hard to
Today, after 13 long ye:m, a deterioriat- destroy. Once sprayed from a can, these
ing TOMS satellite is still . . . - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . , tiny molecules bounce
beeping away vital informa- The 1990 Ozone hole was one their way into the air
lion-information which has
and before long they arc
stimulated world wide con- and a IUJ/f times larger than
caught up in atmosphercern for the future of the
the land mass of the U.S.
ic circulation and swept
planet on which we live.
around the planet
On September II, 1988, Parade maga ·
These molecules are indestructible--and
zine announced in big bold letters, "A after a period of years, they find themselves
PIECE OF THE SKY IS MISSING."
m the high atmosphere (approx. 15 miles)
According to Roeder, they were exactly where they eat away at the earth's only proright...and the situation is now getting tective shell. Sad fact is tha t the ozone
worse. In 1989, the Atmosphere, an exclu- layer, when compressed, is only three milsive newsletter, announced that the 1989 limeters thick--worldwide! That's about
ozone hole extended across an area larger the length of the cuticle on your fmger.
than two and one-half times the land mass
Who's Responsible?
of the United States.
In 1974, Sherwood Rowland and Mario
The first major sign of tragedy occurred
in 1984 when British Sc1entist Joe Farman Molina, at UC Irvine, first warned that
reasoned that cold polar temperatures were CFCs might seriously damage the ozone
causing a breakdown of excess chlorofluo- layer. Sub~uent experiments and calcularocarbons (CFCs) in the aunosphere. This tions worldwide have supported their fmd caused chlorine gas to form, bond, and ings.
"Wi,.. p,..,,.,. ..Jr.. P•l' J
However, the DuPont company, which
eventually eat away at the oxygen-rich
fuels," says Rene Espar, spokeswoman for
in 1988 sold CFCs at S600 million a year.
ozone gas which protects our earth.
DWEA. "People have been using wind
According to Dr. Arlin Krueger, who claimed in bold advertisements and before
power for many centuries, especially in
Congressional committees, that CFC danworks with Roeder m conjunction w1th
rural areas; and though it is not really feaNASA, data gathered from the TOMS ger was unproven-and while the bickering
sible for your typical suburban homeowner
instrument verifies that over the past I 0
to generate his own electricity yet from a
years, a huge hole has formed over both
wind turbine on his property, wind farms
·p..,.,u,..Artcuvu· F"""Pag<l
Inland Empire transportation puzzle before in windy areas make increasing sense."
Though the wind energy advocacy comproblems, but rather for the chance to gridlock envelopes the entire freeway sysshow potential employers and business tem. His focus has been on affordable munity is miniscule compared with electnc
people what they knew.
monorail systems, much like one of the stu- utility lobbying groups, they have been
making their voice heard through the
;........::...- --...:..---- - - - - - - - - . dent design teams' project
Both Walker and our students Washington-based Wmd Energy Assn. A
have been concerned with broad- few years ago, the "experts" were progauge, highly-mtegrated solutions claiming the wind industry's demise. Fedto Inland Empire transit dilenunas," eral and state tax incentives expired in
notes course professor John Loftus, 1985, and many of the original investors
himself a professional industrial and turbine-makers, like the Boeing aircraft company, fled the field as governdesigner.
Takmg the long view, Loftus ment research funds for wind energy proenvisions that the global car compa- jects dried up.
"We were a dispirited group back then,"
nies of today may be the em-andmass-transit movers and shakers of remembers Randall Swisher, executive
tomorrow. These mdustrial behe- director of the Wind Energy Assn. "But
moths will be forming joint ven- things have turned around. The Persian
S~Mtklfb 114c.u IJuV llltOtwrwilpojuL
tures in the U.S. and Europe to Gulf war is as good a rationale as we can
~a, S~A. HdJo«n C.ftk~ C.tlc1c f/DuW,.
build gridlock-busting mass-transit find for renewable sources of energy."
Was this an oversi£/lt?
systems, so that that 200-horsepower ToyArt Center officials think not In fact,
ota MR-2 sports car can display some of its
they claim there were no formal invitations
muscle on less crowded freeways, he
sent Just hundreds of press releases to
believes. One and a half years ago, the Italmedia representatives and various business
ian car g1ant Flat sponsored a mass-transit
people. City officials were not expected to,
design competition at the Art Center of
nor were they invited to attend Howeve<,
Design's sister an school in Switzerland
one official, Mark Yamarone, a planner
Says Loftus, "In our current system,
from Burbank was there to view the results.
traffic has grown far beyond capacity. As
One person who would liked to have
we look at the long term, we're going to
seen the results was San Bernardino Counhave to address issues that will promote a
ty Supervisor Lany Wa~ wbo has been
~althy populace and a healthy planet And
deeply involved in Lrying to solve the
m order to come up with solutions to our

Self-generated wind power is still not
practical for the typical suburban homeowner living on less than an acre of land,
he confurns; and the average cost of 8¢ per
lulowatt-hour from wmd sources is well
above most utilities' generating costs. But
as wind technology continues to tmprove,
goverrunent leaders become increasingly
concerned with popular demand for nonpolluting sources of energy, and oil and
natural gas are subject to price spikes,
wmd energy may well come to generate
more than the one percent of electricity
nauonwide, as it does today.
"The people investing in wind power
today are rnos tly forward -tlunk ing insti tutional investors," says Randall Swisher
executive director of the WEA. The cost
per turbine is slightly under Sl,OOO per
kilowatt of generating capacity, which he
expects to decline or remam steady as the
costs of conventional generating plants
continue to escalate and cause widespread
community opposition due to the effiuents
spewing from their smoke stacks.
"We think we're the wave of the future,"
he concludes. t1
by

P~rtr

W<ZrMr

current public transportation problems, the
students w111 also have to take into account
a wide range of variables."
While school officials did not intend for
t!Je J>roject to become a major transportauon 1ssue, the~ are open t~ the possibly of
shanng these 1deas someume in the near
future. And so we wait for left·brained
city planner to meet right-brained an and
design studen&s. The results? Wbo knows
but it may be something beautiful t~
behold t1
By Peter WIUIItr Oltd Phil Dilrte111
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ess Time Meeting and More Time Preparing: Wise Move
artery disease. Ischemia does not
CADTM Ultrasound Systems
show up a1 rest However, exercise
from Advanced Technology
earn me up, Scotty" is a familiar
echocardiography can compare
Laboralories of Bothell, WashHe a l th C a r e
line of dialogue from the old
resting motion to exercise motion,
ington, the world's largest manu"Star Trek" television series, in
helping to detect ischemia-induced
facturer of digital echocardiowhich the character, Dr. McCoy, miraculous- risk of coronary artery disease or what is graphic equipment.
segmental wall motion changes.
ly, and nonsurgically, detected hidden diseases termed "silent ischemia." The available tests
Results of the screening are
According to Steven E.
available immediately, before the
with his array of electronic medical instru - were not predictive and could only assess the Kaska, ATL's Senior Cardiology
result of myocardial infarction or heart attack.
patient leaves the office, as conments.
Market Manager, "this new inteNow, early noninvasive diagnosis is possiToday, that predictive vision of a noninvatrasted with thallium scans, which
grated system can assist physi- - -- -·
sive medical diagnosis is a lot closer. Some ble for those with ischemic heart disease. The cians in detecting differences in
typically take three to four weeks
test is noninvasive, wall motion, or thickening of the
50,000 Americans die each
to report, require injection of
year from "Silent Ischemia," a
Detection in the past was
performed with the left ventricular chamber of the
radioactive isotopes into the heart,
condition of coronary artery
tfi:«:
b
same
harmless heart that occurs during exercise
and oost twice as much as echocar(heart) disease that kills withvery .:JJ'cult ecause vicultrasound waves
or when the heart is stressed." n.. oltT41ftd'H OJJ Ultr• diognphy.
out forewarning.
tims show no symptoms.
obstetricians comMany regional medical centers
IntelTUptions of the heart's vital , _ j SyJUM iN:DrpOf'~
Detection in the past was
Neither they, nor their
monly use to safely fwlction can have disastrous con- odww:~d djgitiJI """'' ltOf'· and private cardiology practices
view babies still in sequences for unsuspecting .,. Qltd """1'111<'-o.ssiJI<d
very difficult because victims
are now incorporating this new
examining physician, had
the womb. The
show no symptoms. Neither
diagnostic procedure.
"silent ischemia" patients when aMiopiJ Oltd toclw>loria.
they, nor their examining
any reason to suspect the
innovative
test blood flow to the heart muscle is
physician, had any reason to
•
ill
being introduced is compromised. Wall motion changes often pre- For additional itiforf111Jlion1ltllionwide, call the
suspect the patient was ill.
patient was . ·
called
exercise
cede electroCardiographic (ECG) changes and Physicians ln[orma1io11 s~rvic~ at /-800-982Normal routine tests, such as
echocardiography angina (chest pain).
2011, or colllacl ATL P.O. Bo;r; 3003, Both~//.
streSs electroeardiogram (ECG), are frequent- and is performed with two new computer
According to some experts, these changes Washington 9804/-3003. 6
1 not sensitive enou h to iden ·
atients at driven ultrasound systems, the ULTRA- are the most sensitive predictors of coronary
MARK® 4 CAD'"" or the ULTRAMARK 7
Korea f'urniturc lnnll\atc~ in

Focus on

I

'- -----------.. .1

t he Moreno

Valle~

New $20 million factory incorporates over
$8 miUion wortll of robots and auJoiiUition

Exclusive IEBJ Follow-up

IID

IF Korea's new $250,000 landmark
manufacturing plant in Moreno Valley is the only one of kind, says Plesident Sang Sik: Wee.
The numerous regional furniture-makers
which are abandoning Southern California
rather than comply with stilT Sooth Coast Air
Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
anti-pollution rules, are doing so out of technological beckwaldness and cowardliness. "The
technology ellists to reduce both pollution and
labor costs," Wee says, "if only American
manufacturers would embrace it Nothing we
are doing is a secret,· be adds.

We tried to cotnpare apples
to apples, but they catne up
a few bushels short.

"Most U.S. manufacturers use old-fashioned methods, which
cannot meet SCAQMD
guidelines," Wee notes.
The new $20 milOOn factory incorporates
over $8 million worth of robots and automation, with electronic components from Japan,
Italy, and Germany. The non-polluting walerbased polyurethane fmishes used, utilize sys·
terns from Italy and Germany. America has
clearly lagged behind.
"Most U.S. manufacturers use old-fashioned methods. which cannot meet SCAQMD
guidelines," Wee notes. "Sure, we have bad to
adapt our furnirure designs 10 be practical for
the robotic factories to make in high-volume
and quality, but it is certainly worth the effort"
Wee cites several major reasons for locating in the Moreno Valley: feeding the 13
regional retail outlets; taking advantage of
much cbeaoer land and cheaper bank inteteSt
rates than 8.re available now· in Korea; lower
overall labor costs due to automation, and a
better quality of life for employees; being relatively near the raw materials supply in the
Pacific Northwest; and easily being able to
meet the pollution regulations, while most of
his competitors cannot
Wee in~~ends for his Moreno Valley factory
to be a showpiece, open to the public for guided toon soon after it opens in the surruner of
this year. The only uncertainty at this time is
specifically what type of anti-pollution techoology will be employed. BIF's environme.ntal
COIIJ1I}tant bas sent a proposal for a reviSed
openting charter 10 ~ SCAQM?. seeking 10
get permission to diSpense wtth $500,000
WOr1h ol ctuetwork which be, and othen assoeialed with the company, claim will be unneceaury beUIIK the water-hued polr~thane
coetings and curing process used 1S~ t only
)ow-polluting, it is allegedly a-polluung.l:>
ByPturWOTMr

COMM SUITE

EXECUTIVE SUITE

225-sq.-ft. Suite wNiew
Conference Room
Loungc/l(jtchen Facilities
Facsimile Machine
Postage Meter
Telephone Answering Service
Coffcc{I'ea Service

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Audio VisuaVScminar Room
Mail Room
Two Secondary Lounges
10.000-sq.- ft. Courtya rd
Large Administrative Staff
Maintenance Staff
4 Line Touch Sereen Phone/
Computer Tenninal
Photocopies (500)•
Secretarial Services (5 Hours)•
Laserjet Printers
Computer System in each suite
w/the following capabilities:
Word Processing
Accounting
Spreadsheets
Database Access
Electronic Telephone Message
Electronic Mail
Telex
Electronic Rolodex

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

No

No
No

No
No
No

No

No
No

No
No
No

No

• Allocated on .,. monthly bans

" Fortune 100'' Amenities Mode Affordable For Small Buslneaea
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mission statement for your meeting.
Write the statement at the top of the page,
and just below it write the word ... OUT-

conversation focused and move the meeting along.

LINE ...

MATERJALS:
C. TOOLS OF DISCUSSION
I. Handouts
a. Definitions
b. Articles
2. Overheads/Graphics
3. Videos

OUTLINING YOUR
MEETING :
outline goes a long way. In
,--._... ,,n" meeting, even if it is infor• there should be an organizaof information. Depending
upon how much time you have,
PROJECT MANAGER : 'That
and how many topics you need
to cover, you need to allocate
sounds like a good idea. I'll do
it.,.
specific minutes to each issue.
Sometimes you may even have
to table a topic for future discusBill's mind immediately went
into action. This was the
Ill..~~i~!~i sion , because there are more
opportunity he had been wait..
press~g issues that need primary
ing for...
Nancy A. Christenun attenuon.
Take a few minutes and write
It sounds like a good script,
down four topics of discussion.
but mo.st of us shJ:iek at the responsibibty U~der each .topic, write out specific
of havmg to be m charge of a meeting pomts for acuve dJalogue. Your outline
and get in front of a group of our peers or should look like the blueprint below.
~upervisors. But, with preparation, meetmgs can be productive, and fun!
RESEARCH:
" According to Webster, meetings are, B. NUTS AND BOLTS:
I. Know your attendees
an act or process of coming together."
But, one must ask, coming together for
2. How much infonnation will you
what purpose? What is it that you want
need to have available?
3. Anticipate questions ahead of time
to aecompbsh?
4. Highlighting main points
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Depending upon the topics and how
The following outline is designed to
take you through the thought process of technical they are, it is important to know
planning a meeting and organizing your your attendees. You will need to provide
them with enough information about the
ob~ecti ves. ?"alee a sheet of paper and
wnte out a smgle paragraph to encom- topics so that they can ask intelligent
quesuons and not get lost in the discuspass each point below:
sion. You will also need to anticipate
questions ahead of time so that you may
A. WHAT DO YOU WANT TO
ACCOMPUSH IN THE MEETING?
:espond. quickly. Be careful not to go
mto a dtssertauon of background inforI. Goals and purposes
mation before answering a question. Get
2. Specific objectives
to the poinL
3. Resultsdesired
Highlighting points on your outline by
Congratulations! You just wrote the underlining or holding will help keep the

Toni Peck Comes Home

What does your office
rent include ?
ITEM

UPERVISOR TO PROJECT
MANAGER: "Bill, I want you to
conduct the monthly meeting lhis
Thursday. You will need to discuss the projects that your department has
been working on. This will be a good
opportunity for you to gel to know the
o ther managers and lo
acquaint them with your division."

3535 In land Empir e B lvd., O ntar io
Phone 941-Q333

rose and seafoam green, re-landscaping,
ver since my student days in dramatized exterior bghting--and warmer
the San Gabriel Valley, I've on the inside, including a complete soft
watched the city of Ontario goods renovation from the carpet up.
grow by leaps and bounds. The l.obby, ballroom, meeting rooms, and
Now that Ontario's truly come into its learrung center feature new furniture, carown, it just seems natural to return to the pets, and wall coverings in luxurious patterns and fabrics . The large,
area where my career began to
two bedroom living suites
work on a major project,· so
with fireplaces, jacuzzi
says Toni Peck, Cal Poly
baths, offices, and dining
Pomona Interior Design alumrooms have been revitalized.
ni, and president of the nationAnd all guest rooms will be
ally recognized design fum, T.
overhauled for convenience
Peck Design Concepts. Ms.
and comfort. "When you
Peck heads up the design team
walk into your room at
on the $1.5 million renovation
home, it shouldn't take your
of the 300-room Clarion
breath away. Similarly, a
Hotel--Ontario Airport.
hotel room should 'underPurchased last October by
whelm' the business guest,"
Outrigger Hotels Hawaii, the
theorizes Toni Peck. The
Clarion will become the flagnew Clarion guest rooms
ship of a number of properties
will boast formal entry and
planned for Outrigger's ~est
-...,..---=-- - - - dressing areas, and also offer
em United States portfolio.
easy chairs, stereos and wet
T. Peck and company,
which maintains offices in Los Angeles bars. Coverlets and dust ruffies in relaxand Honolulu, came to the Ontario pro- ing southwestern hues complete the resiject via a long and successful history with dential feel.
Besides meeting the changing needs of
Outrigger. Ms. Peck and staff have
designed eight properties for Outrigger the burgeoning Inland Empire, Toni Peck
Lodging Services (OLS), a division of had another objective. "The city that was
visualized back in my school days with
the Hawaii company.
"In my 20+ years as a specialist in the the construction of Ontario Airport, has
hospitality design field, I've seen the come to fruitition beautifully, and I wantneeds of industry come full circle," says ed to malce a small contribution," Ms.
Peck. "The business traveler used to Peck remarked. "While it's certainly
expect the most luxurious of accommoda- been a challenge to take the raw materials
tions, and corporate headquarters would of the Old Clarion design and create the
ambiance we desired, in one sense it's
foot the bill unflinchingly.
··
Peck's design scheme for the remod- been a rewarding assignment. A large
eled Clarion will be a modified south- ptece of my heart belongs to this area
western look: Increased visibility on the and it made itself felt throughout the ere~
outside-thanks to new paint in shades of alive process." 6

If your meeting involves a great deal
of discussion, then your handouts need to
be detailed and have clear definitions .
Related articles on topics can be a great
enhancement, especially if they arc favorable to your position on a controversy.
Overhead visuals are effective tools
for presentation, but should only be used
for a short time in the meeting. If you
have the lights off or turned down, you
may end up having to walce people up.
Most people operate through visual
means. "Draw me a map, show me a picture," quite often means more to a person
than having numbers and figures quoted
at them. If the topic deals with putting a
budget together, it is often helpful to get
the overall ptcture. Bar graphs and pie
charts are a tremendous help for those
who are given the information for the
first time.
Videos are excellent tools for training
and supervisor meetings. With the current market, you can find just about any
ins~uctional video on just about any
tOpiC.

PULLING IT ALL TOGETHER:
A. Follow the agenda
B. Conference style setting
C. The shorter the meeting timethe better
D. Use your mission statement to start
the meeting
E. Keeping the focus on the issues
F. Knowing when to move on
G. Wrapping it up

With a clear agenda to follow, you
should ~ot have much trouble conducting
a meeting, regardless of who is in the
room. Your handouts should be placed
on . the table at each seating location.
This way, you know everyone received a
copy. The room should be set up in a
conference style. If you are using an
overhead projector or TV monitor, make
sure that every seat is in a position to
clearly see the screen.
Start the meeting with a brief introduction. Use your mission statement to help
you set the tone. Preference the idea that
a certain amount of time has been aiJoued
for each topic and that the meeting will
conclude at a given time.
If, for some reason, the group begins
to get off the itinerary, you will need to
refer to a highlighted point of discussion
and start where you left off. Keep control of the meeting and, if it is necessary,
you may need to interrupt to regain order.
Occasionally, there will be issues that
are extremely sensitive to individuals
because of vested interests. If the conversation apJJC?ars to be going no where,
you may find Jt necessary to move on and
address the issue at a later Lime.
The conclusion of any meeting should
be a bnef recap of the items discussed.
Get confurnations of any decisions made
during the course of the meeting. Be sure
and thank all those individuals for participating in the meeting.
By the way, Bill's meeting went
extremely well!
Nancy A. Christi!I1Sen is I~ VIdeo Program
Manager for the Management Education
Department aJ Merchants and Manufacturers Association . She holds a Master's
Degree in Human Resources Management
~Development wilh an emphasis in Orga.
mzalwnal Developmeni

"Ozone"from Page 3
went on, the TOMS satellite (1985)
Currently there are strong dip/oproduced information which irrevomafic efforts underway with
cably proved that two-thirds of the
h· d
springtime ozone over antarctica t '"' -world industrialized counwas missing. The hole seemed to
tries to stop the production and
heal
slightly
in
the
cold
months,
but
as spring arrived, it became larger....,_ _ _ _use
_ _of
_CFCs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _. .

and larger. Scientists now estimate
that the CFC pollution of the 80s has
stimulated a shocking five-percent
ozone breakdown each year.

with third-world industrialized countries
to stop the production and use of CFCs.
In some cases, these countries are more
than willing to help--they just need the
funding to do iL
A Solution?
Roeder mentions that science has
It seemed for awhile that a feasible
~olutio!l to the problem might be an come up with several CFC alternatives-Immediate cutback on the national use but the cost rnvolved in switching from
of CFCs. Unfortunately, however, the old to new can be great. That's why
solution wasn't quite as simple as many some countries may need grants to get
the programs rolling.
had hoped.
Another sign of good news, is the
First, it is impossible to repair what
will inevitably occur; harmful CFC scheduled launching of a remodeled
molecules, which escaped during the TOMS instrument aboard the Soviet
80s, will further deplete the ozone hole METEOR 3 space craft this August.
in the 90s despite current national efforts Thanks to a $12 million contract from
which have led to a ban on all "spray NAS~. scientists, who study global
warmmg and ozone depletion, will now
can" CFCs.
Second, even with national sanc- be able to continue their efforts.
The old TOMS device is now on its
tions. on CFCs now in effect, the problem IS far from solved--especially con- last leg. Roeder hopes that the new
Jr---------------------~ device will be
nre rQt.4~ o-rt oe tMI.,....l"- "'tn.Jrnotil'l"t.ort ~9t of
able to pick up
7
:·~.:~U:. ::.~""~·:•):=70f~.;:::..:;;::=',: where the old
,.,.., .... ""''"'*' 10"""" .... n.o ............, "'.,....,. TOMS left off.
1
:~'";;,.-'.;:::"-:=::·.':== :.~
Also, some
,.... ..,. """""".....,-- ..,._ ,.. '""" .... five other space1
. . . . • 11.0 tilted" MWiilliwt9 o.:OI"e ~ dul'nQ """' • and
Craft are slated to
~~:.:::~;::::_~::~~
blast into orbjt
_
..........,._.,.,.,._..
within the next

-w--•

sideling the fact that the United States
. .
seven years. All
recently accounted for only 30 percent ll!e stmtlar to the existing TOMS Satelof worldwide CFC production.
hte, and all are ready to pick up where
However, according to Roeder the ol~ machine left off (each instrument
speaking from his office in Pomona, the has a life expectancy of two years). 6
future is not. all blealc. Cwrently, there
by Phillip Diment and Peter Warner
are strong diplomatic efforts underway
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Chapman College Prestdent Allen E.
Koemg. announced the appomtment of Rtchanl
D. Cheshl!'e of Annapolts, Maryland, to the position of Vice Prestdent for Institutional Advancement effective January 1, 1991.
Former president of the University of Tampa.
Cheshire is an educational leadership strategiSt
and fundraising consultant who spectalizes tn
mstlrutional development He IS immediate past
U.S. national director of Shakespeare's Globe, a
project to rebuild the original Globe Theater in
London.
"Dick Cheshire is a rarity: says President
Koentg. Ht is ont of only a few career develol>'
ment officers in America to earn hiS Ph.D. and
succeed a college prestdency. A

Kaiser Permanente Physicians Honored For Professional Achie' ements

Sf

Anne T. Thomas, managing part·
ner of Best, Best & Kriege's Onuuio
office, was named a winner of the
Riverside YWCA's Women of
Achievement Award for outstanding
achievement in the professional.
-,
Honored at the 6th Annual Women
Ann
of Achievement Awards luncheon,
TllomtU
Ms. Thomas recogniz.ed the difficul·
partner to the local accounting
ties being faced by women who encounter compet·
fum's management team. Phillip
F Green, who has served as ing demands. "We have 10 accept_the fact that we
Kuebler, Thomas & Co.'s tax are not going 10 be perfect housew1ves, perfect cor·
manager, has been announced as porate lawyers. and perfect mothers all at the same
the company's "T:u Parmer" and
time." she said.
wtll conltnue to focus on tax-

( ' h;~pman ~ollei,!.C Picks
Leadership Strate~ist for
..\d,ancemcnt Post

I

GES

D

t was the best of umes. tt was the worst
of limes." That opemng of the 'Tale of
Two Cities" by Dickens could just as eastly
describe the condttion of the health care system of
this country today.
The United States is acknowledged to have the
best medical technology in the world and is capable of giving the highest level of medical care of
any country.
Yet, it is a system whose costs are out of control, where care is gtvcn unevenly and unfauly,
where waste tS common and where no clear policy
wsts. Current! y there appear to be three rnaJOT
problem areas m health care on a natiOnal level:

manm, Joseph J. Kuebler, the accountmg rurn's managmg partner said.
Hued by Kuebler, Thomas & Co. 10 December 1988. Green has spent the past two years
serving a raptdly growmg chent base. As Kuebler, Thomas & Co.'s "T:u Partner," he will prGvide tcchntcal uu consultation to his clients and
will supervtse the uu practtce for the fum, Kuebler said . .l
~orbin

& Wert1. Appoints
Michael j. Rasmussen, Part·
ncr of New I.E. Office

t

Four Inland Area Katser Pcrmancnte physicians w~rc honored recently at the medtcal center's recent annual physictan ruogniuon dinner.
They are: Lee Asimont. MD. of Blue Jay; and
Gerald Battersby, MD; Aorcnuno Gabriel, MD;
and Victor Randolph. MD, all of Upland
These phystctans, all members of the Fontana
medical center's Oncology/ Hematology Dcparlment, recetvcd the Group Contnbution Awanl
for theu collective contributtons to the field of
Oncology and Hematology.
Also honored were Delicia Asimont, MD. of
Blue Jay: John Dexter, MD, of Redlands; Gerald
Goodlow, MD. of Rialto; and Victor ScheU, MD,
of Upland, Aoyd Andersen, MD. a physician
wtth Katser Permanente, Inland Area, recetved
the "Ray Kay. MD. Personal Excellence Award"
at K8.1Ser Permanente's reunt annual phystctan
recogmtion dinner.
Dr. Raymond Kay of Upland is one of the
founders of the Kaiser Permanente Medtcal Care
Program and the ftrst medical director of the
Southern Caltfomla Regwn. 6

t

I. l ncuntrulled costs

I

Rh cr~ide General Hospital
Foundation Presents ~heck
to Board of Supervisors

The Nauonal Federation of Independent Bustness (NFI B) California thlS week presented State
Robert Bcin, William Frost
Senator Roben Presley, (0-Rtverstde) wtth the
1990 Guardian of Small Bustness Award tn
& .\ssoc. :'\ames Green Sr.
recognition of hts outstanding record in support
Vice President
of key small busmess issues.
Martyn Hopper, State D~tor of NFIB/CahRobert Betn, Wtlham Frost & Assoctates
fornta. the largest small busmess orgamzauon m today announced long-time assoctate Wilham G.
the state, said Presley rated an 89 percent voung Green was named a semor vtce president at the
record m support of NFIB positions on such consulting engineenng, planmng and surveymg
issues as health care, family leave and small fum.
bustness financmg.
.
Green, who manages RBF's Temecula
"Senator Presley's efforu on these cructal Regtonal Office in Rtverside County, was recentissues have been instrumental m helping to prG- ly also elected prestdent of the Riverside/San
IeCI the interests of small business," Hopper md
Bernanlino chapter of the California Council of
"he listened to our concerns, and understood that Civil Engmeers and Land SurYeyors. 6
employers can only provtde jobs in a healthy
'\orion AI- B Rcn>gnitcd a'
busmess climate."
"On behalf of the employers in the 36th Dis- Outstanding Adopter
trict, we appreciate Senator Presley's efforts and
Col. Gary Underwood of Norton Air Force
we are very pleased to present him wtth thiS
Base was presented wtth a ceruficate recognizaward." A
tng the base for tts outstanding support of San
J'omon<J \nnounn·' Ho;~rd
Gorgonio High School through the Adopt-ASchool program Principal Phil Haley was on
\lcmhcr'
hand for the recognitiOn, which was presented
Miste Garcta has been appointed as the new
by Jean Stephens and Sam Henley, e~ecutive
dU'eCtor of the Chamber of Commerce. !J.
Executive Administrator of the Pomona Central
Business District, Inc.
Ms. Garcia is responsible for promotmg the
Central Business District through news releases.
Southern California's Greatest Outdoor Rail
public awareness, and image advenising, providing support to extSung businesses and the_imple- roadtana Swap Meet will be held on Saturday,
March 2, 1991 from 9am to 2pm at the Orange
menting of special events to attract potential casEmpire Railway Museum. Rail Authors AutGtomen to the district 6
graph Party is at lpm in the Musewn Town Hall.
Admisston is $3.00 to swap meet only or includh.ud>ll'l'. I hom.t' ~~ ( o.
ed with the all-day pass (S5.00 for adults, $3.00
'\,.me' (;rccn 1-irm', 1-ourlh
for children) which includes railway rides. The
l'artm·r
Musewn IS located at 2201 "A" SL Perris, CA
For more information call (714)943-3020. !J.
Kuebler. Thomas & Co. has added a fourth

T

t

1

~! ·:~-marrow transplant costs between
$125,000 to $225,000.
- A low-weight baby costs S2,000 per day and

lAUGHLIN ASSOCIATES, INC.

can
stay in the hospital for several months. We
::e~ two babtes that have cost a millton dol-

1000 E. William St Carson City, toN 89701

1-800/648-0966 FAX (702)883-4874

• Ingredient costs for drugs go up over 20 per-
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ly, but most HMOs and insurance comparues are
now offering coverage to comparues down to five
employees. nus ts a big improvement over the
last few yean.
As employers, you wtll see a conltnued
mcrease of health care prenuums for 1991. The
average increase for HMOs across the country ts
12.9 percent compared to 16 percent last year.
nus still is lower than the indemmty insurance
market that ts expected to remam at the 20-25 percent level. Fortunalel y, the Inland Empire is a
very competiuve market so I see the mcreascs for
HMOs closer to the 10 percent range. A

YOU WANT
llllliC"-l1~~~ TO DO BUSINESS IN THE
INLAND EMPIRE. ••
an~~~ooo~splantscancostbetweenS20.000
THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
BOOK YOU'LL EVER OWN!
00

LA-

A symbolic check, m the amount of appro~•
mately S150,000. was presented to the Riverside
County board of Supervisors at thetr January
15th Board meeting, by the Festival of Trees
Steering Commtltee. The Festtval of Trees was
the fust annual fundratSer sponsored by Rtverstde General Hospttal Foundation established to
support hospttal programs 6

a few months ago, that commission finished tts
dehberattons and make several recommendauons
to nu~ed revtcws. The commtSSton developed a
mmimum benefit package, recommended using
managed care as an appropnaie means of delivermg care to employer groups. expand public coverage to the uninsured, for health promotion and dtscase prevention. The caich ts that those recommendations would cost S70 btl lion. Chamnan
Rockefeller indicates he is gomg to present thts
package to Congress dunng the current sesston.
No one believes it has much chance for successful
passage. At the stale level, there tS a btU calltng
for a five-year study of health care problems, and
there ts a lot of talk about mandated coverage
through employers. I don't see any consensus
developing to result m any stgnificant legislation
this year.
The truth is the problems are so complex that
there ts not one soluuon. It ts recogruzed that

there ts great waste tn the health care system.
Many arc over-treated, over-tested and overcharged. (There ts a cyrucal story that states that
there tS one advantage tn bemg poor -- the doctor
cures you faster.)
I beltevc Dr. Louts Sulltvan, Secretary of the
U.S. Department of Health and Human servtces
best desen bes the areas that need to be addressed·
I Cost consctousness - Consumers and
provtders must become senstuve as to the costs of
thetr health care deCISions.
2. Mandates - State mandates are having a
detnmental effect on the costs for small employers.
3. lnappropnate and ineffecuve care - Phystctans and other health care professionals must
adopt more cffecttve, cffictent and tmpliettly more
economtcal procedures and treatments.
4. Technology - Unltkc other industries, mcdical 1nnovattons have dnven up costs unnccessan1y.
5. Personal responstbthty - lndtvtduals must
praCtice betler health behavtor.
The managed-care approach, such as HMOs,
seems to be the most viable deltvery system in
auackmg most of the problems defined by Dr. Sui!ivan, especially tn ltght of the vacuum created by
our legislative bodtes.
We can't solve the unmsured problem complete-
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The Ford Motor Company's 1989 health care
costs totaled $1.1 billion and represented 15.8 perJanus£. Taylor Prwd<ftl, •lftl<r Valley H<alt!t Plan
cent of its payroll. Back in 1970, Ford patd Sl44
million for health care or 6 percent of its payroll. r.~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!'~!"!!!!~~~~~~~~~iiii:iiii:='~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The automaker's uusurer proJects that by 1994,
the costs will rise to S2 billion, almost doubling in
five yean.
- The average cost per day in the hospttal ts

t

Corbm & Wertz, a certified
pubhc accounttng and business
wnsuhmg ftrm. opened tts third
o[[ice on January 7, 1991 tn
Ontario. Cahfornta This is the
second office opened tn the last
two )catS for the seven-year-old
firm. ,. htch also has locations in
San Diego and lrvtnc.
Located at 410 orth Vineland Avenue, Suite
445, the Ontano olllce will servtce the Inland
Empire, as well as eastern Los Angeles and
nonheastem Orange County.
Michael J. Rasmussen has been named managing panner of the Ontario office. "'here he will
be primarily responstble for practtce development He brings seven years of "Big Six" experience to Corbtn & Wero, formerly with Ernst &
Young as a L1X manager. ~
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elocationService
WHAT WE OFFER
•

Complete packages available, including
housewares, linens, appliances and more!

•
•
•

Transportation information

•

Commercial office suites

Area demographic and recreational information
Apartment complex information

Brook's Relocation Department will work with you or your
Human Recources Director to assist with all your
relocation needs.
For free lnfonnatlon call

1-800-888-6423. Box 3548 (toll free In California) or
1-818-~-7158 (Other states)

cent each year with some exotic drugs costmg
over S1,000 per month per patient.
- Hean surgery averages $15,000.

! . l.argt- l n-Jn,urt'd Pupulatiun

In a recent edition of the Health Wuk Journal
m a section titled, "Forecast 1991 ," an article sucCinctly describes what has been happening to this
point. "The 1980s witnessed what once would
have been an unimagmable stnng of medical miracles -- organ transplanwion, lithotnpsy, artificial
ears, magnelic resonance imaging, bio-tech drugs,
arulicial joints and more."
At the same time, despite the much publicized
altempts to control costs in the 80s, the U.S. was
unable to slow the escalation tn its health care
.spending," and funher in the arttcle, "along wtth
the incredible groW1h m the numbers of dollars
spent on health care, the 80s also saw the number
of people without msurance 111Cl'Ca5e to more than
15 percenl or the populalton, or betweat 32 and
37 million people. Twice that number go without
health coverage for at least one of every 28
months."
Gat! Wilensky, administrator for the Health
Care Financmg Adnunistrauon, says. '"Unless we
can provtde a sense that we've got our arms
around the cost-control problems, we can't solve
the problems for the urunsured."
These nsing costs have ex3ccrbated the unin
surcd problem by making health msur.mce 100
costly for many employers, especially smaU bust
nesses, to o!fer medical benefits to their employees.
.\. l•ublil' tlt-alth Care Issues

Dr. Novello, the U.S. Surgeon General,

state~
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THE INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL ANNOUNCES
THE 1991 BOOK OF LISTS

that there are three major public health issues that

face us today:
1. Teen dnnking - teenagers are involved m
one or every four injuncs m alcohol-relrued accidents.
2."The AIDS epidemic - AIDS has become
one of the I0 leading causes of death for women
in childbearing years and children between the
ages of one to four years.
3. Smoking - this ts still the smglc most
imponant condition that contnbutes to illness
and/or death.
The problems to be solved are tmmense and
many-faceted So what can, and is betng done
about them? I can teU you that from the legislative standpotnl -- very little. There was much
hoopla a1 the national level wtth the establishing
of the Pepper Commission, which was to set a
national health care policy and made recommen
dalions to Congress to implement that policy. Just

ONLY
$27.50!

Tloe potellli<J eco1t01Nic lttuU.ess crowtlt itt tJu I ttliuwl
Empire is tnwuttdo.u--tr~~~yiH MII(IOI'Glkkd tUtywlten in
tlte Unllu SIDus...YoM, our r«uuers, lo4ve wid .u tMI
Ollr Usts an tiN best u.d s011rcu GVGilobkf•
....,ldittK your prodMcts """ u"'ius U.tlu ltt~Mu/
EMpire. Wdl, It en il is! Over 4,870 _,. lo4un
tkdiclllkd w reuuclo for litis prd>liclllioiL. we, Ill
tlu htltwl ENitr Badttw JnciHIL IHU.N t1utt du
MDn ittjof'f~Ufi 011r rHilers an, dte MDn :10• will
H Uk flo ct~piiiUJu 1M j~Wn OfiiiOrtrutllia.

SPECIAL OFFER...

$34.50
_____
.,... ... ,..
, , , /Joolt ol

u.n. M&

........

-~......_
Mfl•~ollllle1.1
..._.,__~,a·

SEND NMIE,ADDIUISS, PIIONii. NUMBE/1, AND CHECJC FO« n1.so.s1.511 Sllti'PING AND IIANDUNG TO -INLAND li.loii'IIUI /JUSINii.SS
IOU«HAL, :UO/ CEIVTitEUJUJ DIUVE, SUrrli. 120, 01'/TAII/0, CA 11711
-FO« loiULTII't.E ORDBJIS OF JD /JOOIC.S, CALL (1U)J9J-IDJS-
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with such a powerful and versatile machine, a mere two to the-art hardware to lure potential customers. With the big
bucks coming in from service fees from an expanded marthree years from now.
.
.
,
.
No American electronics manufacturer, mcludmg cellu- ket of cellular users, they rc VIrtually gtv~ng away the
lar phone industry leader Motorola, is as well positioned as raz?rs in _order to sell the blades. At least one of these extra
the aforementioned Japanese manufacturer to lead the pack opuons 1s perfect for at_to~eys, architects and busme~s
into the a e of the true ponablc office.
.
I ex~uuves. ~th cell~lar te!ccommunl1 th g h rt run 10 achieve anything \ No American elecJromcs ITUinU·
cauons serv1ce prov1ders m the L.A.
app~ac~~n~ s~ch a' powerful, portable fact~rer, induding cellular
market--PacTel Cellular and smaller
· · ns and data processing tool phone mdusrry leader Motorola,
L.S. Cellular--now offer automated
commun1ca0 o
•
.. d
h
h
11 ·
b"ll.
h
before the Japanese big boys come out
is as well pos1110ne as t e
p one ca ume- 1 1~g en ancements
TOMORROW'S OFFICE:
with their prototypes. smaller vendors }apanes~ manufacturer to lead
for cellu_lar phones wh1ch allow the bu~
THE BACK SEAT OF A CAR
will likely move in to fill the need. One the pack mto the age of the true
professiOnal to _a ccur~tel y track h1s
niche marketer, the Japanese fax manuport4blt office.
phone conversations, JUSt as he does
be weary law fum partner steertd his sleek black facturer Nissei, already sells a nifty, very
back ~t the glass-and-steel office.
Mercedes into his Los Angele's hotel security car- lightweight, battery-powered fax machine and, in discusFor the legal professiOnal who wants to take the plunge
pat for the nighL He flicked the headlights off, sions with several cellular phone manufacturers and large im~ cellul~ fa~ ~ght_ a~ay, the names to remember are
pushed a few buttons oo his bauery-operated, eight-po~d dealer organizations, to develop the electron!c _adapters to FUJI~, M1tsubtshi, N1sse1 and Portafax. ~ current g~
laptop computer/facsimile machine/cellular phone which link Nissei·s machine more closely into ex1stmg cellular erauon of portable bauery-powered fax rnachmes arc ~vall
sat on the adjacent seaL
phones without the need for an acoustic coupler. Mit- able for sale or lease by d~lers ~ho can be f~d ~ ~e
After loading a fresh ream of paper into the jaws of the subishi just began marketing a portable, banery-powered Yellow Pages. Inland Err:p"e Bus1ness Journals adv1ce IS
machine, he left it for the night to work its magic, and fax which also plugs directly into a suitably-equipped cellu- to lease_ rather_than own m the short run, because the techbeaded towards the lobby and much-needed resL
Jar phooe, and plans to come out with a super-cellular nology IS movmg s~ fasL
..
Whim and clicks emanated from the tiny, $5,000 elec- phone capable of handling both fax signals and digital comDon't w_orry, whiche~er dec1s1on you maJ_ce. and whether
tronic marvel as it called up the nearest cellular phone puler data traffic with a hard wire connection to the fax your favonte hang-out ts your local wate~g . hole or the
anlC:Illll, electronically vaulting over two continents and an
machine sometime later this year.
beach, your truly portable offlce--c~mb mauon ~el_lular
ocean, seeking the proper cellular phone line in Prague,
Los Angeles is rapidly becoming the red-hot crucible of phone/portable fax/laptop_computer--will be ready 1_n JUSt a
Cz.ecboslovakia, where his fellow partner from the New the cellular telephone industry, with the two service com- couple of years. It pr~nus~ as muc~ fo! >:Our busmess or
York office would hopefully conclude the business deal the batants offering enhanced services aoo subsidized state-of- law practice as the proliferauon of PC s d1d m the 1980s. !:J.
next day.
Data streamed into the unit from a sister machine
10,000 miles away, showing up on the laptop·s high-resolution liquid aystal screen as a series of colorful charts and
graphs with captions in the Czech language. These, the
machine automatically translated into English, instantly.
Soon full<olor graphs aJXI charts printed on plain paper by
a tiny ink-jet printer carne barrelling out of the machine
onto the from seat, followed by 50 pages of tex 1 in rap1d
success1on. The 500 megabytes of RAM bu1lt into the
Japanese miracles were mo~ than enough to store_all the
material in the Prague machine, to be downloaded mto the
LA. machine or faxed and printed out automatically. The
only thing it didn't do was bind the report together!
When the partner appeared in the morning, freshly
showered and shaved, he merely stuffed the 50 pages mto a
large binder and sped off to the conference room w~re his
fum's client executives were soon to be hooked up mto an
io&ercOntinental conference call with their Czech counterparts. The critical report had arnved much faster and
cheaper than it could have via m couner.
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Inland Empire
ProfileAnne T. Thomas

1. Job
Anorney - practicing in the area of water
and environmental law - currently Managing Partner of the Ontario office of
Best, Best & Krieger for one 1/2 years - a
12 attorney office in Ontario. The firm
has 115 lawyers and Ontario is our
newest office.

2. Biography:
Born: Norfolk, Virginia
Colleges: Duke University and UCLA
Lived in the Philippines for six years
(1961 - 1967) and studied for masters m
Asian studies at University of the Philippines, taught English at local college.
Carne to California in 1967. Married,
three children.

3. Residence:

plumerftu and a laptop CO'!'f..U.ter into an
111tegrated packagt...il s JUSt a
qutstiorr ofriu.

No, the date for this scenario isn't 200I. It isn't even
1995. This scenario could come true as soon as 1993. as
leading Japanese and American electronics giants ~ttle to
nn the need for high-tech hardware for commercial use.
Tbe Japanese have a decided edge, as several of their electronics behemoths, such as Fujitsu and Sharp, already create all of the current, separately-packaged components of
this highly integrated and miniaturized, futuristic product.
"The basic teclmology exists today to combme phone.
fax and a laptop computer into an integrated package." says
Mart Ulrich, manager of new product development ~or
Fujitsu lmaging Systems of Am0ca. _"l_fs just. a quesuon
of size. As miniaturization contmues. tt IS poss1ble that an
integrated unit could be built, potentially with the fax ser:ving as a printer and scanner for the laptop. FuJI~u ~ontm
ues to explore opportunities for~ techno~ogy, w1thin both
the mobile and office-based envuonments.
.
.
With such a lightweight, portable mega-machine at this
fmgertips. and a trUSty l~ther briefcase fo~ filing p_urpo~s.
the lawyer circa 1993 wdltruly have four offices . the old
brick-and-mortar one downtown (which will become
increasingly obsolete, except for face-to-face c~erences),
his home, his car and the courtroom. \We nught as well
also add the bea~h for Sou~ Califo~ia lawyers). He
will be able to access data and mteract w1th other computers, faxes and phones from around the comer or around the
world at the toUch of a few keys.
No looger will a paralegal or clerk h_ave to trundle boxes
of manually<ollated paper documents mto coon to ~upport
the attorney; 00 longer must the documents be ~1-Site; the
machine will be the powerful portal mto_the enure law f~
m's resources. Optical disk players tn the law flrm s
library~Y available-will make an enure hbrary f~l
of information accessible to the auomey, wherever he IS
and wbc:Dever he wants iL It will make the Jury-ngged ~el1u1ar bone /portable battery-powered fax comb_mauon
avai.la~e during the fUSl quancr of 1991 seem prumuve by
complrison.
.
U ever thtze were a power tool for the aggre~lve, sucessful uomey this is iL Best bets are that FuJitsU, Mil~ ~ StwP EJcctronic;s will be the first out of the box

to d1verse occupauonal opponunt11es. The vmcc potcnual employers to make hmng
present emphasis on penetraung the ··hidden decisions. There are now five b1lhon people
nature's phys1cian, and is essen- JOb market, .. simply means mailmg resumes on the planet. And we must do something
tial to human happiness... Unfor- directly to decision makers mstead of passive- to stand out from the multitudes who also
tunately, Galen failed to anticipate rapid ly responding to advertised openings. This seek work. Productive interviews are
sh1fts in occupational sectors. a natural
founded upon soluuons. not problems. ln
byproduct of post-industrial economies. rr==============n discussing problems, we tend to become
Change is essential, but accelerated change
E M P L 0 Y M E N T associated with the dysfuncuon. Instead of
1mpmges upon the mental stability of work- 1'-:======~~~~:===~~~ remindmg employers about absenteeism,
ers. This observation has been convincingly I
for example, 11 is preferable to propose
ideas that promise to increase staff commitdriven home by futurists like Tomer who
coined the term, "future shock.·· Necessariment and morale. Employers are receptive
ly, workers in the 90s will not only be
to ideas, they are closed to what they coosider mvasions of privacy.
required to embrace change, they must
encourage it and strategically market work
Candida tes wi ll also fare better by
experience to take advantage of emerging
maneuvering discussions into the future.
Put forth ideas that contnbute to cornparues
opportunities.
instead of merely discussing what you have
Company downsizings, staff reorganiaccomplished for someone else. Future-orizations and operational realignments are
ented mterviews by-pass stigmas assoc1ated
euphemisms. They translate mto the need
IE
BJ
Excbuiw
by
for an updated resume. And successfu l
with unemployment, self-employment,
IAwrutu F. Pd.,NOit Plt.l).
incompatible work, experience and brtef
resumes have dramatically changed in format, where old school resumes resembled ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' tenure. I have mterfaced w1th candidates
apphcations and depicted work experience underscores the need for resumes that actively who left a company, only to be invited back
years later at a substantial increase in comin a one-page, fill-in-the-blank fashion. incorporate employer benefits.
lnterviewing strategies have also changed. pensauon over those who fai thfully
New school resumes read like brochures
in
the
90s
must
incorporate
Job
candidates
and include executive summaries, thereby
remained. Why? Because of the levehng
portraying skills and abilities as applicable princi ples of consumer psychology to conPlease stt "Recruiting" Pagt 13

~G)alen stated that .. Employment is

The Key
to Human
Happiness

11

Tlu! basic ttclanology txisis today to combine
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Riverside, California

4. Major Accomplishments:
General practice of law in water rights
area - most recently, having practiced law
for the past 13 years, it was a change of
focus to come to Ontario to head up our
newest office and undertalce administra·
lion. The experience has worked out
well. From a small four person office in
1989, the Ontario office has grown to 12
attorneys, is firmly in the black , and has
achieved a strong presence in the Ontario

area.

5. Best thing about the Inland
Empire?
VITALITY
there's a strong
entrepreneurial spirit here; a lot of new
people and ideas and a strong economy.

6. Concern:
Environmental degradation caused by
unplanned and possibly uncontrollable
population growth in Southern California.

Success never comes ea'>ily. It takes years of hard work, insight and a personal
dedication to excellence.
AT.. American Airlines, v.e share that dedication. And work hard to make flying
as hassle-free as possible. That:s why business travelers around the wo rld depend
on American for consi.stem high-quality '>Crv1ce whenever thev fly.
Tog<..~r Amen~n Al_rlmes and ~cri~n Eagle• serve nearly 2'50 destinat~ons
worldwtde. So if you re gomg places m hllsmes.'>, let American take yo u there Call
your Travel Agent or American Airlines
at (800) ~33-7300 ahou1 your nexttnp.

ArnericanAi•rtnes

.vno,r..-...-. Eo~~I<A,. • rc:g•-..rr..t onv ~ e m.rl< , ~ ....,..,,.. .,
Airline. In< • ..-.:!10 Am<oriCVl\ rc:g.,w asrhne .._,."-"""

,YvJori/JI · fbe -~
JVrr~Jtng '}J'-''-WU t/"l
UU.
c~~---1

·

Clear their minds. Clear
their desks. Clear the boardroom. And head for Lake
Arrowhead Hilton Resort.
Think ofus as a corporate
retreat for your six or
160 keyemployees.
We'll meet each of

about Arrowhead Hilton
Corporate Getaways from

7. Last book read:
Fiction: "The Remains of the Day"
Non-Fiction: • Awakenings"

8. Favorite drink:
Fizzy water

9. Last vacation:
Alaska

at 1-800-633-1125 or
(714) 336-1511, and ask

ciency, while we
pamper you \o\ri.th an absolutelyspectacular setting.
lake your group on ateam' Subtnt ftJai<Ulabolltl

only $98~

lake Arrowhead Hilton
RESO R T & \ I LLAGE

•
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Riverside Entrepreneur Ray Kroc of Cleaning Industry

-

RANI(

SBA LOANS FVHOED

COMPANY
Nome

• 7A

·50< Loans
• Contract L.., Porgram

The Mooty Sto~ Investment
337 N Vineyard Suite 3\ 5
Ontario, California 91764

26,369.420

51

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes

1
45

Robert Rothchild
U. P. Senior Bus. Dvlp. OffiCer
(714) 983 -8100

23,633,040

60

1

Mecbanks Nat\oual Bank
8225 Alondra Blvd
Paramount. California 90723

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
Yes

1
6

Jerry Morita
President SBA Division
(213) 531-4274

17,0'79,235

49

3

Bank of Commen:e
27645 Jeffenon Avenue
Temecula, California 92390

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

2
9

Gary Youmans
Senior V.P.
(800)SBA - MONY

Liberty Nat\ouaJ Bank

l2,T70,582

33

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
No

1
4

Steve Arriaga
Assistant V.P..J.E.
(714) 884 - 9818

4

7777 Center Avenue
Huntin&ton Beach, California 92647
1\,6\6,455

30

5

Government Funding
3403 Tenth Street 11708
Riverside, California 92501

Yes
No
No

No
No
No

9,694,724

31

6

MlllloD Viejo Nadolaal Bank
2S909Pala
Mission Veijo. California 92691

Yes
Yes
Yes

22

7.

Mlssloa VaJky Bank N.A.
501 N El Camino Real
San Clemente, California 92674

7,901,408

Tbt Bank Of San Diego
225 Broadway
San Die&<>. California 92101

6,930,300

17

I.

Landmark Bank SBA Division
2099 South State College Blvd
Anaheim. California 92806

9

6,498,200

24

1

Barry Dixon

9

Regional V.P.
(714) 781-4988

Yes
No
Yes

0
2

Shauna Norregard
YICe president
(800) 822 - 8257

Yes
No
No

No
No
Yes

0
1

AI Thielemann
Assistant V.P.
(714) 361 -5271

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

0
7

MarkMuhouri
Ser\jor Vice Presiderll
(619) 237-5300

0

3

Cynthia Drennan
V.P. & Mgr SBA Division
(714) 937 - 1330

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

1
2

Jerry L. Casteel
V.P. SBA Dept Mgr
(714) 535-2210

0
3

Grace Hill
Assistant V.P.
(714) 966 - 6964

I

Michael A. Owens
Sr. Development/Specialist
(714) 788- 9811

Padlk llllud Bank
888 S West Street
Anaheim. Califormia 92675

6, \46,918

20

10

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

4,934,000

7

11

Natlooal Bank or Callfomla
3951 S Plaza Drive
Santa Ana, California 92704

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

Riverside <lty Econ. Dev. Corp.

4.384.200

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

19

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
No

14

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

3,764,750

17

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

3,651,000

12

No

No
No
No

'12 'l499101h Street
Riverside, California 92501
Bank Of Industry
4,167,726
13 1022l...awson Street
City Of Industry, California 91748
Elodoroedo Bank
4,052,800
14 2730 E Chapman Avenue
Orange California 92/>lB

Suuet Bank
15 600 West Santa Ana Blvd
Santa Ana, California 92701
Eall!rptile hllciJDa Corp
16 33SO Shelby SIRCl. Sl& 200
Onurio, California 91761
Fronder Banks

12

Ya
No

3,589,000

9

17 One Cen~er Poinl Drive
La Palma, California 90623
MJd City BaU N.A.
II 26SO E Imperial Hwy
Bra. California 92621

3,184,2SO

2,335,000
Dana Nlptl Bank, N.A.
23030 Lake Forest Dr.
Laguna Hills, California 92653
ITT Small a.-.. FiDaDce Corp 2.196,000
20 43SS Rufrm Ro.i Suite 100
SID Die&<>. California 92123
2,104,800
Caliber BusiDas Credit
11 3401 Centrelakt Drive 11370
Onwio. California 91761
1,883,000
ne--t c-maaJty Bulk
l l 14800 La Paz. Drive
YJd.OrVi))c, Califomia 92392
1,698,000
Callfomla State BaM
13 92S Badillo Street
Covina. California 91722
1,00,000
120 So Sm Pedro Slnllll Suite 320
Loe Aapks, California 90012
713..500
Wellen c-..1tJ Bank
15 321 Eall Sixlh Sleet
Corona. California 91719

15

9

19

,.. u-....

7

4

3

s
2

Yes

Hector Hernandez
Senior V.P.-SBA
(818) 965-2287
3
8

Joan Earhart
V.P./ Mgr
(714) 532 - 2208

0

John Woodward
V.P./ Mgr
(714) 835- 1791

Yes
5

Nick Landis
President

(714) 944- 2S32

Yes
Yes
No

Yes

0

No
Yes

3

Yes
No
No

No
No
Yes

0
2

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

0
2

Yes
No
No

Yea
No
Yes

0
15

Gerud D. Sullivm

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes

1

7

Joanna R. Bruno
V.P./Manager
(714) 988-6188

Yes

No
No
Yes

3
3

Ronald Wlllon
President
(619) 243 - 2140

Yes
Yes
No

No

4

9

Gene Bishop
President
(818) 967 . 2411

Ya
Yes
Ya

Yea

2
150

Clinton FaltcrJMYCZ
Vtce President

Yes

Yes

Yes
No
6

0

Ya
Ya

Yes
Yes

Ya
No
Yea
Yes

Scou Harvey
Sr. Vice President
(714) 521 - 2265

Kent M. Mustari
Vice Pres/SBA Loan Officifl"
(714) 951 -0334
Regional Mgr
(800) 999 • 9488

BiD Cramer
AVP/SBAMgr
(714) 734 . 4110

MIA• Nal~ 'INN). WNd Nat IJiedole lila • no« IIW8IIIIIIe TMinbma*-' In fie-.. . .- Dlllllnld tram fie ClDIIII*IiM llallcl. To . . bell of our~... lnlarrna*-' -.pled Ia ~ •
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"George Horioka is a
major asset because be
abounds with energy, is
a bright young man,
and he has a n incredible success record."
CLEANSERV Industries, Inc. is
Horioka"s franchise brainchild, and through
it he is sharing the philosophy and experi·
ence that got him where he is. Horioka's
goal is to professionalize a trade that has
historically been characterized by mom·
and·pop outfits with varymg standards.

Will The Real
#1 SBA Lender In America
Please Stand Up

SBA Lending Sets \ew Records
Lending by the U.S. Small Business
Administrotion in Orange, Riverstde, and
San Bernardino Counties reached a record
high in fiscal year 1990, SBA District
Director Steve Waddell announced today.
"SBA guaranteed lending to small busi·
nesses has grown dramatically during the
last several years. In fact, we have set suc·
cessive records each year since we became
a district office in 1988," said Waddell.
The San1a Ana District approved a total
of 569 loans in the tri-county area for a
total of almost S199 million in the fiScal
year ending September 30, 1990. This
compares with 398 loans in 1989 for Sl20
million, and 321 loans in 1988 for $72 mil·

lion.

F. Peter Kim
Vice President.SBA Depc.
(714) 996 - 8150

(213) 9n -S3SS
4
4

More people work in the cleaning mdustry today than many officially respected and hstened to.
If cleaning entrepreneur
Board member, John Taft Ben·
George Horioka gets his way, other service profession, and 11 IS growing by leaps and bounds.
he will be the Ray Kroc of It is currently at about S20 btllion and is expected to double son, a Logan, Utah, attorney and
commercial
cleaning before topping out. Horioka said. Yet. client dissatisfaction in businessman, says he JOined the
CLEANSERV board because he
emrepreneurs and his compa- the industry is between 60 and 70 percent.
Despite the industry's
recognized a number
ny, CLEANSERY lndustnes,
of clear values m the
Inc., will change the way huge si1e, existing franHe sta rted his own cleaning
business. "Number
people think about the clean· chise companies in the
business a t age 21 in 1977, a nd
one, George Horioka is
industry have not taken
ing industry.
clea ned toilets himself at night
lhe cleaning industry hold of great shares of
a maJOr asset because
he abounds with energy, IS a bright young man,
is where the fast food mdus· the market. Horioka
while bidding on accoun ts in
and he has an incredible success record," Taft says.
try was 35 years ago,· Horio- believes that"s because of
the daytime. Today, that com"More than that. his company had all the earmarks
ka says. "Thirty-five years low incentives and lack
that it was replicatable. •
pa ny bills over $7 million a
ago, fast food had a bad of professional stanname, no standards and no dards,
a
trend
CLEANSERV ultimately plans to launch
yea r and has 550 employees.
Gtorgt /lori.ob
an intensive nationwide advenising campaign to
is
cohesiveness. It was dis- CLEANSERV
PruitUN
reach a market share that can exceed 2,500 franpersed. Our industry is like designed to avoid.
CLEIINSE.R v
"There were a lot of
chises, Horioka says. So far, CLEANSERV fran·
that··there are huge dollars
coming out and yet no one is managing iL •
unhappy clients," says Horioka, who researched the industry for chises and CLEANSERY"s own management and board have
combined experience with such clients as Coldwell Banker,
Horioka knows what he's tallcing abouL He staned his own several years before starring the franchise corporation in 1987.
cleaning business at age 21 in 1977, and cleaned toilets himself
CLEANSERV has as part of its philosophy a pledge of pro- Kennedy NASA Space Center, Bank of America, Allstate,
at night while bidding on accounts in the daytime. Today, that fessionalism, coupled with a belief that individual effort IBM, Xerox Corporation, Pacific BeU, LaGuardia Airport, and
deserves to be recognized. Hence, employees and franchises are many more nationally-known companies. 6
company.bills over S7 million a year and has 550 employees.

SBA's loan-guarantee program is
designed to encourage banks and other
lenders to make long·term fmancing avail·
able to small businesses. Terms for SBA
guaranteed loans commonly are five to
seven years for working capital, up to 10
years for machinery and equipment, and as
much as 25 years for purchase of real prop·
erty. Interest rates charged by lenders typically are 2 3/4 percent over low New York
prime, variable quarterly.
Standard credit criteria affect bank and
SBA approval decisions, including appli·
cant character, management experience.
historical and projected repayment ability,
financial strength and collateral. Further
information, including a lis t of active
lenders, can be obtained from the SBA dis·
trict office at (714) 836-2492.
The most dramatic increase occurred in
the Inland Empire, where lending increased
from 102 to 267 loans and from S22 to S94
miUion over the three year period
In Orange County, lending increased to
302 loans for over Sl~ miUion in 1990.
The average size of the loans also
increased. up to $344,000 from $282.000 in
1989. In 1988, Orange County had 219
loans for a total of nearly S50 million. In
1989 that grew to 248 loans and a tot;~l of
S70 million. 6

E
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Developers Diversify to Survive

\nl iversification into non-develop-

~ mem areas will be a key strategy
for U.S. real estate developers coping
with 1991's market conditions, yet a
majority hold optimistic views about
their own futures over lhe next five years.
This is a major finding of a national study
released today by the UCLA Center for
Finance and Real Estate and the Los
Angeles-based law flrm Cox, Castle &

To sUiy in business, development
companies are moving into nondevelopment activity

industry over the longer term ," said
Connell. "Fifty-two percent are optimistic
about their company's outlook for the
next five years."
Few major U.S. developers are conNicholson.
sidering activities in Europe. Sixteen perA number of the nation's largest real cent said they may establish European
estate developers were surveyed in this operations with 56 percent of those
fust comprehensive effort to determine respondents citing Western Europe and
U.S.

v...,.,., p,.,.,.u., N••-4l>twf<M"'
Acili>fi,, io /99/-92

10

0 +-J!!!!..l-'-':.:::..=.:..U..:...:.::.:.:.;

areas while the landfill is operational or
after it is closed. This should be a concern
in filling canyons.
ATlONS ZN WASTE-BY RAIL
Third, any gaseous emissions from a
REMOVAL I>E"BAIE
landfill in the high desert will occur outside
the already polluted basin air quality dishe concept of removing large vol- tricts. Truck mileage in the collection area
umes of municipal solid waste by could be reduced by using centrally-located
[ ) rail from their source cities to more transfer stations. Also, rail haul of waste
distant landfills has gained an audience in requires about one-tenth the diesel fuel
Southern California, as well as many major used by long-haul trucks transporting waste
cities on the eastern seaboard
to basin margin landfills.
Interest in waste- ,.....,.,..,.,.--;-:----.-.....,-;-;---,---,
The question of how
by-rail projects has Siting future 1/lnd.fills outwaste would be compacted
grown as landfill side groundwater recharge
must be considered before
capacity decreased
further discussion of envinationwide and it areas may eliminate subse- ronmental benefits. Several
became more difficult quent contomination levels. methods for waste comto fmd and permit new
paction have been tried,
landfills in and near cities. While the cost including compaction in containers, baling,
associated with such projects seems to and partial compaction directly in gondola
dominate the debate, the environmental cars. Because the highest density of waste
benefits of waste-by-rail removal need to be is achieved through baling, it is the best
explored. Perhaps if we first identify the weight-to-volume ratio for rail shipment,
best environmental answer to solid waste as well as the least costly to ship.
disposal, the economic issue will dim in
The significance of the densities
light of future environmental cleanup costs. achieved in baling goes beyond shipping
The waste-by-rail concept poses several considerations. California law requires a
environmental pluses for the Inland Empire. minimum after compaction density of
First, siting of future landfills outside 1,200 pounds per cubic yard for solid
the groundwater recharge area of the popu- waste in landfills, and bales can be made
lated Inland Empire eliminates the potential with 1,500 to as much as 2,000 ~unds per
for liner failure and subsequent groundwa- cubic yard. The importance of thls is twoter contamination in the Santa Ana River fold. First, further compaction is not neeBasin, which is already polluted in several essary once bales are placed in the balcfill,
areas. In addition, the high desert affords reducing the amount of fuel burning equipbetter landfill siting options in less faulted ment needed to operate the fill. Second,
areas with superior bedrock geology for
Please see "Waste" Page 32
isolating waste in a sta- ..--.:::_.-..:::.:.......,..----------_;::--.----.
ble
environment.
Improved siting alternatives combined with
current liner system
requirements will also
protect groundwater
sources in the high
desert.

Second, simi Iar to 1r:--.:--:------'--L--'"-----. ..
groundwater, a remote
site precludes the poten- - s.u ••...., w......_ " "
tial for erosion of filled 6
rna ter ia Is in to surface t:::=::::;;;;~;::;=;~:;::;::::;!,......,J.,...-_=:=:==---L__j
waters in the populated
Potential Wast~by-Rall Disposal Sites

.......,_so..

IS YOUR BUSINESS GETTING
THE CREDIT IT DESERVES?
AI tJu rttJl tstaU induslrJ nu:Jturts,
thYtloJHn rtquirt more sophistiCtlltdjfn.ancial skills to survive
UCLA's John E. Anderson Graduate
School of Management, said, "To stay in
business, development companies are
moving into non-development activity,
such as property management and development-for-fee rather than expanding
their development lines of business.
"These operations have significantly
lowered profits but developers have pared
their staffs to compensate," she added.
Seventy-five percent of respondents
indicated they will pursue non-development activities. Included among those arc
property management (86'lb), development-for-fee (73%) and asset management(57%).
In the short term, most developers
believe the market will remain the same.
However, almost half of California
respondents feel the market will worsen
in 1991-92. This is not surprising since
the Eastern Seaboard has been in a real
estate recession for the past few years
while California is just now feeling the
effects, Connell noled.
"The study shows that developers
have not lost their confidence in the

•
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"Recruiting" From Page 9
ing the innate interests of employees. And
aspect o~ compensation. Employees tend to managers are required to communicate corhave thw compensauon tied to those with
si.mi lar job descriptions and tenure. And employees
porate objectives
with greater
so
can anticipate
as wellclarity
as facillglvmg a su~stanual raise to one employee tate their accomplishment Moreover it has
Although traditional by insurance
causes pohucal repercussions in the organi- bee.n.verified that externally-oriented orgafixed-rate institutional firms and pen7..ational hierarchy.
~1zauons who emphasize sales and marketdebt is the most popu- sion funds to
1·" contrast, companies justify paying mg fare better than internally-directed firms
lar, cost competi tive borrowers with
~u~1ders more because of potentially fresh that accentuate a
·
· ·
mslgh ts and diverse experience. Where lion Wh ? B ccounung and admmtstraform of financing , strong
track
thrce years used to be
.
y. ecause new accoWJts are more
there arc a number of records
for
What is required is the
important than keeping
the minimum time to
s
d ·h
·
track of what happened
reasons why borrow- developing and
ti~~ be~~~~~~~~~~~ earnest desire to encourwhen it comes to susers may fmd the need operating larger,
Bill Dugan
two years is now generage change, cu/Jivate
tained growth and vitalifor an alternative institutional grade properties.
ally accepted as sufftble
I .
l'Y·. An~ increased compe•
financing source.
1
1
uuon m the market place
cient. Only a fool asks s ~~ ~gtc p~o m so vmg
In some cases. lenders may have diffi- Hem tie & Ad.iustable Rate Debt:
means that no company
what kind of gas ahtltttes whtch can be uni·1
F
·
can afford to become
culty underwriting the project for various
There are a number of alternative ~~a~~c~es~7~ni~t~:~
reasons, whether directly related to the
versally applied to
complacent
project itself, or to market conditions.
sources in the event the project docs not vi.ew~ excite employers
virtually any
The most lucrative
• •
I
.
On the other hand, the borrower may meet institutional investment criteria, or w1th 1deas and promises
1 opportunities in the 90s
find that a traditional debt proposal is not the borrower desires increased flexibility of future benefits to the orgamzatwna settmg... f will come in the area of
management and marketpoint that employers
palatable for a number of reasons, such as not offered by participating or convertible sto
k.
·
bo
.
ing. Drucker has long
p as mg q_uestwn.s a ut work history pomted out that America's economic future
lower than desired leverage, belief that debt. Credit companies, banks and forand start sel.hng the1r company to candi- r.esidcs in. the ability to take advantage from
rates will be declining from today's lev- eign trust companies arc currently offer- dates;
an enVIable experience.
AltJ:lough there is growing emphasis on m~xpenslve labor. indica~ve of emerging
cis, and restric- r-------------~ ing these alternatives.
~ard
SCience
to foster tcchr1ical competence th~d-world countnes, parucularly Mexico.
tive covenants
Lenders may have difficulty
The structure typically
m workers, modem employees need solid This '!~lates into the need for professionunderwriting the project for
provides for a contract groWJding in social science. Naisbitt"s com- al fa~lhtators who can anticipate viable ceowhich address
.. .
nom1c markets as well-coordinate diverse
various reasons, whether
interest rate based on a
issues such as
ment on htgh tech" versus "high touch" operational assignments. Since international
lock-in (a period directly related to the proiect
spread over the floating suggests a growing need for interpersonal rt:lati<;>ns are predicated on precise commu"
market index, such as ~ompetence and worker participation to n t
during which the
h 90
·
itself, or to market conditions.
ICa IOn, t e s wlll see even greater
prime or LIBOR (Len- lmp.lement organizational strategies with
I ender prohibits
mmunal employee resistance. There is also emphasis on Spanish, Korean, Japanese and
prepayment of . , • • • • • • • • • • • • • don Inter Bank Offering
.
h .
Chinese.
I believe employees of the new age can
the loan or the sale or transfer by the borRate), and may include an emergmg emp as1s on entrepreneurship
and
profit
centered
leadership
to
successfulf lfi
rower), yield maintenance and secondary a fixed or stepped-up coupon interes t ly take advantage of team dynamics and rea d"l
I Y u Ill the words of Galen, making
financing.
rate. The difference between the coupon worker motivation. This translates into emplorment the key to human happiness.
workers who can apply their creative trou- Wh.at IS required, however, is the earnest
For these situations there are a number rate and the contract rate is either accrued bl
h ·
d~s1re to encourage change, cultivate strateof financing alternatives available to or utilized to reduce the original princies ootmg, getting paid for problems glc. problem solving abilities which can be
than for tenure or number of unl~crsally applied to vinually any organithrough both institutional and non-institu- pal loan amount. Although a number of solved
years onrather
the job.
tional sources.
these lenders arc not regulated, they usuInterestingly, management research zauon~l selling, and improved personal
Here are a few of the more popular ally top out at 80% to 90% loan-to-value underscores the fact that many CEOs were markeun~ .that takes advantage of emerging
options:
including any accrued interest. Lender; sel~-employed prior to taking the helm at opponuruues. Good luck. !J.
may require equity participation in order maJOr corpora.tions. Consequently, they
Lawrence F. Peterson Ph.D. holds an
to meet their return objective. These vehi- understand the Importance of intrinsic motiPa rtk ipa ti n:.: l>t'lll
vation. Extrinsic inc~tives of past sought to earned do~IOrate in social change theory.
cles are available for a variety of product reward Cf!1ployee.s m assembly line, piece He has wruten extensively in psychology,
career ~evelopment, !Nlnagement DNi
This form of fmancing allows the bor- types, including non-institutional quality ra~e fashiOn. ThiS approach is currently
marlctung and currently specializes i1t
rower to obtain a higher level of leverage product or projects in need of creative be1.ng repla.ced with "intrinsic" incentives
whi~h sustam productivity and commitment career development through his practice in
(typically 85 percent to 90 percent loan- features such as earn-outs, holdbacks, or Enncbed JOb descriptions are complementUpland, California.
A
number
of
additional
interest
reserve.
to-value) in exchange for allowing the
lender to participate in 50% to 60% of the Japanese banks and trusts are new
entrants to this market. !J.

cash flow and increase in value over the
loan term. The loan typically provides for
a fixed or stepped-up coupon interest rate
at 50 to 150 points below market interest
rates for a given term. This alternative is
offered by pension funds and life insurance companies for well-leased, institutional-quality projects where the borrower desires increased leverage and intends
to hold the project long-term.

tlon·l
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Creative Financing:A Primer

The difference between the
coupon rate and the contract
rate is either accrued to or
utilized to reduce the original
principal loan amount.

CALL US AND IT WILL!
\\ ht>ll \Oil rH·t·d a htr'>irH"'' loan .
net•d n·d lapt· .
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This form of financing is essentially a
deferred sale of the project whereby the
borrower may achieve 90% to 100%
loan-to-value in return for offering the
lender the option to acquire the project in
the future. The loan is typically structured
with a stepped-up below market coupon
interest rate with a lender option to buyout the borrower's equity position at a
fiXed price or based on a predetermined
formula. Prior to conversibn, the borrower enjoys ownership control, participation
in cash flow, increase 'ln value and tax
benefits from interest payments and
depreciation. This alternative is offered

Why "Hard" Money is
Sometimes "Soft" $$$

Bill M. Dugan is a producton manager
for Coldwell Banker.

AD DEADLil\.: .
FOR
NEXT ISSUE:
.F EBRUARY 20

For only $12 you can
receive a year's subscription to the Inland
Empire Business
Journal.
You'll receive the most
comprehensive coverage of Inland Empire
Business in the area.
su order[om. 0t1 Page 32 or call:

(714) 391-1015

sent value. They are not concerned as
ith interest rates at the low- ~uch with the credit problems, job
~st levels in years, an
mcome, and money of the other criteria
mcreasing phenomena is that lender~ could use to disqualify borhappening,'" says Kun Sandboff, vice pres- ~owers. Th!s ~ be particularly important
ident of Lawndale Escrow. Lenders are 1f someone IS trymg to pay off credit cards
stricter in their qualifications for credit and car loans, etc., even if you are behind o~
while raiCs are down it can actually be your" payments. "This is where 'bard"
more difficult to qualify.
money can provide a "soft" landing,'" says
This is where the so called "hard Mr. Sandhoff.
money"' loans can help, said Mr. S~dhoff.
Rates v~ by lender. Expect to pay
These loans are made by private parties or ~p lo 10 pomts in addition to the regular
lenders w1th access to pension plan funds rnterest charged on the loan. Points arc a
and they are primarily inlerested in th~ percentage of the loan that usually pay the
equ.ity value in the real estate. They will lender"s agent for making the loan.
1yp1cally lend up to 80 percent of the pre-
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:\ew Presley Bill Will Terminate
~seless Boards by 1992

s the financial services industry
- Cooperau with the recruiter.
continues to merge, expand, and Strange as it might seem, some human
develop new product offerings, resources managers view the recruiter as an
the role of the executive recruiter in adversary. "Bank personnel executives
Effective 1 January 1991, Senate Bill responsibilities of the umt.
bankin~ is perhaps more important and should look at us as an adjunct-as another
Surpnsmgly, few Senate members influenual than ever before. ,.---------:----;. source of finding
2374 requires, for the rust Lime, the hsung
of funds spent and justification for scores of reahze the b11l even cx1sts. as formal action In the past, many fmancial
Cultivating the
people," Roller says.
state boards and commissions spendmg w1ll not take effect for at least another year. · · ·
h
sed
- Take the time 10 talk
about the position. Set
general fund money. Unless these boards However, many people, seeing the move as ~~~~~~~=ite;;:am'ty 10 Recruiter Relationship
receive the Governor or Legislature's a major "audit" are calling m to see if their aid in their search for top
aside the Lime to give the
approval, they will be eliminated by 1993.
task force still fits.
management personnel.
recruiter a thorough,
At this point in time, one can only However, as the industry
According to Presley, the bill will
realistic description of
provide a much-needed clean-up in the state speculate how much money the state will comes to grips with the
the job, including the
save by the action, however, the bill comes need to take a strong
government sector.
corporate structure, repThe bill comes in two parts. The first, at a time when the state can use the extra competitive stance, more
orting relationships, and
calling for the elimination of some 22 funds in light of recent reports of a billion and more banks are fmding
the duties of the job.
advisory committees already considered dollar deficit
•
that a competent recruiter
- Use the job descHundreds of committees are expected can be an mvaluable asset
obsolete, as well as many committees and
riplion as a "guideline.·
task forces which "duplicate themselves." to be eliminat~ however, formal results in rounding up qualified
A detailed job desSecond, the bill will prohibit the will not be seen until the 1992 budget candidates for those hardcri ption need not be
expenditure of any state funds unJess they process is underway. fl
to-fill slots in the newer,
carved in stone. "Too
undergo a strict evaluation which considers
non-traditional banking
often," says Roller,
by Ph1l Dimtnl areas such as teIemdl..
the purpose, creation, and future
·-'-eun·g,
"banks tend to have an
,_ ., _~ "'--"'-- ., , ,_
'""".- ~--. ....._.
idealized concept of what
·ti sales and product
secun
es How
' you w<rk
lr 'D-ii'JlM
they're lookl· ng for, and
you
marketing.
•~.,,~,.,.m""' as a teen on the basketball court.
over 60 ret
with your recruiter--the relationship you ultimately, the person that fills the job
JAMS is the acomym for a long- judges, and combestablish-can make a world of difference in doesn't match all of those expectations."
organiution. An organization ining some 950 years
your quest to fmd the right person for a job.
- Provide feedback . Keep yourself
its stand in, or shall we say, of judicial expaccessible to provide the recruiter with
state's courtS.
crience, JAMS prefeedback, not only from the perspective of
WORKING WITH A RECRUITER
in 1979 by retired ....--------. sides over ~!~~~~~ ~
Any discussion among bank human the human resources group but also from
court judge, Warren
5,000 cases :
resources executives about the use of the perspective of the decision makers who
the JAMS organization
anually, determining damages recruiters will produce at least one horror are doing the interviewing.
alleviate much of the
which sometimes range
- Move in a timtly fashion. Most
story, notes David Roller, a bank recruiting
upwards of S500 million.
on the nation's legal
specialist and senior vice president of people a recruiter sends yo.~ way ~ou_ld be
by trying ctvil cases in
According to Bradley
Search West. Recruiters are like dentists, considered a hot property. The maJonty of
· forums rather than
JAMS' regional director in
engineers, travel agents, and bankers, says the candidates are employed--they aren't
actual courts.
Bernardino, many area citi
the Ontario-based executive. There arc answering help-wanted ads," Roller says.
"We're not part of the
are still a unmformed
capable ones and less capable ones. The "They make themselves available because
· JUdicial system," says
organizauon. "In 1990 we
trick is to fmd a recruiter who is competent, they know we'll be on the lookout for
Warren Trotter, who claims to be 800 cases, however we expect this figure
and then let him do his job! In an interview them." According to the personnel
thing but Judge Wapner. "We double as public awareness increases."
with BPR, Roller offered some good advice specialist, "foot dragging" is a factor that
de a fast alternate to business,
Average hourly fees for the ·
on how bank human resources managers works against a bank's ability to recruit top
•~r.ru10•m domestic and property disputes."
range anywhere from S135 to
can get the most out of their executive candidates. fl
The organiuuon has already provided hour. fl
recruiters, as follows:
tensive services for Orange, Los
by Phil Dimenl
Angeles, San Bernardino and Riverside

ltD

Stockwell a

1.

BID~~ey

420 South "E" St.
San Bernardino 92401
Pattoa Salts Corp.
444 E. Holt

1..

Fax#

Top Executive
Title
Phone

San Bernardino, CA
1926

J.T. Whittaker
General Sales Manager
(714) 885-5768

Jim Kanatos
President
(714) 889-3611

La-Z-Boy
Harpers
Chair Place

Ontario, CA
1959

Jon Novack

j. Zeidman

Exec. Vice Presidem
(714) 984-8099

President
(714) 988-0661

Sales, Service

Anderson Deslc.S i.eata

bl.lllalion

Seating. RCR, Harpers
K&K Office Furniture

Whinier,CA
1965

Lany Breceda
Sales Manager
(714) 986-7366

President
(818) 280-6544

Caryl Solberg
Branch Manager
(714) 989-5237

Craig Gant
Pres ./CEO
(213) 889-5000

Emplys.
I.E.
Total

omces

212
220

14

Commercial Sales
Interior Design
Equipment Repair

All Major Manufaclllren

99
99

6

Space Planning
Interior Design

Servkes

Ontario 91761
a.ll..e. Corp.
500 N. Sequoia

3.

8
15

1

Delive!)'

Ontario 91761
4- SW/UDlted Bus. lnt'l Ualwnt

5.

9485 Haven Ave.IHOO
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

200

Total Plan Bus. Int.

30

3

I

5645 Mission Blvd.
Riverside 92509

6.

Entouch Bus. Int.
9269 UtiQ Ste. 180
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

7.

McMahu Bus. Fllnl1938 South "E" St.
San Bernardino 9'2408

a..

5

Surplus Omce Salts
2313 S. Baker Ave.

20

11

I

1

30
8

I

Adair Of'fb s.lel
1480 Soulh "E" St.

6
98

1

Los Angeles, CA

OffiCe Furniture &
Business Interior
Design

Haworth, Salman
Kimball
National

Riverside, CA
1969

Denny Fosdick
Presidenl
(714)369-1932

BUI ~by
Chairman
(714)787-9000

Sales, Installation
MaintenlllCe

Reff, Knott. Paci !ic
Condi. Westinghouse
National

Rancho Cucamonga. CA
1985

Eric Sandberg
Sales Manager
(714)945-5146

Bill Wiese

President
(714)945-1557

Showroom
Full Service
Sales & Design

Over 100
Manufacturen

San Bernardino, CA
1934

Tom Uecker
Sales Manager
(714) 37()..0742

Robert Moore
President
(714)370-4448

Delive!)', Setup.
Sales, Lease

Continental Desk,
Siest.t. Hon, RCR
Capital

1982

Edward Smith
Manager
(714) 947-4137

Mkhael Ray
Owner/Pres.
(714) 947-7770

All Major Branda

Cerritos, CA

1990

Annie YOUII
Sllel M~~~qer
(714) 383-1892

Gena-al Manas«

10.

Ualted Coplen

Ontario, CA
1986

Glenn Oon.eman

1614 S. Carlos. St.e. B
On~io91761

Delivery, ln.Stock
Fumitllre, Special

P-lsys~ema

1928

6
n/a

I

Copien/Fax.
Computer
Ofi"ICe Furniture

Slw'p
Mita
RICob

Sym;:~~ds

indicate that more
Inland Empire
than 50,000 aduJts enjoy its programs each year and 8,000
students are introduced to music through IESO programs.
To further serve the community, the IESO Guild sponsors a
jazz concert which always attracts hundreds.

~~0~

s~.ooo.

re~es

With a budget of
thf'rEso
heavily on
the support of corporations and has been fortunate in
attracting major sponsors like Director's Mortgage, and
Courtesy Escrow, Coussoulis Development, the San
Bernardino Sun, Mervyn·s Department Stores, and K.DUO
just to name a few. Currently plans are underway to start
a "Business Support for the Arts" group for the San
Bernardino area.

~ tn Quality Lifo~
Life-style considerations, as exemplified by a variety of
cultural entertainment opportunities, arc of vital importance to an area's positive growth. A national study has
shown that these attractions outweigh all but one other

a

of

IEBJ: How big is the San Bernardino Civic Light
Henson: We have the largest scenic studio in the U.S.
(seats 1,760), with the best sets, nobody can come close
to our size. We also own our own theater, which is rare.
Most theaters are owned by the city and rented by the
organization. Other organizations rent our theater from
us and other theaters have used our sets in their productions. We also own the Mira Lorna scenic studio, and
we hope to open new offices with state-Qf-the art-equipment, using computers to handle the tickets.
We can put anywhere from 100,000-150,000 through
the theater, last year alone we had 750,000 and this year
we expect as many as 1,000,000.
There are about 14,000 subscribers and sponsors who
suppon us, the majority of whom are from the Inland
Empire. About 20 percent are from elsewhere, places
such as, Barstow, Orange County, Anaheim and Long

QnlanJ. €m[M Symphony Orclwtra

Contribute.J lo CVifGlitlJ of~-

(714) 761-8979

-

NIA • Not Applicable WND • Would Not Disclose n/a • not available _T he information In the above list was oblalned from the companies listed. To the best of our
knoWledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. ~hlle every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list omissions and
~ errors sometime occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead _to: The Inland Empire Business Joumal, 3401 Centrelake Or. 1620.
91 764; Researched by Stephen Tucker and Rebecca Gonion. Copynght Inland Empire Business Journal 1991.
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centuries has passed over our ciues, we too will be remembered not for our victories or defeats in battle or politics,
but for our contribution to the human spirit"

IE€Sn~yhtlw.

base
ufo.mw.
th e ncu
hi stone
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Wh1.le the
O's ornery
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1 orrua
amenity in the bottom-line consideration for companies
Theater
in
San
Bernardino,
they
perform
in
a
variety
of
looking to locate here.
The revitalization of Pittsburgh, Penn. is a prime exam- other venues as well. These include the Redlands Bowl,
Lake Arrowhead, Santa Clarita, Riverside, Palm Springs,
ple of how "quality of life" issues can affect the economy
Seccombe Park in San Bernardmo, as well as countless
of an area. When
other locations. Recently, the IESO performed a
Pittsburgh lost much of
tribute to Allen B. Gresham. an attorney in San
its economic base with
Bernardino and long-time patron of the arts. His
the decline of the steel
fncnds and colleagues sponsored a concert feaindustry, people moved
turing an 80-piece orchestra with Andres Carout, the city received
denes- a highly acclaimed vocalist
bad publicity, and Pitt
All of the Symphony's productions have been
jokes were a big hi 1.
well-attended, with many sold-out. The free
City leaders recogFourth of July concert hosted more than 5,000
nized the importance
people, and recent performances at the Redlands
of life-style consideraBowl drew a crowd of more than 3,000. Auditions and, with the help
ence and mail surveys indicate that concert-goers
of corporate support,
travel from the Inland Empire, Orange and Los
strengthened its recre- N~ek Coussowi.s, developer and palron ofthe aru,
Angeles Counties.
ation
programs, Susan F.!ler, E.ucuJive Director and Frank F.ua,
While all of the events are well-received, two
formed a downtown the mMSIC dir<CJor of the R<JJJatub Bowl Orchenra
of the projects have received national recogniassoc1auon,
and
tion. The first, an armual tribute to the famous
backed its ballet, opera
and symphony like never before. Today, twenty one For- Mexican composer, Agustin Lara, is performed to standing
tune 500 companies have home or regional offices there- room only, and the "'Music Schools" project is considered
Pittsburgh is considered to be one of the strongest econom- by many to be a model program.
ic centers in the U.S.
To receive informalion on
The ans are essential to the perceived vitality of an area.
becoming a corporale spoiiSor, or
President John F. Kennedy said it best, "Aeschylus and
10 recetve a complimenlary
Plato are remembered today long after the triumphs of
brochure,
Imperial Athens are gone. Dante outlived the ambitions of
call (714) 381-5388
13th Century Florence. Gothe stands serenely above the
politics of Germany, and I am certain that after the dust of
Beach.
IEBJ: Who is affected by the arts in the Inland Empire?
Henson: Everyone in the Inland Empire is affected, but,
moslly those who attend, whether they are viewing or
performing.
We are one of three-major attractions, the
other two being the Renaissance Pleasure
Fairc and the Orange Show.

I EBJ: When do you perform?
Henson : The peak performance time is from August to
May. We open production for two weeks, then begin a
new one.
IEBJ: What are some of your events?
Who sponsors them and who benefits?

Henson: "Born Yesterday" is currently
running and "Music Man" is coming up.
No one sponsors them, we suppon aJI the
actors, orchestra and sets. Sponsorships
are tied in through trade-outs.
Anyone who is there benefits, whether
they're performing or watching. They are
in for an experience (inspiration - tears, an
...• • • • • • • ultimate experience).

Henson: We are the main attraction in the
area, and any main attraction draws on corporate business to participate. T hey give
sponsorships, and we don't go after corporations to donate money-- we get denied
because we are financially set (which is
rare), so most of our sponsorships are in trade-outs
depending on what each has to offer.
Corporate businesses see the theater as a means of
networking (like at a chamber meeting) so they do hang
out here and participate.
IEBJ: Is an an important factor in corporate business?
Henson: That depends on the area, in Pittsburgh it's
incredible! It's not as significant as it could be in the
Inland Empire, corporations have some reluctance to
help. They do participate in light opera, however.
IEBJ: When did the San Bernardino Civic Light Opera
recognize the importance of the arts, and what arc you
doing to help others recognize this?

Bob BradberrY

G.Goncman
President
(714) 947-8813

he Inland Empire Symphony Orchestra (IESO) is a
[ ) 72-member professional organization providing a
cultural and educational resource for San Bernardino and Riverside Counties. It offers a full range of concerts and performances, in addition to providing the foun dation for opera, ballet, and special educational programs.
Specifically, it performs a five-concert subscription series,
a three day music festival in Lake Arrowhead, 400 inschool concerts, four children's concerts, and a special concert; Sinfonia Mexicana. Members of the orchestra are all
professional musicians who live in Southern California and
are paid in accordance with the collective bargaining agreement the IESO has with Los Angeles Musicians Local 47.

Opera and where are most of the members from?

-

President
(714) 947-0671

...:.~-

IEBJ: What role do the arts play in corporate business here in the Inland Empire?

Bob Ray

Steelcase, over 200
Other MaJOr Lines

Orden

Saa Bemardioo 92A08

Sales Manager
Title

Headquarters
Year Established

Sales, Rental
Installation
Refurbishing

On~io91761

t.

Product Lin~

I.E.

7

C or p or ate Support for t . -.-A-r- t~

In an exclusive interview with the
Inland Empire Business J ournal,
Joseph Henson, Director of Mar·
luting of the San Bernardino Civic
Light Opera, tells how corporate
sponsorship has fostered a healthy
drama organization.

Top Office Furniture Dealers in the Inland Empire
Company Name
Address
City/State
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Henson: We recognized its importance from the time of
our first opera back in about 1947, I think it was.
This past year, we have done quite a lot to spark
interest in the arts. We've developed about 10,000 area
swdent performers to increase the interest, and these students, in tum, bring their parents. We've increased our
mailings, and if people don't get a brochure or see it in
the newspaper, Lhey hear about it on the radio. We target
convention bureaus and group sales to increase partiCipation and have done more publicity events. This year
we are actually seelung grants.

IEBJ: How have your productions been received in the
area and were do a majority of the viewers travel from?
Henson : They have been received very well, even critically. People expect our productions to be conservative
and good.
If you use the theater as a center, we draw crowds
from a 70-mile radius.
IEBJ: What are your most popular themes?
Henson : Family-oriented productions are the most popular.
IEBJ: Other comments.
Henson: Corporate business can make a very big difference in theater and an organizations. Any business who
participates, will see definite and signifiCant changes by
helping.
For example, the San Bernardino Sun Paper has
helped by having a level of visual inspiration in the
paper. Some other's who have played a big pan are: the
Hilton, American Airlines, Harris Co., the Maruko
Hotel, and the Visitor & Convention Bureau of San
Bernardino.
To receive information on
..·-=====--~
~

becoming
a corporate spottsorca/1(714)882-2545
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College Gains $40 Million
like in the 1990s and beyond.
competitiveness.
The Inland Empire regio n has excellent freeways,
A region that does not sustain and expand its transprovides
a major railroad gateway to al l points east, and
ponation capabilities limits its future.
TRANSPORTATION --THE
one of the last big international airports on the West
EMPIRE STRIKES AHEAD
Coast with the space in its surrounding area to suppon
A Case in Point
The Silicon Valley area of Northern California and cost-competitive manufactwing and distribution activiOrange
County provide object lessons on what happens ties. The region is located just 35 miles from the LABy Paul A. Mey~
L-----__j
when no action or slow action limits transportation Long Beach pon complex, the largest in the world.
This transportation infrastructure is a distinctive
The Inland Empire is the new fast-growing, dynamic developmenL
In the Silicon Valley, from San Jose north to San advantage for the lnland Empire in the 1990s. Improvlocal economy in California. One factor which is
Mateo county, virtually no ne w freeway lanes or ing the quality and quantity of transponation needs to
unique to California's economic chain is a complex
expressway lanes were constructed from the 1970s parallel other public efforts such as guiding community
transportation network.
onwards. Not only is the commuting traffic some of the growth.
In the lnland Empire, our transportation network is
One of the big contribute~ to economic growth in the
wo~t in California, it is difficult and increasingly more
becoming quite extensive and is considered to be one of
1980s
in the Inland Empire was affordable ho using.
expensive to move goods in and out of
the top three public policy objectives
the region. This is at a time when more Undoubtedly, affordable housing will be a very positive
Making transportation
of the 1990s along with education
goods, particularly high-tech products, force in the 1990s. This involves the entire politics of
and clean air. If the Inland Empire is
better and more extensive
consist of components that have to be community development -- one might call this the resigoing to add one million new resimust be one of the top
shipped in from outside the region. And dential-based economy.
dents this decade, and public investBut there is also a large segment of the commercial
three public policy objecthe end products have always been desment doesn't keep pace, then opporeconomy based on advantages conferred by the transtined
for
world
markets.
tives of the 1990s.
tunity will become a fiasco.
Other transponation resources support- portation system. This might be called the transponaWith transportation, it can truly be
ing the Silicon Valley. such as rail and air transpon, are tion-based economy.
said that private enterprise stands on the shoulders of
Managing the tandem development of residentialstretched or at capaci ty. For example, Highway 101
public investmenL
from Salinas north to San Jose, a major gateway from based and transportation-based segments of the overall
Transportation, in particular, is crucial to manufacturthe south, is a two-lane freeway over a fair stretch of this Inland Empire economy is the challenge of the 1990s.
ing and distribution companies. And these enterprises
Making public investments in transponation pay off is a
are the conduits to the world economy which promises route.
What happened? My impression, as a resident in the key to a more prosperous future. 6
to boom in the 1990s. This can be a source of superPaul A. Myers is a CPA wilh his own firm in Rancho
1970s and 1980s, was that political and business lead~
charged income for the local economy in the 1990s.
of the region were well meaning, moderate in politics, Cucamonga (714-948-7559), which pr011ides accoun1ing and
In manufacturing and distribution, low-cost commerconsulting services to sf1Ulll and medium businesses. His
and endlessly high minded. They studied the situation to
cial space is a nice up-front advantage that a region can
background includes a dozen years with Silicon Valley firms
death. Lack of public money was not the obstacle. They
offer. But over time, transportation infrastructure is
as cost accoun1ing manLJger, controller,
loved the way the region was in the 1960s and could not
very important because moving goods in and out of
and finance vice president.
formulate a vision of what they wanted the region to be
facilities on time, and at reasonable cost, is crucial to

IN HOPES OF A GREENER
EARTH

Career Women
in the 90s

A special feller to the Inland
Empire Business Journal from
Laura Salcido

By Shelia Brown

It wasn't that long ago that parades of women
flocked together to proclaim the message of ERA. It
was a fervent effort, one that will long be remembered.
Today, the 90s are without its staunch equal rights
suppor1e~--yes, the dream is still there, but most women
are stopping to revaluate their "career choices" in
today's working world.
1 see two types of working women in the 90s--each
with different outlooks. First, there are those who hold
jobs out of economic necessity. Many of these women
would rather manage the household and would gladly
stay home if it were not for the needs to help suppon the
family.
•
Second, (there) is an ever-growing segment of
women who strive to fmd their nich in the corporate
world. While some possess natural charisma, intelligence and ability which sweeps them to the top rungs of
the corporate ladder, others work to strengthen their
assertiveness in order to achieve proper promotional and
fmancial rewards.
History will prove that the fight for women's rights
in America is one of the strongest victories ever.
Indeed, times are changing, but it's a slow process. It is
no secret that many business women are more apprehensive about negotialing salary than their male counterpans. Sometime, beyond this decade, the character of
the business woman will become much more comfortable using their usertive skills.
What can we expect in the 90s?
Enter the female small business owner.
This is one of the sarongest, fastest growth segments
in the business world. It will make a lasting positive
imJ*t. especially on the aemce secaor of our economy.

Sltelill Browra is lite GtMTal MtWJger of KCKC-AM aNI
KBON-FM ill S1J11 Ber114Tdbto

8 Jonuory I 99 I
Oeor Editor:

My nome Is Louro Solcido, ond I om working on beholf of Moe/In Morkets, Inc.
(Moe/In Morkets Is better known to most os: The Chino Ruction, the Colton Ruction,
ond the Son Joclnto Ruction). In my copoclty os on odminlstrotlve oss/stont, I hove
been osslgned to bring o dreom to frultltlon, o dreom tho t hos become spec/of to me
os o result. I thought it might be of some Interest to you.
On September 3, 1990, In honor of the earth, Moe/in Markets began distributing
small pockets contolnlng tree seeds. The trees ore Ruse Eucolyp tus, which ore hearty
ond drought tolerant. The seeds ore free, ond eosy to plant. The packaging Is mode
from recycled paper ond is bio- degradable. We will continue to distribute tree seeds,
while supplies lost.
Brad Lorson, the president of Maclin Markets, Is o lover of the environment. He
believes each one of us needs to do something, anything within our Individual powers,
to help keep our world green. He Is in o unique position, os Moe/In Morkets ore open
olr markets. Obviously, the quality of our olr moy greatly affect our business one doy.
Recording to Brad, "without clean olr, we're out of business we're RLL out of business. It's time businesses In the oreo join the fight ogolns; pollution. Maclin would
like to be o leoder In that bottle. •
Our roln forests ore disappearing ot olormlng rates, depleting our noturol defenses
ogo#nst pollution. We need to start now, even doing small things, to ensure our beautiful green earth will be green ond beautiful when our children ond grandchildren ore
grown. How ebout spreading the word, •save the Earth, l'lont 0 Tree#"
It Is certain, oil of us hove • long bottle eheed of us, If our world es we know It, Is
to survive. We need to start now. stort with our children, educate early. The first
step Is the most dlfncult, we're teklng ours.
In Hope• of e greener eerth.
'loun truly,
Lauro Sole/do
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Development of Norton AFB
property will fo ster future
college community.
San Bernardino Valley College and
Crafton Hills College in Yucaipa are
expected to reap some $40 mi llion as a
result of an agreement for the development o f Norton Air Force Base property.
Action by the Inland Valley Development Authority, a board formed to deal
with the future of the area after the air
base closes. was taken after a closed session last month at Lorna Linda City Hall.
By conservative estimates, the agreement would allow the college district and
four school districts to draw some S270
million by "pass-thro ugh" taxes generated by the development o f the AFB
property over the next 40 years.
The agreement is meeting a critical
need for additional facilities a t San
Bernardino Valley College and at Crafton
Hills College, both already experiencing
surging enrollments.
Already in the hands of the Secretary
of Defense is a fo rmal request for the use
of Hangar No. 2 at NAFB when the A1r
Force leaves. It may be a place for Valley College's Aeronauucs department.
The amount o f money the districts
receive as a result of the IVDA agreement depends upon growth and development over the next four decades. The
formula that would give the districts $40
million, is based on a "moderate" growth
of about 8 percent. If growth exceeds
expectatio ns, th e amount could go as
high as $50 million--it could also drop to
a lower rate of $20 million.
Money will not be immediately forth-

N E

w s ·M A

coming, as the agreement calls for the collccuon of a smal l percentage of tax incrc·
mcnt revenues from the area within a
three-mile radius of onon.
The agreement of th is week is the culmination of five months of negotiation.
The college district has been represented
in litigation by the San Bernardino County Superintendent o f Schoo ls, Charles
Terrell, who called the agreement "a landmark" and a "win-win situation for everyone." 6

K ·E R
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their on-line Automated Trade L1brary
Scrv1cc which allows an exporter to
retrieve forc1gn market research, trade

Space Systems Division to
March AFB? - - - - - - -

Global Trade Association
Started -~,-------

New Organization Targets Economic Development Offices fo r
International Trade Ser vices
The Inland Empire now has an organization with intent to assist businesses with
import/export operations and international
trade guidance.
Started by faculty members at Cal Poly
University in conj unction with the Inland
Empire Economic Council. The organization will target ci ty eco nomic commissions for mcmbcrsh1p.
According to GTA prcs1den t Jay Donovan, combined cffons between GTA and
economic development offices can present a major benefi t to the entire twocounty region.
What docs GTA offer?
"We've given a lot of thought to what
busi nesses arc looking for in this area,"
says GTA secretary and founder, Dr. Jerry
Rogers. "A few of the services we offer
are training, international trade consulting, trade leads, and technical assistance."
One innovation which has already been
a popular service for GTA members is

cccdmgs.
Mr. Pcskm, the new owner of the dealership refused to comment on why Flores
was unable to keep the operation out of
red tape.
The failed company recorded assets of
S I ,630,050 and liabilities of $2,244,226.

Th~

ATLS 17Ulchin~ lcicks ouJ
intunaJional salu leads.

information and overseas sa les leads
without having to leave their office. The
ATLS requires nei ther registration fees
nor access charges. The system is
accessed by modem through any one of
19 CSU campuses.
Today the GTA has 40 members and
meets regularly fo r lunch on the first
Wednesday of each month at the Pomona
Valley Mining Company. For further
1nformat10n. contact Jay Donovan at
(8 18) 85::!-0026. 6

Tom Flores Hyundai Files
Chapter

11-------

Located in San Bernardino, the recently opened Tom Flores Hyundai auto sale);
and service dealership fi led for Chapter
11 in the Federal Bankruptcy court.
Flores, the former head coach of the
Los Angeles Raiders professional football team was unable to comment on the

The final dec ision for March AFB
base closure has been again pushed from
December 31, 19890 to April 15 199 1,
according to a recent report in the Riverside County Economic Development
Advisor. Also, a second base closure
commission has been started, providing
Congress with a broader role in the areas
futu re.
Under the new direction of the 1991
Defense Authorization Bill passed by
Congress in October 1990, Defense Secretary Cheney is required to judge all
U.S. bases against a set of criteria submilled to Congress on December 31,
1990.
Secretary Cheney will prov1dc the hst
of base~ for closure/ realignment to the
Commission and Congress who will
release It to the public on Apnl 15, 1991.
According to the Rivers1de report,
members of the Inlan d Em pire Space
Systems Divis1on Relocauon Group contmue to work towards attracting a Space
Systems D1vision (SSD) to March AFB.
The change m procedures has affected
the timing, however, the group remains
confident that March AFB offers the best
solution with little impact on the mission
of the SSD while reducing costs. D.

Apartment Homes ...
With The Accent On Home

DELMAR AT
MASTER-PLANNED
TERRA VISTA
In Rancho Cucamonga, near schools, parks, shopping and more!
Full recreation facilities are on-site. And these apartment homes
o~fer an array of outstanding features including private garages
With openers and washers/dryers.
From the San Bernardino Frwy (1-10) , take
Haven Ave. north to Foothill Blvd. Go right
on Foothill I mile to Milliken Ave. then left
I block to Church St. Turn left again 1 block
to Elm Ave. then right to Del Mar.
Open daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(714) 980-RENT

lewis'THornes

T

SAN I EANA..-.o,.,.,., 10

N
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Nauonal health msurance could be seen
l ore than 30 million Americ.ans as simply extending the Medicare system
lack health insurance. Thts ts a to include all Americans through an addidilemma that has attracted considerable tional payroll deduction for all United
States citizens. The way in which the
high qualny of life into the redevelopment attention but no real solution as yet
BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE
The statistics generated in the past few government has worked, through the
A city without a do"' ntO\\ n is not a downto\1 n area. The redevelopment must
years arc frightening. In California, more Medicare risk program, wtth health maincity... it's a suburb. Today, we, as business combine housing, hospitality, entertaintenancc organtLations ts a
ment,
retail
and
higher
education
into
a
than 21 percent of residents
people in the Inland Empire, have an
good example of how a
Suggested Heallh Care
opportunity to preserve one of America's partnership to create a new city within a under the age of 65 arc
national managed health
city. Can it be done? Let's look around uninsured. Insurers arc
Solutions for A merica's
quickly deteriorating tradiuons.
care program can work.
caught in a competitive
Uninsured Popularion
Prior to the late 1970s, America's down- us ...
Look at San Bernardino. Here's living
When the issue of
spiral in which they try to
towns showed signs of trouble. And today
national
health insurance
what
a
little
culture
can
do
to
boost
proof
of
avoid
"high
risk"
custhe snuauon tS getting worse. Cracked sidetS ratscd, some people
tomers.
"' alks, run-<iown stores and empty streets. the vitality of a downtown area. It doesn't
clatm that it will be too
In addition to ecoll's a sad sight when we remember those take a lot of brains to realize this. Just a litunpopular to be feasible.
nomic and health risks, the
days when a Lnp to the downtown Ftve and tle love and a little community support.
Look at Long Beach! Known just 12 years
It is difficult to know who
present situation poses a
Dime was an exciung event
ago
as
the
"armpit
of
the
South
Bay,"
today
these facuons are and what
serious
threat
to
the
ecoSo what can we do? Have strip malls
thc1r mouvcs arc. In fact,
nomic health of the United
and large shopping centers already dealt the it is admired for its fmancial and environmsurancc earners currentStates. lnsu.fficiem health
death blow to this cultural token of the past? mental redevelopment success. Huntington
Beach
and
Laguna
also
boast
the
same
ly
arc unable to achieve
care
invariably
leads
to
Ta.,payers, if anyone, need a downtown.
underwriting profits in
lower productivity. People
It adds to their sense of well being. It pro- vitality.
With these ideas in mind, we'd like to
health and accident insurwtthout the means to pay
vides pnde, and reason to live m a cny.
extend
our
respect
to
communny
leaders
ance. Employers are
for
health
care
usually
Solutions will not be easy. It must be a
like San Bernardino's Ann Harris, Ontario's
being made less compeudelay m seeking treatment,
community effort, as every citizen has a
ttve worldw1de as they
Robert Gumbiner, M.D.
leading to more serious illvested mterest in downtown. A few things Norm Priest, and Kenneth Feenstra of Palm
Springs.
We
arc
indebted
to
their
redcveltake on the rapidly
ness.
Work
time
is
lost
we would suggest arc tax breaks to retailers
through illness and small business -- whi h increasing cost of health insurance. Hoswho want to invest in dowmown areas but opmcm efforts.
l:lut ask any of these people, and they'll
make a significant contribution to the pitals have many facilnies that arc undcrcannot afford initial high overhead and other
tell you that revitaliz.ation must be a comgrowth of the economy-- face ever increas- utilited. TI1ese groups -- insurance comstart-up costs.
munity effort if do" mown areas in the
ing obstacles in hiring quality workers panics, employers and hospitals -- would
The redevelopment of our Inland Empire
Inland Empire arc to survive. We know
because they cannot afford 10 offer competi- probably welcome a well-managed
downtown city areas must be through longthere are people out there with winning
national health care scrvtce that reduces
tive health care benefits.
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Jack H . Brown is the Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer at one of the Inland
Empire's most respecled retail orgini;:;ations,
Seater Brorhers Markets. Brown has 37 years
of experience in the rerail industry and has
been with Stater Bros. for 10 years. In an
exclusive inten•iew with the Inland Empire
Business Journal, Brown shares his insights
on an ever changing industry.

IEBJ : How large is your organization?
BROWN: There are approximately 9,000 members of
the SLater Bros. "family" working m 104 supermarkets
as well as at our distribuuon center here in the heartland
of Southern California, with headquarters Ill Colton,
Californ1a.
IEBJ: Why arc the headquarters located in Colton?
BROWN: Colton was the
site of the company's first
warehouse back in the 1940s,
and we have continued and
are proud to be a part of the
developmen 1 o f the "Hub
City" of Colton.

needs in the future?
BROW : The retailers in the future, who will be sueccssful, will only be those retailers who serve their customers best Whatever service or products they may
sell, they must do it better than anyone else in thetr
industry. Here at Stater Bros., we are
committed and dedicated to conunuing
lO be the supermarket leader tn the
Inland Emp1rc.

BROWN: Our marketing strategy in
the past year, that we belteve has been
most profitable for us, is commumcatmg w1th the members of the
Stater Bros. "family" on a nearly monthly bas1s to be sure that
each and every member of the
Stater Bros. "family" knows
about the challenges we face
and has confidence in management, as well as supports the
company's management
IEBJ : What is your management style?

BROWN: My management
style is one that has developed
through my years in the superJack H. Brown
market industry. I have great
BROWN : Concerning the
confidence in each member of
opportunities for a supermarket chain, and especially the management of Stater Bros. MarStater Bros. Markets, in October we will begin our 55th kets and give them my support, as well
year of service to the Inland Empire. In addition to the as insure that aU areas of the company
strong economy of the Inland Empire, the population support each other so that our goal of
growth over the last 20 years has made it possible for serving our "valued " cus tomers is
Stater Bros. Markets to each year serve more customers always accomplished.
as The #1 Supermarket Chain in the Inland Empire.

BROWN: Stater Bros. Markets is the #I Supermarket
chain in the Inland Empire, and when you arc# l, everyone wants to Lake your crown. But we have worked
hard during these past 55 years to be # l, and we will
continue to work hard during the next 55 years to insure
that we remain the hometown supermarket chain in the
Inland Empire, as well as the # I supermarket chain in
the Inland Empire.
IEBJ: What is your outlook for the retail industry?
BROWN: My outlook for the retail industry, particularly the supermarket industry, is that the supermarket
chain that makes their customers #I will be #I. And we
are fully committed and dedicated here at Stater Bros.
Markets to make our customers # 1 because they make
us #I.
IEBJ: What were Stater Bros. sales last year? Is the
company in a growth period? How has the company
diversified?
BROWN: While a private company, the supermarket
industry reported Stater Bros. among the top 50 retail
chains in America with sales of $1,521,000,000. The
company has diversified through the years by developing Stater Bros. Development, which is a development
company that not only builds our supermarkets, shopping centers, and the distribution center, but also
acquires land for our real estate needs. In addition, we
have developed a division that services all our electronic
equipment and maintains our computer systems.
lEBJ: How, in your opinion, will rct.ailcrs be meeting

by Phil DimenJ

1\ Ch:. Ew..ro:'\"ST0'\7

IEBJ: What marketing strategies have
you found to be the most profiUtble in
the past?

IEBJ: What advantage docs
the Inland Empire offer for
running a business?

IEBJ: What do you foresee as your greatest challenge?

3. Martin Matich - President and CEO of Matich Corporation construction company, prominent civic leader,
and past president of the National Orange Show.

IEBJ: What is your personal goal in
life?
BROWN: My personal goal in life is
to continue to work hard to insure that
all members of the Stater Bros. "family" of employees have an opportunity
to build a beuer life for themselves and
their families. In addition, I want to
insure that we continue to build a
stronger company for future generations to be able to carry on the great
traditions of one of the nation's finest
supermarket chains, and the largest
retail company to have ever been
founded in the Inland Empire.
IEBJ: If you had to name three people
who have made significant contributions to the Inland Empire, who would
they be?
BROWN: 1. The late Leslie I. Hanis
principal founder of The Hanis Company, the Inland Empire's largest
department store chain, prominent
civic leader, and past president of the
National Orange Show.
2. The late MiltOn Sage - founder of
Sages Complete Markets, a supermarket industry leader and originator of the
super-combination store merchandising
concept, founder of Inland Action Inc.,
and past president of the National
Orange Show.

The First Three Rules of Advertising:
Repetition, Repetition and Repetition
S1nce 1885. "hen Herman he e.\ po,cd ddTcrcnt group<, to
Ebb1nghau' · wor~ on memory the same ad' on d1flercnt sched"a' made public 111 Le1png. we ules using an evenly '>paced
ha1 c ~no" n that people are '>Chedule Ce1 er) four weeh for a
qu1d 10 forget e1en 1mporran1 ) ear) as the control
matenal. at lea\\ "1th the1r conWhat did he learn? The
'>CIOU\ mmd,. Research '>pecill- pnmar) le~<.on wa~ that .....
call) on adverri<.mg recall ha' there i<. a ')'ncrgy an~mg from
conf1rmed Ebbinghau'' "ork, ;,cheduling t\\O ads closely in
and you can be fairly confident time.·· The effect of two expothat about half the matenal sure'> clme together IS greater
peopk read 111 your ad' "ill be than the effect of the 1\\0 '>epaforgouen 111 about a \\CCI-. \fler r:ued m ume from each other.
three 11ec~'· 80 percent or more
Titu\. m the ca~e of ad' for
"ill be una1 ail able for n::~all b~ a product "11h no sea,onaht). 13
reader' nl ) our ad\.
cvenl) ">paced C\posures of an ad
01er 52 \ICeb proJuccd c~n a1erage annual recall of 27.1 percent.
You've got to
while a schedule that tended ro
keep building
bunch the same 13 e\posures
awareness, or you together produced an average
annual recall of 31.3 percent.
will lose it:
Tht'> research flies m the
face of 11hat m1ght be called
Th1' 1;, the basoc rea\on for "Adverli>mg Common Seme."
the lir,t three rule~ of advertl'>lllg: "h1ch tell;, you that e1en >pacrepetition. repetition and repeu- ing of ad' "shou ld" be the beM
uon. You've got to keep buddmg way 10 build total a11an:ne''· If
awarene''· or )OU "illlo'>e 11.
lltl' study 1\ accurate. then
But "hat\ the be;,t way 10 common sense is "'rong. and \\e
do tha t? What's the m1n1mum should be tcllmg thm.e advertiSnumber of oi1\Crli011S you 'hould ers "ho aren't buying an everyrun 111 an) one publica110n'' Ho" 1\'>Ue schedule to ''bunch" the1r
often ,boule! ) ou run'' And ho"
lll'oCrllOn> for max1mum 1mpact.
'>hould ad, be 'pacedry You probThe op11mum '>Chcdule of
abl) get que,toon, l1~e the'e
13 ad e\po<.ure<. during the cour.,e
from ~our ath Crll'>Crl> from tunc of a year. ac~ordmg to trong. 1s
10 tome. And )OU '>hould cer- four m a ro11 to 'tan. follo11cd by
lainl) be a'l-.mg them about }our n1ne weel.s otT: then three more
Oil n HdiCrll\lllg.
ad<. in a row, '~1p llllle more
If )OU thon~ abouttho\C weds: then three groups of l"-O
forgctlulnc'' cune,. 11·, dear ad, each 'paced e1 en I) 01er the
that II ) ou run Jd' Je,., than once remainder of the year.
Maybe 11's a lillie lil..e
a month 111 Jll) publicatiOn. )OU
arc almo't 'o!art1ng 01er agaon bo\mg: A punch e1 ery minute.
each llll1C )'OU run an ad. Tho'<• g1' mg your opponen1 60 '>econds
\\hO run three ad;, per )Car 111 to rt'CO\ er from each one. I'> not as
each of four publication' are eflectn e as fove punche;, m a ro"'
gc111ng vcr) IIItle build-up of follo"ed by five mmutes off. You
gotta J..eep hlllmg 'em!
awarenc""
If you have comments or
But JU\1 ho" doe<. the
que;,t1ons. or ad' you'd lil..e me
build-up effect worl..?
In 1977. Dr. Ed\\ard to rev1ew. wnte to me. c/o
Strong of 1 ulane Univer>lly did Inland Empire BusiMss Journal
'omc 1er) lnlae<,t ing re'>earch
on 1h1' maller. which he reponed lad Edmonston 1.1 the awhor of
" How to lmprO\'l'
Your
in the Jo11rna/ of \do·l•rtislll~
Bu<iness -to- Bu .\1111'.\.\ Adl·erRe1earch ( Dectm}b.:r 1977) .
twng" and a dm•ctm ofmarketU\lllg a ba\C Of() ach per year. mg at Calmers Puhhslwrg Co.
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Specially-spiced chicken
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llow to Spell - -C-C-E-S-S
ca's business scene--men. But today, it's popular among young men aged 10 to 24 Thts year, revenues arc expected to top
In the end, if we're going to succeed
a different story. Statistics tell us that in the eastern and southwestern United S II billion, and thi s is a business that
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of all U.S. businesses.
sultant in hot demand these days: the baulcs may be won, the war is far from
It's likely that there are over seven ation.
recycling consultant. Let's talk trash. over. We need to keep fighting, for we
million women bustness owners in AmcrEthnic Food Still Hot
Every year we Americans generate a arc America's future.
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won, the war is far from over.
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We need to keep fighting, for we
Time Crunch Good for
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are America's future.
Food Service
mentally concerned-entrepreneurs is
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One thing Americans don't have is a to be "bulldmg doctors." The EPA
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lot of time, particularly now. With so says that mdoor atr is up to 70 umcs born, they're bred, and to succeed, no
years from now, women are expected to
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Small Business Revolution
per butlding, building doctors are literally what they arc. 1 don't believe tn c1rcum·
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WAat's behind this entrepreneurial
up from restauranL~ and delivered stratght
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Health & Fitness
Big business is not the panacea ll once
takeout establishments. In fact, in 1989,
was. Corporations once provtdcd a
Oh ...onc more hot trend--health and they can't find them, they make them.
Americans spent an mcrcd1ble S57 billion
That's the key to cntrcprcneunal sue·
"home for life" for workers. But downfitness. Stroll down almost any street in
on takeout foods, and we're not just talkAmerica, and you'll frequently spot peo- cess-creating your own circumstances.
sizing, mergers, acqUJS!lJOns and corpoing pizza.
ple clad m sports and exercise apparel. And no matter how alone, vulnerable,
rate failures have changed all that; and
And they're not necessar1ly on their way and even naked this can make you feel,
today, you are hard pressed to pick up a
A Baby Boomlet
to play tenn1s or shoot hoops. Sports remember, you are not alone. we arc all
newspaper and not read about corporate
Enough about food . America's baby
layoffs. In the past severaJ months alone, boomers arc having babies of thetr own, apparel sales hu a record S23 billion tn tn th1s together. 6
1989, actually twtcc the size of the more
we've heard that the m1htary contractor,
By Peter Shea
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We have JUSt

Gordon's Cabinet Shop Ranks at Top in Nation - - - -- - -

v. rapped up the

IrI

goes on to say that promot- areas throughout California,
n a decade of environers of the area need to focus Nevada, Mexico and Hawaii.
~ mental change and
their auention on specific Plans are already underway for
regulation, one Inland
industries that they would the construction of assembly
Empire manufacturer sees
like to sc..: locate here-than plants in Northern California and
little slowdown in their prothey need to make every Hawaii.
duction powerhouse.
effort to facilitate the estabThe company also continues
Staned in 1966 as a one
lishment process.
to improve operational efficiency
man operation, Gordon's
According to Mullens, by reducing overhead, re-thinking
Cabinet Shop has g rown
the area will also see more production now and optimizing
into a 700 employee, threeleisure time for the working assembly tines.
production facility firm
Gordon Mullens
sector which will put new
"In the end, it's talent that
serving California, Nevada
demands on the recreation makes the difference," says Muland Mexico. Today, Gordon's ranks in market. "Another trend might be the lens. "Our people are heavily
the top 20 U.S. cabinet manufacturers.
development of more senior retirement trained to meet the needs of
Owned and operated by Gordon and golf course oriented projects--similar to builders not on their own effons,
Pamela Mullens, the 25 year-old firm is Sun Lakes in Banning, Calif."
Employees are "Quality Conscious"
but rather as a team ... and we're
headquartered in Riverside California
proud of that." 6
near the 91 freeway at Pierce Street. GorA High-Tech Shop
by Phil Diment
don's manufactures kitchen cabinets, pullThe shop itself is completely . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . ,
mans, linens, fireplace mantles and lumi- computerized with a CAD system
nous ceiling frames.
in their design depanment and full
automation on the assembly tines.
Inland Empire Location Stimulates
The products offered
are
Million Dollar Sales Growth
somewhat diversified including a
Since making their move to Riverside variety of cabinets from the entry
in 1985, the shop's sales have tripled from level to the custom leve l. One
$12 million to almost $40 million today, branch of their operations, Westech,
making the company one of the top medi- offers sales through distribution for
um-sized firms doing business in the a high-end European style. Another
Inland Empire.
branch, Cabinets, supplies products
Gordon's multi-million dollar growth for both facilities, while also manuis tied, almost exclusively, to the housing facturing for the Mexican market.
markets in California and Nevada. "In
What does Mullens have to say
the future we will see a down-sizing of about his exclusive products? "Our
the housing market to fit the public's finished products all display quality
needs," says Mullens. "In Orange and LA craftsmanship, and we differ greatly
Manufacturing facility in Ri11erside
Cottnties we will see more high-rise con- from the competition in the quality l----------=-----------------_;__;__;_.::.____:___:....__-1
dominium projects due to the land cost."
of the material we selecL •
According to Mullens, the Inland
Empire was chosen for their beach head
Meeting New Regulations
because of the centralized location to
Despite somewhat stringent new envimajor marketing areas . • "I like doing ronmental regulations affecting many
business in Riverside," adds Mullens. manufacturers, Gordon's displays remark"It's nice to be able to offer employees able strength. "We arc deaJing with these
affordable housing in a nice community." new environmental laws by complying to
Incidentally, Gordon's is also involved all AQMD and EPA demands," says Mulwith the Riverside Chamber of Com- lens. "While it is sometimes places a
strain on a firm, we
feel that the AQMD
is right in their
actions and therefore
we use compliant
material in our facilities.
Mullens adds
that many paint manu facturcrs arc not
displaying total commitment to new regdoesn~
ulations due to the
current geographical
jurisdiction of the
laws. "There's no
use in dragging feet-in time, all paint suppliers and manufacmerce actively sponsoring a youth spans turers will be required to devote 100% to
program,
manufacturing compliant materials."
Mullens also sees the city as an area
of enormous growth potential. "I still Future Growth Tied to Geographic
Consulting Engmeers • Geologtsls • Envtronmental Sctenttsts
Lhinlt that we as businesses and supporters
Diversification
of the Inland Empire need to continue our
Mullens sees a possible contract and
Forty Years of Service • Employee Owned
efforts to attract other companies--this production slowdown in the fuu~to
Offices In Major U.S. Cities • Mont tMn 50 Offices Wortdwlde
would help greatly in alleviating much of a drop in the housing marlcet; how~er,dle
In . . Loe AngoMe .._ ; • • Alglon, .....- ......_. ta.11r 71...._or 21s.!-71M
the LrafllC congestion from freeway flow fmn seeks to counteract these situations
. . . . Diego,..- ........... .,~
.
into Orange and LA oounties." Mullens with expansioQ into new geographical

IT'S TAKEN
MORE T HAN
40 YEARS
T O OFFER
YOU SERVICE
LIKE THIS

A deep-rooted commitment to service
happ:;n overnight. As you grow,
we grow with you. When you're looking
for a company to give you support
backed by four decades in California,
call Wocx:iward-Clyde.

Woodward-Clyde

fl
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Real Estate
Focus 6
Osborne Properties to Manage
Newly Purchased Business Park in
Palm Desert
Two Newport
Beach-based partnerships have purchased a 40,000square-foot business park in Palm
Desert for $2.15 million.
Osborne Properties Corporation, a
Newport beach-based industrial real
estate developer, will manage the twobuilding, multi-tenant industrial complex.
The partnerships, Grove Street Associates and Cosby Way Partners, purchased the property from McKone Corporation of Toledo, Ohio.
The business park is located at 41-841
and 41-921 Beacon Hill, east of Cook
Street between Highway 111 and Country Club Drive. t.

included broad avenues, an endowed college, and such modern innovations as
electnc street lights and telephones,
helped the growing community, Ontario,
be identified as a "Model Colony."
Thus, almost a decade ago, the Model
Colony Award was created , as Ontario
continues its tradition. Ontario is proud
to be known for its excellence in design
and architectural achievement. A special
combination of aesthetic and functional
characteristics have inspired the city of
Ontario and the Ontario Chamber of
Commerce to recognize those companies
that have excelled in these effortS.
Each project entry is judged on its
own merit by a panel of distinguished
individuals drawn from the area's design
and development community.
The event is scheduled to be held on
Thurs., March 21, 1991. Cost of the
event will be $40 per person which will
include dinner, award's program and state
of the City Address. Sponsorships and
corporate tables are available. Please call
Barbara Klein at the chamber office,
(7 14) 984-2458, for reservations. The
location will be announced after confirmation has been made with one of our
local hotels. 6

Qualifying Process for the 1990
Model Colony's Awa r d - - - - Ontario is the
hub of the Inland
Empire. Its reputation
and impact on growth
reach beyond the border~ of San Bernardino
County.
In 1882, a
Canadian engineer
named George Chaffey
and his younger brother, William, bega'l
a unique and sophisticated irrigation system on a large barren piece of land. As a
result of their forward planning, that

FEBRUARY 1991
Investment Group. Robert Laskey of
Scher-Voit handled the transaction on
behalf of both parties. 6

Coldwell Banker to Lease Moreno
Valley Plaza Final P hase - - - Pasadena-based Burnett Development
Co. has named Coldwell Banker Commercial Real Estate Services to lease the
final phase of shops in Moreno Valley
Plaza, its landmark 360,000-square-foot
community shopping center here.
Situated on a 32-acre parcel with
about a half mile frontage on the south
side of Sunnymead Blvd. between Heacock and Graham Streets, Moreno Valley
Plaza is the largest retail complex of its
type in the area with First Interstate Bank
and Big 5 Sporting Goods already leasing space. 6

Office Club Now Under Construction at Tri-City - - - - - - - -

r::===--::=::::::=:::J

Contrary to the image of the Inland
Empire as attracti ng only giant industrial
users, the developers of Empire Business
Center in Mira Lorna report success in
marketing the smaller parcels in the 190acre industrial park.
Five separate sales transactions on
parcels of an acre or less have been completed recently, according to Gary Blum
and Tim D'Angelo of Grubb & Ellis,
exclusive brokers for the park. !!.

"AppleOne helps our good reputation.
Dependable fulltime or temporary employeeswho know their way around an office:·
AppleOne IS the fastest-grow1ng Independent employment serv1ce 1n the West. Over 70 off1ces. computerlinked We locate qualified candidates 1n m1nutes. And enhance your
reputallonl For sk1lled help-call usl

Dear Guy Baker·
It's already approachmg tax season! l"m a
small business owner concerned about keeping a tight budget. Is there a way that unpaid
bills can be included as a tax write off? And
how much documentation is required?

~;~~;:;::~~~~~~nn~~~- US/NESS
PREMIER
PERFORMER
CVB, a ten-ume recip•ent of the
"Premier Performing" rating for
California banks, has b«n awarded
Findley ~pon"s SUPERPREMIER PERFORMING
BANK rating for 1989.

PRIME LOCATIONS
• Pomona
• Arcadia
• R.ovenide
• Chino
Busmess Center
• Colton
• San Bernardmo
• Corona
• San Gabnd
• Covina
• East Chmo • South Arcadia
• Tri-Ciry
• Ontario
Business Center
•Ontario
• Upland
A~rpon

--

Dear EE:
The best way to stop your boss from
telling long jokes is to not understand the
joke. Ask questions, get him to explain what
they mean, and then at the punch line, tell him
you didn't get it. There is no quicker way to
ruin a person·s fun than to not respond.
If you are afraid of hurting his feelings,
you might want to be a little more indirect in
approach. Go to your boss later in the day
and explain that you arc concerned about how
much work you have pilir.g up on your desk.
Suggesi to your boss that you need to have a
quiet workplace where you can avoid the
office noise and interruptions.
Failing these methods, you might just tell
your boss directly, that you arc uncomfortable
with taking company time to listen to jokes.
Suggest that you get together after work and
share war stories. Make sure you suggest that
the boss initiate the meeting. Chances arc, it
will never happen.
Say, did you hear the one about... ...

Dear Child of Dependent Mother:
The head of the household receives an
exemption for each dependent for whom they
provide 50 percent of their support. The
dependent must live in the household for 12
months preceding the filing date.
The 50 percent of suppon level must take
into consideration all income received by the

DearGB:
I am a single, attractive 75-ycar-old lady.
I have a beautiful talkative pet parrot named
-----

~

----

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GETAWAYS
Condominium Resorts offer the utmost in luxury, privacy and space for today's value conscious traveler.
Condos and homes provide a large living room and even
a kitchen to maximize meal options. Check below for
some exciting possibilities!

...................... .........

Hawaii............. from 295/week' • 1-2 bedrooms

Travel via Ma ui Ka ul Air • from $139.50 each way!
Puerto Vallerta.............. from $295/week'

SAN BERNARDINO (714) 884-6351 ltMECULA (714) ~ UPLAND (714) 946-6229

One bedroon on the ocean front!
Park City, Utah ...1 & 2 beds at $295/week' · Low Air Fare!

SERVICE-ORIENTED
PERSONNEL
Our "Value-Added" Service
philosophy continues to be a driving
force for the Company. We are
committed to this phjJosophy as
evidenced by staffing a new
department dedicated to jnstilling
a corporate culture that
assures truly helpful
and dependable
LENDER
service.
ME."lBF.R FDIC

Dear GB:
I have a boss who likes to tell long jokes.
How do I get him to shonen his jokes without
offending him?

DearGB:
My mother is retired and will be moving
into my household soon. What type of tax
breaks do I get if I will be supporting her?

FOIIlAHA (714) 356-54!11 MONTCLAIR (714) 62S-6555 RIVERSIDE (714) 351-1200

1

parenL This includes social secunty, retirement income, interest income, annuity payments, etc. Unless the parent is totally
indigent, and not receiving income from any
source, it is unlikely many will meet this criteria. Be careful to document all expenses
paid to maintain the care, suppon and maintenance of your mother. You may be asked by
the IRS to provide an accounting of the
expenses to demonstrate you have met the 50
percent test.
t!erll'n<len•

Dear Unpaid Bills:
Tax writeoffs arc most often for funds
expended which meet the criteria established
by the IRS. As such, unpaid bills, while
deductible when they are actually paid, arc
not deducti ble until you have written a check
for the bill. This is called '"cash basis." Since
you mentioned you are a small business
owner, chances are you would not be an
accrual tax payer.
An accrual taxpayer is able to book an
expense when it is incurred. They recognize
it as a deductible expense against income,
even though they don"t actually wriJe a check
for several weeks. The other side of this coin.
however, is that income must be recognized
when the sale has been made, even though the
cash is not received for several weeks.
Since December 31, 1990 has already
passed, it is likely your accountant will tell
you that you have missed the deadline and
will have to wait until you file your 1991 tax
rerum to benefit from the deduction.

CORONA (714) ~1110 DIAMOND BAR (714) llli&-3332

rDr\D
v.n

•

' "

J

Charmclle. This may sound strange, but in
my life insurance policy, can I name
Charmclle as a beneficiary?

HIGH-QUALITY
ASSETS

CVB has devdoped an array of
qualiry lending officxrs 10 serve our
borrowing customer in a flmble e ~

I

!Lake Tahoe...........1, 2 & 3 bedrooms availa ble!
!Mammoth Mountain ... 1-4 bedrooms • sleeps 4-8

Palm Springs................ 1-3 bedrooms
from $99/night!

call toll free :

ALL RESORT
'(perpc:nondou.

C 0 N D 0 S
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em California and the bordering areas of
Nevada and Arizona. t::.

Construction
is underway on
a 20,000 sq. ft.
Office Club,
which is being
built at the
retail strip center adjacent to the I- 10 and
Scher-Voit Commercial Brokerage
2 15 Freeways at Tri-City Corporate CenHand les $12 Million Investment
tre. The store will be located next to
Property Exchange
Home Depot, which is scheduled to open
in January 1991. 1990 was a record
Scher-Voit Commercial Brokerage
breaking year for leasing transactions at Kaufman and Broad Home Corp. recently
Company, Inc. recently handled a $12 Tri-City Corporate Center, according to opened a master-planned community near
million investment property exchange, Steven J. Palmer, director of marketing Perris Lake. 6
according to David Elliott, vice president for the 153-acre, $180 million masterCushman & Wakeand managing partner of Scher-Voit's planned business park. Tri-City is being
d of California, Inc.,
Irvine office.
developed by Rancon Financial Corporanamed one of its
The exchange consisted of two indus- tion of Temecula, Ca. 6
ice presidents, John
trial properties totalling over 71,000
square feet, one on Hathaway in Santa
M. Owen, 36, to manAPS Moves to Lincoln D istribu tion
Ana and the second on Calle Amanecer
33- person
Center - - - - - - - - - - in San Clemente, and 36 acres of land in
Branch,
Moreno Valley. Irvine-based Ferguson
to president
APS Inc ., the distributor for Big A
Partners exchanged the industrial parks Auto PartS has recentl y completed a lease
will move to 701
for the land from Moreno Va
transaction for 60,000 square feet at the N. Haven Ave. office of the commercial
Lincoln Distribution Center in the Hunter real estate services firm from its Anaheim
Park area of Riverside. This facility will unit, which he has managed for more
. t::.
serve as the distribution
for
th- than three

fli!no CValley:GJJank_
YOUR
.ANK

•
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- 800 /445 -8967
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Mammoth Mountam ....Snow Goose Inn· 1-2 Room Units

Ski Packages· Breakfasts • Hot Tub • 800-874-7368
orthern Ca/tfornta....Stay 1n a

lctonan Mansion!
Come and Enjoy Our Hospitality · Call 800-445-8967

seeable future may offer an excellent potential for asset appreciation. However, before
you make any decisions, you need to access
your liquidity position. Too often, investors
Dear Old Lady:
will seek risk-oriented investments to achieve
Charmelle is a very lucky bird, but proba- high rates of rerum. Unfonunately, they often
bly docs not have what insurance companies miss the word risk. You need staying power
call an '"insurable interest." Most carriers will to hold on during the bad times. So concennot issue a policy unless they feel confident trate on building at least two years income in
there is a real economic relationship. Pets do cash reserves. These can be placed in annunot qualify.
ties (tax free growth), money-market accounts
There is a way to achieve your goal. Have (diversification of risk), bank accounts, cash
your parrot"s attorney wriic a trust naming the surrender of your life insurance policies, etc.
parrot as beneficiary for the trUSt. The provi- Investments where there is no risk, and you
sions of the trust can call for a new cage, can liquidate quickly if you have to do iL
trimming of her beak, clipping of claws, parrot food, etc. By naming the trust owner and
beneficiary, you avoid any controversy with
the carrier.
Another angle, mighi be to name your
estate as the beneficiary. Then have your will
changed to renee! an allowance to mainlJiin
your bird. As a fmal option, you could name
me. I love pets, and would be happy to help
you out.

Dear GB:
What, in your opinion, are some of the
"'smart'" investments of the "90s?
Dear Smart:
Looks like energy alternatives for the fore-
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Weekend Time Out
opuon 1S always open, however, to
come up and JOin the fun.
Though the Inn serves a comphYou Won't Find
mcnt.ary continental breakfast in your
Sea Lions on a Rock room, you may pass on it--opting for
in the Middle the atmosphere and offerings of
Laguna's many specialty restaurants
tucked away in quiet comers of th1s
charming v1llage.
By big-city standards, Inn at
Laquna Beach IS a small facility with
DEPART!
ARJUVES
70 well-appointed rooms--all with
II 21 12 )2 2 22 \ U ) 22
UAWAN GARDENS
TVs, VCRs, mini-refrigerators; most ~ :~: :: ~ : : : ~ : :
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business get-togethers. For informadown-home
local
live
groups.
well-appointed
studio,
one
and
two-bedtion and reservations, call (714) 497 Dining comes with a view. The
room suites with private patios and the
9722. 6 by Rebecca Ryan
customary electromc gadgetry. The larger glassed-in Sunroom overlooks the golf
accommodauons feature a living room, course winding through the canyon. CuiBen Brown's Aliso Creek Resort
sine is varied and quite good. Two private
kitchen and dming areas.
Gifts, clothing and equipment are to banquet and meeting fac ilities on the
he big city it isn't.
lower level
be found 1n

! :! :: ::! : :!
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Creek's
But what big city resort tosses in an Aliso
~ ~ accommodate
both large
pro shop. Pool
ocean beach and coastal mountains along and spa arc
~ .. and
sma ll
with the golf that goes naturally with a steps away.
groups.
business meeting? Not that Aliso Creek
For an espec ially unique hideaway
Entenainment in the Main Building's
Resort--on the quiet shoreline between lounge IS not Las Vegas. Suitably for the resort back up in the hills of coastal South
Laguna Beach and Dana Point--has any resort's themauc rustic offenngs, there IS Orange County, Aliso Creek Resort gets
thoughts of a bare-knuckle fight wllh special joy m the hstenmg and dancing to .,. RR Gold Stars. 6 by Rebecca Ryan
major league resons as to which is the
best for bus in ess doings or weekend
escapes.
from t.hc(ir guest room windows at the Inn
Far from iL Ben Brown's Aliso Creek
at Laquna Beach
Resort IS congratulatory about what the
But the big attraction of the Inn ha'i big guys do best. Ahso Creek simply
nothing to do "ith indexe-;. Most back- sends the message that here is a charming
East people come because of the do\\n- attracuon with unique appeal to those
rigbt charm of this prett) plac~ tucked seeking a special laid-back place for busiinto a cliff high abo'l'e the mam beach ness get-togethers and nifty weekend getin Laguna. Smart local folks know it as
aways.
a great place for a quick escape fr~m
To non-addicted golfers who would
big city business doings--somethmg toss a coin over which wins--quality golf
under a two-hour drive from just or soft green hills overlooking the Pacifabout anywhere in outhern Califor- ic--the flip would be for Aliso Creek
Catering to Groups
nia, depending on Sig-Aierts.
.
ResorL
of
Sizes.
Inn at Laquna Beach, SlltJng pretuly m
the middle of a quaint village untouched Stop and smell the nowers
Trust your next meeting to Riverby freeways and new -fangled urban
growth, is living proof of the Southern
\lde's fir~t cla~s. full service
Golf at Aliso Creek IS an OK nine
California vacationer's dream--fun, sun holes--a duffer's paradise. Ah, but take
hotel • From executive
and laid-back folks.
your eye off the ball for a momenL Play
retreats in our private
The dream lives. For the weekend is conducted on a course sandwiched
boardrooms to grander
escape-artist, or the meeting planner below bcauufully green-forested bluffs
functions in our 2,000
looking for a relaxing business setung, unchanged 1n rugged good looks from
..q. ft. ballroom. And. of
the Inn is a good ch01ce. Here is a seclud- what first dazzled the early settlers m
toUI-..e, theres the 92,000
ed Mediterranean villa with palms south Orange County.
rustling in the warm ocean breezes and
~q ft. River;ide Convention
Aliso Creek, thought of by many as a
bird calls competing with the sound of sign posted on the PCH to let southbound
Center right next door for those
waves crashing on the beach below. Steps motorists know that they were either out
really big even~. • So next time
away are quaint meandenng streets and of Laguna or approachmg Dana Point, is
you re plannmg a function from
cute shops frequented by friendly nauves little known as a destination or base of
5 to 500, let us cater to all the
that are possibly tounsts that have gone operations for Aliso Creek Reson. Such
details
that add up to your success.
tolally "california."
.
mystery is good for visitors to the resort.
Views from the Inn's ocean-s1de
There's not Lhc big-reson bustle. Quiet
rooms are probably the best in Southern prevails for those wanting it. This 62california. offering a panoramic sweep of room facility is free of all noise except
the town and the main beach. Better chirping birds and the sound of electric
views are from the roof-top terraee deck, golf cans.
3400 Mark~t Str~~t
Riv~rsid~. Caltfornia 9250t
which is frequently host to small pany
A home away from home
(7t4) 784·8000
gatherings. Unfortunately for gue~ts
For those who choose to move in for
below such nearness to joyful no1se long-haul fun, accommodations are large,
could
hazardous to good sleeping. An

An

be
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were acquired out of a total city population
of 236,000 homes. Wireless expens claim
they can build and accumulate a network
five Limes that size in a period of only five
weeks at a head-end cost of only 52.85
million.
onventional cable TV is a
Indeed, this seems to be an amazing
deteriorating medium, according to a phenomena. Wireless systems have proven
recent report in Stock Research Report, Jan. to be more practical, reliable, efficient and
91.
economical than a chunk of copper and
Today, there is a phenomenal new plastic networking thousands of homes.
technology hitting the market...wirelcss One might assume that even revolutionary
cable TV.
new fiber optics systems cannot compete
WCTV, as it is called, operates via with the ease of installation, service and
microwave frequencies which are already maintenance offered by revolutionary new
well-established in the aerospace and wire less systems.
telecommunications industries, not to
One of the emergent leaders in this
mention major television
innovative field is TV
networks like ABC,NBC,
Communications
Network,
WCTV, as iJ is called,
and CBS. The result of
Inc., whose stock is traded
operates
via
microwave
the transmissions are
over the counter (pink
frequencies which are
unmatched;
excellent
sheet)
under the symbol
quality and reliability. Not already well-established • COMMUNCTNS NTWK
in
the
aerospace
and
"
to mention that wireless
INC.
telecommunicalions
TV costs significantly less
Pursuant
to
new
industries...
to construct, operate, and
licensing by the Federal
transmit
than
do
..,...«:"~l:'Q~~~~ Communications
conventional cable metCommission (FCC), TVCN
hods.
intends to construct a new type of TV
Simply stated, conventional cable station in Denver capable of broadcasting
systems tend to lose their quality as simultaneously to 22 to 56 TV channels of
amplifiers are added to boost the power cable-like TV programming to subscribers
signal over miles of wire. Also, whenever a for certain monthly fees. This wireless
wire is added to Lhc system, more noise is station will broadcast its TV channels on
added to the cable TV signal.
mi crowave frequencies over the air,
Conventional cable systems have crossing boundaries of cities to homes
undergone tremendous operating costs. A throughout the Denver Metro Area without
prime example was seen at Denver's Mile- the need of expensive underground or
Hi where some $77 million was spent to unsightly cables. They will avoid a legal,
construct an elaborate network servicing political, and bureaucratic nightrnare... one
only the immediate Denver area. Over a often associated with conventional cable
period of five years, 66,000 subscribers

Just when they thought they'd
made a projit...along comes new
technology

?
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TV stations.
So what arc Lhc chances of wireless cable
being used in the Inland Empire? "There
arc numerous technical and airwave
problems that people don't know about,"
says Jim Bray, the manager of Riverside's
CENCOM Television. "Also, the 'wireless
cable' requires line of sight from the

transmitter to the receiver. Therefore, it
works best in flat , featureless terrain-even
trees can prevent reception."
Bray claims that many conventional
cable companies will remain strong in the
future with new fiber optic innovations. .1
by Phillip Diment

Gas Station Land not as "Prime"
as it may Seem
The Petroleum Marketing Practices
Act (PMPA) is a little known Federal
Law that controls the usage of gas station
land, says the Fierstein & Strumon Law
Journal.
It wasn't long ago that many
franchisers made it known to Congress
that they were increasingly finding it
difficult to do their business on what, in
many cases, was prime land. Under
press ure from oil companies, many
operators were forced out of
businesses ... simply because parent
companies were taking advantage of
rising land values.
The PMPA works by allowing the oil
company to solicit offers from the public.
Once an agreement is reached, the oil
company is obligated by law to give the
franc hi see a right of first refusal to
purchase the property. Or, the oil
company may extend, to the franchisee,
an offer to purchase the propeny without
third party involvement. However, many
times the franchi see has to assign their

rights to a developer because they do not
have the resources to purchase the
propeny from the oil company.
Unfortunately, however, many
problems can arise. One of which is
timely hydrocarbon contamination cleanup which can often take years to
complete. And when oil companies drag
their feet in the cleanup process, the
developer gets mad. Often, such cases
end up in complex litigation.
Remediation problems are not the
only cause of friction between developer
and oil company. Oftentimes conflicts
arise over the price that was originally
offered for the property.
What's the morale of the stOry?
According to the Law Journal, while gas
station land may often be considered
"prime"" real estate, those looking to
enter into developer negotiations should
consider the environmental and legal
factors which may lie ahead . .1
by Phil Diment

Long Distance Companies Serving the Inland Empire
Ranked Alphabetically
HISTORY
Year
Established

LOCAL CONTACTS
Residential

SERVICE AREA
Calllng Areas

EMPLOYEE
Inld. Emp.
Companywide

OFFICES
I.E.
To!Jll

32
283,500

4
N/A

1885

800-222-0300
800-222-0400
800-222-3000

Worldwide

455W. 2nd St.
San Bernardino
CA 92401

5
1350

I

1981

800-783-2020
800-783-9042
800-783-2020

Worldwide

48

222 S. Harbor Blvd.
Anaheim, CA 92805
430 N. Vineyard Ave Ste. 414
Ontario, CA 91764

CaU America
2530 E. La Cadena Dr.
Riverside, CA

20
20

I
I

1982

714-369-8090
Same
Same

Worldwide

2530 E. La Cadena Dr.
Riverside
CA 92507

Com Systems
Westlake Piau; Center Z
2829 Townsgate Rd.
Westlake Village, CA

II

I
14

1975

800-266-0050
800-266-0500
800-350-1990

140 Countries

800

1902 Orangetree Ln. #I 10
Redlands
CA 92374

33
22,000

2
500

1968

800-444-4444
800-727-9624
800-727-9624

Worldwide

3401 Centrelake Dr. Ste. 300
Ontario
CA 91764

Roderick Ward
General Mana&)r
(714) 467-31
FAX (714) 467-3103

25
1,500

I

1987

714-640-7100
Same
Same

Nationwide

3

18 Corporate Plaza
Newport Beach
CA 92660

D. Rackemann
President/CEO
(714)640-7100
FAX (714) 640-2510

1981

714-944-0220
714-944-0220
714-740-2880

SouthcmCA

9227 Haven Ave. Ste 365
Rancho Cucamonga
CA 91730

Kristina Kettle
I.E. Sales Mngr.
(714) 944-0220
FAX (714) 740-1823

1986

800-877-4000
800-767-4652
800-877-4646

Worldwide

I 7890 Castleton SL Ste. 200
City of Industry
CA 91748

Jack Hopus
v_pJSales Western Div.
(714) 435-3200

COMPANY
Name
Address

Clty/S!Jlte
AT&T
519 Madison Ave
NewYork,NY
Allnet Communications Services
30300 Telegraph Rd.
Binnington, MI

MCJ Telecommunications
1133 19th SL N.W.
Washington D.C.
National Telephone
& Communications
18 Corporate Plaza
Newpon Beach, CA

I

Thrifty Tel Inc.
300 Plaza Alicante
Suite 380
Garden Grove, CA

92

4

U.S. Sprint
8140WardP~.
Kansas City, M

n/a
n/a

0

20

LOCAL ADDRESS

TOP LOCAl EXEClffiVF.S

Title
Phone

Business

Repair

Fax

John Cashia
District Manager
(714) 727-5473
FAX (714) 727-5199
David Lynch
Regional Manager
(714) 395-8591
FAX (714) 395-8573
Vernon Hall
President
(714) 369-8090
FAX (714) 788-5004
J .R. Hertz
Branch Manager
(714) 793-8389
FAX (714) 798-9720

These companies should have been on the list, but, t.hey wo~ld ~ot respond to. our survey:_ Best Telecom; U.S. ~ransmission Systems
NIA. Not Applicable WND • Would Not Disclose n/a • not available. The 1nformat10n 1n the above ltst was obtamed from the C?mpan!es listed. To the best of our knowledge the
Information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort IS made to ensure t~e accuracy and thoroughness of the hst, om1ssbns and typographical errors sometime
OCCUr. Please send oorrectiona or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Emp1~e Business Jou~nal, 3401 Centrelake Dr. 1620, Ontario, CA 91764 ; R.sean::hed by
Stephen Tucker and RebecCa Gordon. Copyright Inland Emplfe Busmess Joumal1991.
I..
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due to offer 1ts first apartments in late January 1991,
will provide an additional
440 independent living umts
exclu ively for seniors.
BLSI'ESS .\:\D
Co\1\IERCIAL

The most noticeable element of Lorna Linda's retail
sales base is the Lorna Linda
Auto Center.
Located
between Redlands Boulevard
and Interstate 10, the center
is currently home to Spreen
Honda and Ramsay McCue
Imported Motor Cars auto
dealerships. Within the next
few months, it will also be
the site of one of Southern
California's first Saturn dealerships.
Other commercial and
industrial firms also find
center serving the inland portion of staff are accessible to the public and
ample opportunities in Lorna Linda.
Southern California. But while emergen- always available to answer any questions
Major developments include General
cy medicine is certainly an important part about the community. In planning to
The city of Lorna Linda's location is
American's 63-acre Corporate Business
of the medical center's mission, it is not meet the future needs of the community,
the heart of the eastern Inland Empire
Center (office/industrial) in the northeast
its sole specialty. This past year, the the city's Redevelopment Agency has
provides easy access to 1-10 and 1-215
comer of the city, the 85,000 square-foot
medical center has neared completion on successfully established redevelopment
and the interstate system. Lorna Linda
Arbors Business Park (offica new Children's Hospital and the world's project areas. The goal of the agency and
e/retail) near Redlands Boulevard
first hospital-based proton accelerator for the city staff is not only to attract new
and Anderson Street, Lorna Linda
the treatment of cancer. The new
Plaza and Mountain View Plaza
220 bed children's unit will pro(retail) at the intersection of Barvide a base for continuing Dr.
ton Road and ML View Avenue,
Leonard Bailey's pioneering work
and various other mixed-use
in infant heart transplants and
retail, professional and business
consolidating the medical center's
parks throughout the ctty. With
other specialized pediatric serthe strong local medical presence,
vices. With the proton acceleraLorna Linda is an ideal location
tor, the medical center expects to
for support services, such as
be treating up to 100 patients per
research facilities, hospital supday by aiming focused beams of
pltcs, professional offices, and
Dt•do~rs prtpart lot/or 1M co-umu:tion of tht 4/4 """
sub-atomic panicles at tumors
hotels.
Oo.Ju Apartmotl Complex
In fields other than health care, without causing any signtficant
truly offers a diverse lifestyle by being
Tht Ntw C11y of Lomo Lindo Civic Ctllltr (Ma111 Entrtvte<)
damage to surrounding tissue.
located wtthin an hour's dnve of the Lorna Linda's next largest employer is in
Despite the startling medical
mountains, desen, beach and the cultural manufacturing. Hallmark Southwest, advances taking place here, the unique business, but also expand and enhance
and recreational opportunities available located on Redlands Boulevard, employs factor about Lorna Linda is the way the existing ones.
Incorporated in 1970, Lorna Linda is
approximately 270 people in the manuin the Los Angeles area.
various medical facilities complement proud to be at the forefront as more comfacture of mobile homes.
each other. The Medical Center, V.A.
As strong and diverse as Lorna Linmunities are
da's economy is now, the future looks Hospital and pribecoming more
vate practices
environmentalThe character of Lorna Linda is even brighter. Ample space exists for make
Lorna
ly aware. In
expressed in the relaxed-family environ- new commercial and industrial uses or Linda a mecca
1990, the city
ment and attractive neighborhoods of for redevelopment within one of the city's for researchers
of Lorna Linda
quality housing. The quality-oriented two redevelopment projects areas. Addi- and practitioners.
initiated the
guidelines for residential development tionally, as a member of the Inland Valley With degree profirst city-wide
has made Lorna Linda a popular choice Development Agency, Lorna Linda is grams ranging
residential
for people from Riverside, Orange and positioned to benefit directly from the from business
Los Angeles counties, who desire afford- redevelopment of Norton Air Force Base and the humanicurbside recyafter its closure in 1994.
able, yet distinctive housing.
cling program
ties to medicine,
in the Inland
Several residential developments in
dentistry and
HE.\LrH C.\RI·. \")
the Lorna Linda South Hills are forging
nursing, Lorna
Empire. The
Hu;HER Eot c \TIO'
ahead despite the current recession. The
Linda University
ci ty
also
Lonv. Llllda u,., •.,,,, Mtd•cal CtnJtr
tJ t·mple ·
state of California just gave preliminary
helps attract the
-,
recen Y
•
.
. Coll•g• ofD<IIlutry
men ted
an
approval to a 15-acre site for a new eleFor the past 85 years, Lorna Linda has new mmds
that complete the ptcture and
.
the
mentary school and neighborhood park. practically been synonymous with health keep the work of the other facilities alternauve work schedule to reduce
The developers of the Cresta Linda Pr~ care. Site of the former Lorna Linda San- vibranL
number of work trips required by city
ject and the city have the forestght to itarium for treatment of tuberculOSIS
employees. Though not yet required by
construct the new school and park as the patients, it is now home to Lorna Lmda
law, the city is attempting to do 1ts part in
improving air quality.
project develops.
University Medical Center, Lorna Lmda
Undcrstandmg the need~ of senior cit- Community Hospnal, the LLU BehavYou arc invited to explore the opporThere arc many good reasons to estalr
IZens, Lorna Linda has long advocated ioral Medicine Center and Faculty Medi- lish your business in Lorna Linda, and tuntues avatlablc m Lorna Linda and be a
quality-housing opportunities for the cal Offices, and a Kaiser Permanente even more good reasons to make Lorna pan of the difference - the difference that
elderly. Many developments, whtch health care clinic.
Linda your home. The dtffcrcnce m is Lorna Linda. For more information,
focus on senior housing, have been conLorna Ltnda University Medical Cen- Lorna Lmda is that people really do care. contact the City Manager's office at (714)
structed in the Ctty. Lorna Ltnda Springs, ter 1s the only Level I regional trauma
The city counctl and city government 799-2810. 6
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PROTONS: A BEAM OF HOPE

c
Much of Lorna Linda, past and future,
can be summed up in the title of a book,
"SU!lshine, Citrus and Science," which
chronicles the growth of the ctty as an
outpOst of the San Gabriel Mission--to
the city of today known world wtde for
its accomplishments in health care and
higher education. The tenacious will and
industrious spirit of those who mtroduced
citrus crops mto the area, or the visionary
philosophy of those who nurtured the
Lorna Linda Sanitarium into the worldrenowned Lorna Linda University Medical Center, can still be seen in the Lorna
Linda of today. Lorna Linda is proud of
its past, yet potsed to assist m not only
the advancement of education and medical science, but strive to achieve a diversified commumty.
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be damaged. As a consequence, a less-than-optimal dose 1s electron volts of energy.
On October 23, newly
disease is the major cause of death in the frequently used in order to reduce damage to the normal tissue. They believed that
wed Becky Carrillo, a
there
must
be
a
better
1• 1 United States. But r---~- ~~:::zj~;!S
This precaution reduces the like•
there is another dis:;:
lihood of cure for many patients. way.
35 year old, registered
ease that we fear even more
The medical profesThe proton beam
nurse from Orange
because of the disability and suffersion, knowing the limitations of dramatically reduces
County, received 100
ing it causes. Cancer, in its many
its arsenal in the war against negative factors by
forms, is one of the cruelest, most
cancer, has to give the patient decreasing injury to the
million electron volts
feared, and emotionally draining
enough potential remedy to healthy tissues it passes of ionizing radiation to
diseases ever experienced by
defeat the cancer without caus- through, and by peneher right eye.
mankind
ing too much damage to the trating no farther than
In 1990, after almost 20 years
patient In some cases, that is the tumor. Protons are • • • • • • • • • • •
of work, Lorna Linda University
not possible, and the patient is subatomic, positively charged particles found in the nuclei of
Medical Center, in cooperation with
allowed to die.
atoms. In contrast to conventional radiation, they enter the
Fermi National Accelerator LaboraScientists at Lorna body at a very low absorption rate and go through good tissues
tory and the Proton Therapy CoopLinda University Medical Cen- rapidly. Their energy is deposited sharply at a specific point,
erative Group, opened the world's TM prown acctlua1or i.r a superior too/that is going to pro- ter, under the direction of Dr. called the Bragg Peak (named after its discoverer), where the
first hospital-based, patient-dedicatduu a major improv~lll in CIJIIC<r IMrapy:
Slater, were not satisfied with protons stop and release most of their energy. By focusing the
ed, proton-beam accelerator for the
the limitations they were ex peri- Bragg Peak on a patient's tumor, the deadly radiation causes
treatment of cancer.
encing from the most up-to-date radiation equipment available most of its damage to the tumor. Damage to the tissue in front
On October 23, newly wed Becky Carrillo, a 35 year old. (a cobalt machine, betatron machine, and linear accelerator), of the tumor is significantly reduced in comparison to the darn
registeted nurse from Orange County, received I00 million machines that
from 8 million
to 25 miUion
,,..., .. "B••• •!"•"" •• ,.1<Jz
electron volts of ionizing radiation to her right eye. Shc/i~~r:;;;;;;:,;~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
had ocular melanoma, an almost always fatal cancer
the eye. Because of the size of her rumor, her
other treatment option was removal of the eye.
treatments she received at Lorna Linda URiversity
ical Center were non-invasive and painless.
Though not a cure for all forms of cancer,
Linda's new proton-beam treatment promises to be
major advancement in the treatment of "localized
cer." Localized cancer is the medical terminology
malignant tumor that is stiU in its original site and
oot yet spread throughout the body.
"In order for cancer radiation therapy to
says James M. Slater, M.D., director of r
medicine, "we needed to improve our ability to
beam inside the body. The proton accelerator does
It's a superior tool that is going to produce a
improvement in cancer therapy."
The $45 million, three-story facility is awc::sornc.111
The equipment, including the accelerator and the
guidance system, weighs 400 tons and produces up
cart

The $45 million, three-story facility is awesome. The equipment,
including the accelerator and the
proton guidilnce system, weighs
400 tons and produces up to 250
million electron volts of radiation.
It is a giant weapon, ready to do
battle.

Rate your health benefits plan

250 million electron volts of radiation.
weapon, ready to do battle.
0 Choose your own doctor from
0 Community-based, locally managed.
The accelerator itself, weighing 50 tons, is a ring
eight electromagnets, 60 feet in circumference and
hundreds of participating, private0 High level of member satisfaction,
feet in diameter. These electromagnets bend and
practice physicians.
measured regularly.
the beam around a closed path within a vacuum
0
Choose
from
nearby
community
0
Friendly,
personalized service.
Protons are accelerated up to two-thirds the
light, more than 400 million miles per hour, by auurvu' " " '
hospitals.
0 Emphasis on quality care.
a radio-frequency voltage in synchronization
0 No claim forms to worry about.
0 Can be reached any time, any day.
circulating beam. Thus, the machine is called a
0
Competitive
rates.
0
Long record of stability and service.
chrotton." An extraction system removes the
needed and carries them into the
If you checked all ten, you're probably already covered
The beam-transport system Lakes the "Beam
by Inter Valley Health Plan.
into one of five rooms: Three having Ulfe:e-srlOIV-numr•r
rotating gantries (to aim the beam
If not, perhaps you should look into the Health Maintenance Organization
angles); one containing two fixed, horiz.ot~tal-beamllll
that's so well regarded by employers and employees alike.
lines; and a calibration/research room.
If you're an employer who'd like to know more about these attractive benefits,
To prevent and cure cancer has been one of
ence's greatest challenges. Great progress has
just ask your insurance broker. Or call Inter Valley in Pomona or Riverside.
achieved over the years. Unfortunately, some
trealmenll that have succeeded in fighting
caused pain and suffering also. What attacks the
cells usually causes some damage to good and healthy
tissues. Surgery can sometimes cause handicaps and
even disfigurement, and has at times negatively impacted personal relationships. Chemotherapy can cause various kinds of distress such as hair loss, nausea, and
other discomforts.
300 South Park Avenue, Suite 300 • Pomona, CA 91766 • (800) 8-43-3520
Sufficient radiation can destroy any type of cancer.
6800 Indiana Avenue, Suite 100 • Riverside, CA 92506 • (714) 788-6766
However, because of the inability to selectively irradiate
A Nan-Profit, Fekrall-y QualifW HMO
the cancer with conventional means of treatment, normal tissues that receive a high radiation dose can also llli!!iii!iii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!iii!iii!i!!ii!i!!iii!iii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!iiii!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!ii!i!!!iiiiiiiiii!iii!i!!ii!!i!iiiiii!!ii!!!il&iil!iiiil•lli•. .

Inter Valley Health Plan
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Environmental Issues Top Real Estate Court Cases
the management of the property.
the transfer of which constitutes a taxable
azardous waste disposal and its
United States Y. Fleet Factors Corp. event
often convoluted legal ramifica- (May 29, 1990): The Eleventh Circuit
tions was the hottest topic on the real Court addressed an issue similar to
Unlicensed Contractor Rights
estate law scene in 1990, according to a Bergsoe. In this case, the court concludCalifornia law clearly bars unlicensed
Southern California law firm
ed that a secured creditor is
specializing in real estate.
liable as an owner under contractors from bringing an action to
Courts of Appeal were
CERCLA only if the enforce the terms of a construction conCourts ofAppeal
beset with complex
credi tor exerts such tract However, two recent cases held
were
beset
witll
comhazardous waste
control so as to influ- that this prohibition against contact
issues, usually boilence the facility's claims did not bar an unlicensed contracplex hazardous
ing down to: who's
treatment of haz- tor from bringing an action for fraud.
waste issues, usually
D.R. Gallo Builders, Inc. v. Travresponsible? Who
ardous
waste. Furboiling down to:
elodge International (March 29, 1990):
ther,
the
court
said
a
cleans it up? Who
who's responsible?
pays for it?
secured creditor In this case, the contractor entered into a
Wllo cleans it11p?
Says Mark J. Linshould not fear contract with Travelodge for the conWlw pays for it?
der, partner in the Cenresponsibility for haz- struction of three projects. The contract
tury City-based law fmn
ardous waste merely had a provision that Travelodge would
because it has monitored the not raise the contractor's unlicensed staof Fierstein, & Sturman, "The
majority of the significant real estate
fac1lity. In fact , the court indicated tus as an excuse for non-payme nt. After
decision of last year, in the opinion of our that lenders should mvestigate a borrow- Travelodge failed to pay the contractor
fum, were related to the Comprehensive er's safeguards and policies with respect for work performed, the contractor filed a
Environmental Response Compensation to hazardous waste, but that such investi- complaint.
Although the contractor's contract
and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA)."
gation should not expose the lender to
claims
were barred because it did not
CERCLA was established to enable liability.
Louisiana Pacific Corporation v. Asar- hold a California contractor's license, the
the government and private parties to
recoup the costs of cleaning up the co (Aug. 6, 1990): Normally, the pur- court held that this did not preclude the
release of hazardous waste. CERCLA chaser of assets of a corporation is not contractor from asserting a fraud claim
empowers the government to compel par- considered liable as a successor. Howev- against Travelodge.
Hydro Systems Ltd. v. Oasis Waterties to pay the clean-up costs as well as er, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
pay for preventative measures to ensure ruled that the corporate successors is park (March 23, 1990): In this case, the
liable for the CERCLA liability of its Court of Appeal held that a general conthat further contamination will not occur.
tractor, licensed in New York but not in
"Other key decisions this year that predecessor if any of the following exist:
- The purchasing corporation express- California, was not precluded from mainshould be of interest to both the consumer and the real estale industry include ly or implicitly agrees to assume the lia- taining an action for fraud against the
landowner. The court observed that the
the validity of trust deeds, the rights of bility.
policy to protec1 the public from unliThe
transaction
amounts
to
a
"mergunlicensed contractors, development
censed contractor without having to pay
er" or "consolidation."
rights and secwed loans," added Linder.
- The purchasing corporation is mere- it
"The following are our nominees for
Both these cases have been accepted
the most signifJCant real estate decisions ly a continuation of the selling corporaby
the California Supreme Court
tion.
of 1990":
- The transaction was fraudulently
entered into to escape liability.
Secured Transactions
Ln' ironml·ntal

H

AIU Insurance Co. Y. Superior Court
(Nov. 15, 1990). A company issuing an
insurance policy covering "property darnage" is obligated to pay the CERCLA
clean-up response costs of the policy
bolder. The California Supreme Court
held that the insurer is required to pay for
such costs whelher such costs are considered reimbursement to the government
BNJ/or third parties, as well as the costs
incurred in connection with complying
with an injunction. However, the court
held that. to the extent the government
arden the i.IL'Iwed to take steps to prevent
future contamination, such costs are not
covered under the policy.
Pease &: Curren Refining, Inc. V.
Spectrolab (Aug. 13, 1990). It has
always been understood that the federal
government was entitled to recover the
auomey's fees incurred in a CERCLA
cleanup. This case, however, establishes
that private panics are also entitled to
recover attorneys' fees as part of the
"costs" or response and cleanup.
In re: Bergsoe Metal Corporation
(Aug. 9, 1990): The Ninth CiPeuit Court
of Appeals, Ponland, Ore. held that an
"owrwer." for purpoees of CERCLA liability, must not only have title to the contaminated property, but abo participate in

Both Spouses \lust
Sign Trust Deed
Droege r Y. Friedman, Solan & Ross
(1990). The California Court of Appeal
held that a trust deed on community
property signed by only one spouse is
void.

lkH:Iopml·nt Ri:.:ht' T:n.ablc
Mitsui Fudosan (U.S.A.) Inc. v. County of Los Angeles (1990). Mitsui
planned the development of land located
within the Central Business District
Redevelopment Project of the city of Los
Angeles. The redevelopment plan limited the density of Mitsui's project However, the plan permitted an increase in
density through the transfer of unused
floor area ratios from other parcels within
the project area. Mitsui purchased these
"transferable development rights" (TORs)
from adjacent landowners in the area,
allowing Mitsui to more than double its
project's density.
The County Assessor significantly
increased Mitsui's tax base to reflect the
value of the TORs. The Court of Appeal
held that the assessment was proper since
TORs are taxable real property interests,

rity interest (the pro perty). The bank did
not and instead reconveyed the deed of
trust to the Wozabs and filed an action to
collect on the remainder of the debt.
Among the questions the court had to
determine was whether the bank's decision to reconvey the trust deed meant that
the bank no longer had a security interest
in the real property. ln other words, was
the bank restructuring the type of loan
from a secured loan (by real property) to
an unsecured loan?
A creditor is limited to one "action" to
collect any debt or enforce any right
which is secured by real property (Code
of Civil Procedure, Section 726). This
section of the code also says a creditor is
obligated to proceed against the security
(in this case the real property) before
enfo rc mg the debt. Th1s provision of the
code has been mterpreted as having two
applications: the debtor can force the
creditor to proceed against the sec urity
first (foreclose on the property) before it
can obtain a money judgement against
the debtor for any defi ciency; or, the
creditor may not foreclose on the security
if the creditor proceeds rust to enforce
the judgement (tries to get its money
without foreclosmg on the property).
The Wozabs argued that the bank: had
triggered the "one action rule" of the code
by the set-off. The court rejected this
argument and held that the "action"
implied by the code was a court proceeding, and the bank's set-off was not such a
proceeding.
However, the court ruled that L'le bank
had violated the "security rust rule" by
transferring funds from the Wozabs'
deposit account. As a penalty for this
violation, the Wozabs argued that the
bank not only lost its right to proceed
against the security, but had also forfeited
Normally a lender requests real prop- the underlying debt. The court agreed
erty, personal property or a combination with the Wozabs that the bank lost its
of the two to secure a loan. When a bor- right to proceed against the security. But,
rower defaults, the lender can choose to in a matter of fust impression, the court
use the collateral to recover its money or held that the bank did not lose its right to
sue the borrower and disregard the collat- enforce the debt To agree with the Wozeral. Statutes and case law give lenders abs, the court reasoned, would constitute
some guidance in this area. However,
an unconscionable sanction on the bank
even banks, which presumably
and a tremendous windfall to the
have special expertise in
Wozabs.
this area, make mistakes
This case provides
which can have serisome guidance for crediThe Califomia
ous consequences
tors and debtors as how
Court of Appeal held
for the lender as
to proceed in the event
that
a
tmst
deed
011
well as the borof a default
commwrity
property
rower.
Creditors should be
sig11ed by o11ly o11e
Recently, the
aware that almost any
spouse is void.
California Supreme
proceeding taken to
Court addressed this
enforce the debt may be
issue in Security Pacifseen as an election not to
ic Bank v. Wozab (Nov.
foreclose on the property
29, 1990). The Wozabs owed
pledged as security.
the bank approximately Sl million which
On the other hand, the debtor should
was secured by a deed of trust on their
be aware that in the event of an improper
real propeny. When the Wozabs defaultset-off or other action by the creditor,
ed, the bank did not foreclose, but rather
they (the debtor) may have the right to
set-off (deducted) approximately $3,000
either compel the creditor to proceed fiiSt
from the Wozabs' deposit account in paragainst the security or to enforce the debt.
tial satisfaction of the debt. The Wozabs
objected to the set-off and told the bank it
was required to first foreclose on its secu-
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ANSWERS

FOR THE INLAND EMPIRE

QUESTION: If you could have one wish fulfilled for the Improvement of
he soclo or economic Infrastructure In the Inland Empire, what would It
be?

DwnlldAiia
Manag~ng

Oirecror, Calif.
Commeroe Centsr

My most fervent wish would be for the Federal
Reserve, and its regulators to quit removing the "fuzz
from their navels," and concentrate on making banks
stronger, not weaker. By introducing new rules, increased
scrutiny and minimal forebearance, federal regulators are
foKini banks to reclassify loans, tighten lending requirements and effectively "dry up" money.
This action has drastically reduced construction of all
types ...a move that could virtually destroy our social and
economic infrastructure. Donations are down! Unemployment is up! Construction and its related servicing is
down! Foreclosures and business failures are up! And on
and on. Feds back off and get realistic before this situation worsens.

My wish for 1991 is a job for every worker in the
Inland Empire. I do not believe we'll achieve this completely in the coming year, but I'd like our county to continue to catch up.
In the face of the recession, we will need to step up
our existing programs to encourage a higher proportion
of business relative to population growth. These programs include inducements funded by redevelopment
projects, assessment districts, and sales tax pledge-backs.
In addition, our Private Industry Counsel does custom
job training. Finally, the public and private sectors are
working cooperatively to marlcet the Inland Empire, noting our nalural environment, relatively affordable housing and land, ready laba' pool~ abundant comm~ial and
industrial zoned land, good mtra-county mobtbty and
recreation opportunities. These strategies aD< working
and we should make progress to our goal.

FEBRUARY 1991

As the 1991 president of the Inland Empire West Board
of Realtors and as a sales manager for The Prudential California Realty, my wish for 1991 for the Inland Empire
would be to dispel the current myth that business, in general and the real estate market in specific is "bad" in our area_
The Inland Empire has experienced a flattening of the
real estate market in the last 12 to 18 months, but we have
been extremely fortunate not to have suffered the market
decline that has affected other areas of the state and country.
Residential resales within the jurisdiction of our Board
of Realtors, which is the western portion of San BernardiRonl*grudM
no County, actually increased from 1989 to 1990 with
President
5,462 escrow closings reported by our members in 1989
Inland Empire
and 5,776 reported in 1990. Average selling price
Wsst 8oatrJ of Rsahors
increased from approximately $151,400 in 1989 to
$160,200 in 1990. Hardly a "bad" market!
Belief that
.
business is bad can be a self-fulfilling prophecy. All of us, whether m real estate or other
business fields need to do everything we can to get the word out that the economy is
alive and well in the Inland Empire.

K•yC...~

By awakening employers to the need to prepare
the current workforce through training. A trained workforce benefits companies and the economy by increased
productivity that is twice as high as wage increases that
will come with training.
ln the new economy of the 1990s, organizational
learning will become the common currency of growth
and performance. The ability of organizations to capture
and use knowledge is a critical factor in meeting the new
standards of competitiveness.
t================..~
With the new economy we are at the stage in
&rl»ra LH Crouch
which we need a workforce that knows more to be able
Inland Empire
to do more. Brainpower will become a critical resource.
~a~r
A Swedish CEO, as quoted in the National Commission
sSOCIBtJon
on Education and t~ Econcmy, summed it up in one
brief statement, "The important struCtural change for industry is in the mind:"
Companies must act now to prel?'lfe the current wo~orce. ~1se, many
will slide beneath the wave of economiC change. CompanJeS cannot leave It up to the
school system. School reform will not make the workforce competitive soon enough.
It will be another dozen years before industry will gain from such reform.
In the old economy, workers were a cost to be controlled instead of an asset to be
developed. As Jack Bowsher, former director of Education for ffiM (who restructured IBM's educational function) has said. "The important question is does your
organization, participate in training programs that adequately prepare a competitive
workforce? There is a difference."

R,:;;:

3rd District Svpsrvisor.
Coooty of Riversids

-----------4

I would like to see the business and community
leaders of the Inland Empire select a worthy charity and
donate their personal time in volunteer work.
Imagine the changes that could occur if a bank pre~ident helped a struggling homeless shelter manage thetr
fmances or if a homeowner joined a letter writing campaign to lobby for indigent health care. Consider the
environment that would greatly benefit from concerned
volunteers helping to recycle or the decline in pollution
because higher utiliz.ation of mass transit systems.
My wish for 1991 ~ that ~e Inland Empire~
its potential by volunteering to tmprove our commuruty.

___,____________________

1-..:.:.~..:.:.

tests;
• consomez expectations and demand;
• labor costs;
Brlft~
• health care shonages;
ASSIStant AdmllliStralor
• physician supply -- too high;
Drs Hosptlal of Montclair
• mandated benefits;
• regulations.
What can employers do? Although it
may seem that there are few options,
and have nearly six million resi- companies do have choices. However,
dents without insurance of any before talking with a consultant, broker
espite the heightk.ind, while our businesses that or insurance carrier representative, they
ened awareness and
do
provide coverage are being need to research their employees and hisintense discussions about
overwhelmed by the costs. In toTies of health care expenditures to
bow to conuol the steadily
addition, in the Southland:
rising costs of health care,
learn:
• 55 percent of the
total expenditures are
• employee demographics - age, male
hospitals are losing money,
expected to continue to
vs. female, single vs. family, etc.;
according to the Hospital Counclimb. According to the
• pre-existing conditions;
cil of Southern California, and
Health Care Financing
• geographic disbursement of employ
those that are profitable have
Administration (HCFA), a
ees;
margins in the single digits;
division of the Health and
• areas where expenses were particular
• 25 percent of adults
Human Services Departly high ·- mental health, maternity, etc.;
John C. FUII1c
under the age of 65 in Los
ment, national expendi• specifiC needs warranted by their
PPO Alliance
Angeles County have no health
tures rose 11 percent in
industries.
1989, compared with 10.5 percent in insurance, according to a UCLA School
Once the needs of and problems pre1988, 8.9 percent in 1987 and 7.7 percent of Public Health study;
sented by their worlcforces are known,
• Blue Cross of California, the state's
in 1986. These increases wen: consistent
employers can better ensure their selecwith government predictions, and offi- largest uaditional insw-er. raised rates 19 tions of coverage are appropriate.
c:iala expect expenditures 10 continue to percent in 1990, following increases of
Next, an understanding of what is availD:zeMe at lbe rille we have experie~ 24 percent in 1989, 28 percent in 1988 able wiU enable companies to make the
and
25
percent
in
1987.
duriDi lbe pat few years.
best selections. The continuing growth of
Why do costs continue to climb? managed care options presents employ'lbe HCFA also reported &bat medical
According
10
Edward
F.X.
Hughes,
M-D.,
Qllll compriled a recanl llfl percent of
ers, particularly in California, with a
lbc gross naLiooal product in 1989,-up of Northweslenl University, the nine con- wider range oC choices. While the lradi11om 11.2 percent the ~ before. Again, tribuliug fac10n arc:
tional 80(}1) indemnity cov~e is still
orraciall expect that the health care • aging or the population:
available, it does not offez the cost con• tccMo~ocY;
expaadiblrOI portion of the GNP will
tainment fealllreS of a Preferred Provider
• epidemiology - AIDS. cocaine, vio
~•lbe economy slows.
Organization (PPO) or Health Maintoleoce;
Aa fer Cllifomia. it is eatirnawl thll we
IIIDCe Orpnization (HMO).
• maJpnclic:e·· law aaita. blcreued
lpead S10 biDioD a '/011 oa beakb care
By llmiling the available medical

Health Care Costs: What the '90s Hold

D

'??

~

providers to those who agree with the
principles of managed care, PPOs,
HMOs, and others offez greater control of
costs. These providers not only agree 10
reduced fees for services (30 - 40 percent
for hospitals; 20 percent foc physicians),
but accept the ongoing review of services
that ensures unnecessary procedures are
avoided. Historically, employees have
initially ballced at the restrictions placed
on doctor selection that are inherent to
managed care products. In response,
PPOs were developed with fewer constraints and HMOs are beginning to offer
additional options that provide employees
with greater flexibility.
This ongoing response to the needs of
the marketplace is further evidenced by
the new services being added by the
industry. For example, many companies
are now offering mental health/substance
abuse benefits within a managed care
framework to ensure tighter control of
these increasingly important services. In
addition, the high costs of transplant
surgery -- hean, liver, kidney, etc. - are
being addressed by special panels of
select hospitals that excel in those areas.
Finally, employers will have to require
that their employees assume a greater
financial responsibility for health care
expeMCS. Tbe 100-percent employer-paid
health care plan is a thing of the past.
Employees who share in the costs of
health care will be more concerned about
unnecessary services and cbarJes. To
· encourage greater use of managed caro
options, employers will need to desip
bcnefu plans that incaporale financial
,.,__ ?IMIIAC..",...Jl
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Jnland €mpire
Calendar
_
Real Estate Investments Conference:
Opportunities and trategies
Datts: March 12, 14, 1991
Location: Regent Beverly Wilshire Hotel,
Beverly Hills, Radisson Hotel, Irvine.
Time: 8:30am to 5 pm.
Contact: Barbara or Martin Stolzoff at
(213) 836-7941 or (800) 640-6434.
How to Start a Business Seminar
Datt: February 23, 1991
Location: ML SAC Education Center,

196 W. Holt Ave., Pomona.
Time: 9arn-noon
Contact: Small Business Development
Center at (7 14) 629-2247.
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M&M Certificate Programs in Human
Resources Management
(at M&M Riverside Office)
• Basic Personnel Law; April 30
• Intro to H.R. Management; April 4&5
• Dynamics of Employment Interviewing,
August 22
• Principles of Wage-Salary Administra
lion, May 16
• Unemployment Insurance, February 27
• AfflTmative Action Plans, July 23-24
• Workers' Compensation, February 6
• Wage and Hour Laws, Jan. 30

y
naiop

At the Ontario Airport Hilton:
• COBRA Compliance, March 14
· Preparing Job Descriptions, April 25
• Documenting Performance, May 1
• Employment Discrimination, June 5

National Association of
Industrial and Office Parks
Inland Empire Bus Tour February 13, 1991
Empire Towers - Ontario • 3633 East Inland Empire Blvd.,
Ontario, California

Experience Tomorrow Today,
Board The Inland
•lliW!lEmpire Express

Contact Barbara Crouch,
(71 4) 784-9430

Featured Speaker: Anhur Birtcher
For further infonnation, contact NAIOP

Inland Empire Chapter • (714) 988-0248

Employee Record Keeping in the 90s
Date: February 13, 1991
Location: M&M Assoc., 3600 Lime St.,

Ste 325, Riverside CA
Time: 8:30am-noon
Contact: B. Crouch, (7 14) 784-9430
Legal eminar Gi' cs Contractors
PO\Hr to Get Paid
Dates: Mar. 29 (Fullerton), Mar. 21 (LB)
Location: Fullerton and Long Beach
Times: 6pm - I Opm
Contact: (714) 992-6300
or 800-422-2090

/
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Finally, employers will have to reqmre
that their employees assume a greater
financial responsibili ty for health care
expenses. The 100-percent employerpaid health care plan is a thing of the
past. Employees who share in the costs
of health care will be more concerned
about unnecessary services and charges.
To encourage greater use of managed
care options, employers will need to
design benefit plans that incorporate
financial incentives, or "disincentives."
For example, if 90 percent of a PPO
physician's charges are covered vs. only
60 percent if a non-PPO doctor is seen,
employees may think twice about going
"out-<>f-panel."
Ultimately, controlling health care
costs is everyone's responsibility -- hospitals, doctors, insurers, employers and
employees. However, in order to make
the right choices, employers need to stan
with an appreciation of what is needed to
reduce their costs. They need to look
beyond the initial dollars invested and
consider what is needed to conrrol costs
long term. They need to weigh employees' desire to see their own doctors vs.
the best choices for controlling costs.
Lastly, employers need to inves t the
same energy and thought into purchasing
insurance that they do when making
large capital purchases and other major
buys. 6 by John C. Funic
E_DITOR'S NOTE: John C. Funic is prestdtnt and CEO of PPO Alliance, one of
t~ suue"s largest preferred provider
organizations. Headquartered in Woodland Hills, t~ Alliance's nttworlc of 142
hospitals and mort than 12 ,O<XJ physicians is available to 700,000
Californians.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE
Learn more about Moreno Valley, the fastest growing City In California and the second fastest grow1ng economy In the U.S.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

DR. DAVID L. BIRCH (Professor at MIT and author of
America's Offi('(' Needs: Preparing for the year 2000)
Moreno Valley's role as a leading job generator
In the 1990's
Also Featuring:
• City Bus Tour
• Top E.xecutlves representing
BIF Korea, The Koll Co.,
and Homart Development
tell why they chose Moreno
Valley to do business!
• Demographic and
Market
Information

WHEN:

WHERE:
COST:

MARCH 6. 1991 - 9:00A.M. -3:30P.M.
March Air Force Bue, Moreno Valley
880/person (includes breakfast an4 IUDCb)

can tbe City o1 Moreno Valley to regteter

(ltmfted 8ellting) (714) 243-3000

N

0
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scientists have been able to eliminate the consortium of 57 universities from around the incoming data and send those simulations, in
cancer in more than 95 percent of the cases. world. Development of the new accelerator three dimensions and in color, back by
Furthermore, they have been able to save the has been an international effort to benefit satellite to the referring hospitals. The
information will be useful in deciding which
tissues beyond the tumor. The superior vision in most of those cases. What they have mankind.
controllability of the JXOton beam has allowed not been able to do is reach deep tumors in
The design of the new machine is based patients can benefit most from proton therapy,
for the delivery of higher radiation doses than other parts of the body. The Lorna Linda on weB-developed technology. Proton and may help patients make informed
is possible with conventional radiation and, machine, with increased power, was designed accelerators have been in operation consents for treatment
Lorna Linda University Medical Center's
lberefore, JXOrnises benec results.
to do that
throughout the world for many years at
The precision made possible by Lorna
The three gantries (part of the proton- physics research laboratories, using higher new Proton Cancer Treatment Center is
Unda's proton accelerator, as well as the delivery system), each weighing 95 tons and energies and ltigher intensities. The unique dedicated to medical service, cancer research,
reduced treatment time, with minimal side standing three stories !Ugh, look like little design selected for the Lorna Linda unit will and education . It will become an
cfiec!S, is expected also to reduce patient
allow operation with minimal international resource for the treatment of
cancer, using charged particles. The
fear and anxiety. This factor alone may
maintenance and engineering attention.
encourage some patients and families to
Eventually, when the facility is in calibration]research room will be made
seek early detection and treatment that
full operation, it will be able to serve available to NASA and other institutions of
lbey Olhterft'ise might avoid.
from l 00 to 200 patients a day. Lorna higher educations for physics and
The new facility at Lorna Unda uses
Linda is willing to operate the facility 24 radiobiology research.
Plans are being made to include a model
state-of-lhe·art electronic advances to
hours a day, depending on patieru load.
increase the precision and efficiency of
Approximately 70 percent of the patients of Lorna Linda's new Proton Cancer
treatment planning and beam transport.
using the machine are expected to be Treatment Center in a permaneru exhibit to be
called "Health in America," scheduled to
Treatments will be planned with new
outpatients.
imaging techniques that produce threeLorna Linda's new proton open in 1995 at the Smithsonian Institution's
dimensiooal pictures of the interior of the
accelerator has been funded in part by a Museum of American History in Washington.
body m:l ~isely identify the boundary
$19.6 million grant from the United D.C. t,
between the tumor and healthy tissues. •.:.......!~;;::;:~i:.;~...:;;;.._.:::::::........::::J• States Congress.
Lorna Linda
Health Risk of Electromagnetic
The optimum irradiation technique for
T~ equiprMnl, including r~ acc~leraJor and t~
University Medical Center is conducting
Radiation Topic of Course
each patient will be planned by computer proron guidanc~ system, weighs 400 roru and produc~s an international fund-raising campaign
simulation prior to the start of treatment
up ro 250 million electron vo!Js ofradialion.
for the remaining S25 million.
.. Health Effects of Electromagnetic
Lorna Linda University medical Radiation : Environmental and Human
To complement the machine's
capability to treat localized cancer with Ferris wheels. The aim their proton beam at Center and its industrial partner, Science Exposure" will be oiTercd from 6 :30 p.m. to
~ision, patients will lie in a whole-body an isocenter (a point in spare, in the middle Applications International Corporation, not 9 :30 p.m. each Thursday from Jan. 10
mold, made before treaunents begin. These of the gantry).
only are building this prototype but also will through March 21 at Pitzer College. There
founs, with II\ indcltation the exact size and
The patient will be placed inside the build machines for other medical institutions. will be no class on Feb. 14. Cost of the
shape of the patient's body, will be wheeled gantry with the patient's tumor at the The synchrotron and its proton-delivery course is S250
·m10 the treatment rooms and pos1t10
· · ned ·mto isocenter. The beam can be rotated 360 system are des1gn
· cd to 1mprove
·
·
wt·th ume.
The newsworthy issue has generated
_...._ with the use of I••••
beams.
The
degrees
on
the
gantry
for
the
best
angle
of
They
will
be
modified
as
new
technology
the g..........
..,.,..
controversy among scientists, government
proc:edw'e will not only help align the patient radiation. By varying the energy, the beam becomes available.
agencies, utility concerns and members o
with the protOn guidance systtm, but also will shape, the number of protons accelerated, the
Lorna Linda has developed the ability to the public for more than a decade. Last
help maintain the patient's position during the dose of radiation can be formed to irregularly perform patien'ts evaluations by satellite, week, the federal Envirorunental Protection
short trealmC:J1tS.
shaped. three-dimensional, tumor volumes.
wltich eventually will serve people around the Agency released a draft repon that stated
The synchrotton was built and tested by world. Participating hospitals with satellite extremely low-frequency electromagnetic
Treatments will last from seconds to
minutes. Depending on the size of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. uplinks will be able to send diagnostic radiation poses a possible risk of cancer in
tumors, some patients may need only one Fermilab is owned by the United States infonnation to Lorna Linda. The Lorna Linda humans. Previous studies have linked such
UQimml Othm may need to be tteatcd for Department of Energy and is operated by Proton Cancer Treatment Center will be able fields with leukemia, lymphoma and brain
··'-- Universities Research Association, a to perform computer sl·mulau·ons on the cancer. t,
un; . - -......ue .........,..... that•·'-·
._.. w~
with conventional radiation. may take only
days with the proton beam. One of the
"Wasu"from Page 12
ukimale goall of poiOtl tlx:rapy is to decrease because less soil cover material is
the ovetalllime the patient spends Wldergoing required in balefill operations, more of
the fill capacity can be used for waste.
lreliiilent
Protm thcupy for cancer in limited sites This compaction and less dirt translates
already hu a proven traek record. Since into as much as 30% greater waste
in a given site, extending the life
clinical trials fint began in 1954 in Berkeley, disposal
of the fill and maximizing its waste
California, at the Donner Laboratory (now disposal potential.
or only
, you can t a ord not to receive a uU
known 11 the Lawrence Berkeley
Baling of waste poses other
year's
worth
of the best business news in the
Llboralory), more than 10,000 patient$ have environmental advantages. Transfer
Inland Empire.
beeD trealed with protons. Proton thtnpy is stations designed to receive waste, bale
DOW available in Sweden, Switzedand. Japan. it, and load it ooto trains can be enclosed
Also, the Business Journal wiU provide you
in buildings with positive air controls.
the Soviet Union, and the United States.
Lorna LiDda's synchrotron (the world's Concrete floors, decreased residence
with sophisticated, authoritive, concise
smallest) is unique in several ways. It is the activity on site, enclosure, elimination of
information to help you operate your company
and
its
limited
exposure
to
loose
waste
fiat proton IIX:detator in the world designed
air all serve to reduce or eliminate
more effectively and profitably -you will be
10 treat caDCtZ in a hospital !etting, the fiCSt
vectors (birds, rodents, insects)
updated and informed on new strategies to
with continuously variable c:ncrgy, the fiCSt corrunonly associated with landfills and
bcillg UJed 10 treat cancer with enough energy transfer stations. Positive air flow
deal with old problems.
10 reach deep tumors, and the frrst with systems allow odors generated within the
isocenlric. rowing gannit3.
facility to be collected and removed
The 10,000 patients already treated with before the air exits the facility. Fmally,
pro10ns have been treated on Jitysics-research enclosed transfer baling stations will look
!1\iiCh~, some of which wae designed as like any other large industrial facilities
early as the 1940s. Continuously variable along a railroad will make it VIrtually I Name,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Trtle._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
from its surroundings.
mergy is a significant improvement ova the indistinguishable
Local officials and planners should : Company._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :
energy of existing macl\ines. With seriously consider waste-by-rail options
Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
coatinuously variable energy. the Lorna Linda for the Inland Empire.
Their
JIIIChine is capable of delivering a series of counterparts in Los Angeles and Orange 1
1
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ _ _ Zip._ _ _ _ 1
Bragg Peaks and filling up a tumor with Counties are currently evaluating
deadly radiation, from back 10 front, layer proposals to use the closed Kaiser Steel
Date
I
rron mine at Eagle Mountain (in eastern I Phone
upon layer. with abnost surgical precision.
Cbeck enclosed ($12 dollars)
I
With 250 million electron volts, the Eagle Mountain) and to develop a mega- I
poton beam will pmeuale 15 incbes. enough fill site near Amboy in San Bernardino
County to receive rail-hauled solid waste.
CliCr&Y 10 reach deep tumon. The research It may be prudent for Inland Empire
macbiDes have been useful in treating tiiiiiOO waste management planners to measure
lbll f t 1101 .. deep. such .. mallplnl tumorS the advantages of such a program. There
of die eye, bead. na:k. and lpinal cord, and is opportunity to join in an ongoing
blood-ftllel ma1formalions in the brain.
project, or they could site a dedicated
One of tbc most drlmatit results in proton waste-by-rail plan for the Inland Empire
ueauaent. already demontttated on the that will provide a long-term,
laCIIICb lllldliJa. it dlc trellfllellt of ocular environmentally sound system for the
"No ooe covers Inland Empire business like the Business Journal"
rd•!!OI!II. TbiJ il an almost always fatal area's solid waste. 4
., ,_., JlilbUA
caacer of tile eye. Using the old a&om
"'-· • o-. 11,., t.t~o r..-., c.,.
3401 Centrelake Dr., Ste 620 • Ontario, CA • (714) 391-1015
IIIUIIIa • die Hlrvlld Cyclollon l..lbcntoly,

age ~ by conventional radiation. And
there is no measurable damage to normal

-
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NEW

BUSINESS

LISTINGS

Paisano Broker Agency
Ismael Contraras
15038 West Valley
Fontana, CA 92335

Mercury Construction Co.
Gary B. Wiuhans
74 1 S. Lugo Street
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Bluewater Music Company
Carol Yarbrough
57063 29 Palms Highway
Yucca Valley, CA 92284

Ontario Chevron
Douglas Fiarbanks Diller
1544 East 4th Street
Ontario, CA 91764

Sunderland Press
Bryan Enterprises, Inc.
8758 Ninth Street
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Leather Gold U SA
Leather Gold U S A
2081 Hellman, UnitE
Ontario, CA 91761

13589 Seagull Drive
Victorville, CA 92392
JAM Enterprise
Johnetta A. Marigny
14298 St. Andrews, #2
Victorville, CA 92392
Computer Cost Control
Mark Houston Smith

J Matthew's Consulting
Jesse Matthew Granillo
2800 E. Riverside, #201
Ontario, CA 91761

Starr Developing
Terry L. Suttle
1145 Marion
Devore, CA 92407

Carousel Broadcasting
Kevin Roberts
56020 Sante Fe Trl L
Yucca Valley, CA 92284

California Real Estate Mgt Co.
Lora Smith
787 S. Iris Avenue
Rialto, CA 92376

Major Marketing
Robert Rodela
9350 Hollis Street
Bloomington, CA 923 16

Impact Investigations
Donald Chaner Orsbem, II
11819 Central Ave., #212
Chino, CA 91710

Thrning Point Productions
Christian Benefit Foundation
2905 N. Lugo
San Bernardino, CA 92404

Pacific Wholesale
Hector Annando Torres
14945 Mojave Street
Hesperia, CA 92345

Management Plus
The Professional Mgmt Plus Team
14011 Park Ave., #430
Victorville, CA 92392

Arrowhead Aircraft Service
Aerohead Trust
544 West Rialto Avenue
Rialto, CA 92376

l nlawco Petroleum
James Dean Knecht
21866 Do1ame
Apple Valley, CA 92307

Stonegate University
Carl R. Simmons

California Cable Contractors
Cruz Ernest Acosta
14852 Pipeline, #216
Chino Hills, CA 91709

New Empire Multi-Media
Colin Robert Brown
14293 Poplar Street
Hesperia, CA 92345

A DMV Services Company
Ron Wagoner
941 W. Foothill Blvd.
Rialto, CA 92376

Old West Development
Scott R. Descher
23311 Bear Valley Rd.
Apple Valley, CA 92307

Progressive Logistic Technologies
Robert D. Barksdale
5838 Zapata Place
Alta Lorna, CA 91701

National Financial Publications
Steven Earl Graham
1977 Poplar Drive
Running Springs, CA 92382

Rainy Day Evictions
Robert C. Montgomery
15048 Seventh, Ste. F
Victorville, CA 92392

Janice M. Maiden Publishing Co.
Janice M. Maiden
25267 Park Avenue, #3
Lorna Linda, CA 92354

Inland Title Services
Richard L. Duran
340 West 4th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92401

Cal Can International
Michel B. Kemsky
27263 Third Street
Highland, CA 92346

Animal Medical Center
J. Pat Sevedge
42007 Fox Farm Road
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315

Inland Empire Numismatics
David Woolston Hunt
600 N. MounLain, #D200
Upland, CA 91786

California Commissary Service
James Kelly Cardin
125 West "B" Street
Ontario, CA 91762

The Lake Inn
Joyce Ann Agajanian
33241 Green Vly Lake
Green Valley Lake, CA 92341

Smith Capital
Roy Smith Capital Corporation
10970 Arrow Route
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Advanced Business Decisions
David D. Doty
5253 El Cerrito, #132
Riverside, CA 92507

Rossi Publications
Carmen T. Pendarvis
812 East Holly
Rialto, CA 92402

Adosh Realty and Investments
Geeta Gujral
8560 Vineyard, #409
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Lucerne VaUey Country Club
Pico Investment Company
33400 Rabbit Springs Rd.
Lucerne Valley, CA 92356

Pacific Rail Industries
Pacific Rail Dismantling Service
13780E. Imperial Hwy.
SanLa Fe Springs, CA 90670

3794 Leticia Street
Chino, CA 91710
Test Resources/Integrated Network
James F. Hall
5576 Castlebar Place
Alta Lorna, CA 91701
Adams Construction Company
Ronald Jay Adams
3745 Maxon Lane
Chino, Ca 91709
DP Asset Management
James E. Perry
3485 VaiJe VisLa Drive
Chino Hills, CA 91709

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING
TO PAYOFF...

IT
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NOT JUST BRIGHT

OSPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL
COURTESY DISCOUNT
FOR FIRST-TIME
CLIENTS.

(714) 941-2560

Impressions is a full-service marketing/communications house
serving the Inland Empire with ads and advertising campaigns •
corporate image and logo development • market planning and
strategy • public relations and publicity • booklets and brochures •
packaging • grapJUcs • automotive and apparel
national product distribution.
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NEW

BUSINESS

Los Angeles Freightliner-Ontario
Cochran & Nichols, Inc.
1031 E. Holt Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91762
Fontana Pipe Processing
Roscoe Moss Manufacturing Co.
8621 Beech Street
Fontana, CA 92335
WISdom Publishing Co.
Herben Mitchell, Jr.
4781 Canoga SL, No.2
Montclair, CA 91763
Crown Pointe Development
Michel F. Wipple
737 Magnolia Avenue
Corona, CA 91719

Managem ent Diagnostic Consultants
Roben A. Wolf
11441 Heacock SL, Ste. H
Moreno Valley, CA 92387
Chief Concrete Construction
Roben Cooper
24986 Washington Avenue
Murrieta, CA 92362
Empire News
Jerry Olen Strand
18265 Honey Lane
Lake Elsinore, CA 92330
Murrieta Old Town Plaza
Daniel McAlister
24977 Washington
Murrieta, CA 92362

Research Optics
Richard Pierce
18662 Robens Road
Riverside, CA 92508

GAN Publishing
Nily Glaser
7619 Frazer Drive
Rivaside, CA 92509

Netcom America
Darian P. Warren
6172 Lakaren Lane
Rivaside, CA 92509

Pierce Publications
Charles Pierce
31716 Railroad Canyon Rd.,ll7
Canyon Lake, CA 92380

Civil Design Group
Eric R. Meyers
501-A W. Limited Avenue
Lake Elsinore, CA 92330

The Shutter Factory of Riverside
James Borza, II
3488 Autumn Walk Drive
Riverside, CA 92503

Bootsma Bros. Land Co.

National Assoc. of Scuba Diving
Schools
Gary Shows
8099 Indiana Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504

lkeBooolma
14560 Schleisman
Corona, CA 91720
SoutblaDd Management Co.
Robert L. Oder
27475 Ynez Rd., Ste. 346
Temecula, CA 92390

Utilities Coostruction
Tunothy Morgan
39840 Los Alamos Rd., 113
Murrieta, CA 92362
Santa Margarita ViDeyard WiDery
Barrell H. Bird
33490 Madera De Plaza
Temecula, CA 92390
Apple Management Center
Tucceri Johnson, Inc.
10020 Indiana Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
Apple Medical Center
Tucceri Johnson, inc.
10020 Indiana Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside Recycling
Michael John Crales
8190range
Riverside, CA 92501
MicroGa&e
Leslie Ann Tyburst
14760 Cobblestone Lane
Lake Elsinore, CA 92330

Tbe Duel Hotel
Dunes Properties ANJI;)c.
390 S. Indian Avenue
Palm Springs, CA 92262

Rathbone Properties & Development
Robert Rathbone
40240 Walnut Street
Hemet, CA 92343

G and G Land Group
JaeS. Lim
19250 Highway 18
Apple Valley, CA 92307
Anesthesia Billing Consuhants
ABC Anesthesia, Inc.
16520 Harbor, Ste. A
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Center for Alternatives
Connie J. Johrlshoy-Currie
8300 Utica, Suite 259
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

J D 0 Enterprises
Jaime Reynaldo Ortiz
6568 Halsted Avenue
Alta Lorna, CA 91701
Lyles VW Porcbe Audi
Michael Hawkins
8680 Helms Avenue
Rancho cucamonga. CA 91730
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LISTINGS

HealthLink.
The Business Link To Healthier Employees

Lyles Foreign Car Service
Michael Hawki ns
8680 Helms Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, Ca 91730

The M ontenegro Partnership
David Reid
9400 Almo nd Street
Alta Lorna, CA 91701

Cal Farm Labor Contractor
Jose Luis Navarro
916 S. Bon View Avenue
Ontario, CA 9176 1

Med-Index
Julie Anna Mills
2382 Isabella Drive
Colton, CA 92324

Inland Messenger Services
Richard L. Duran
340 W. 4th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92401

TSI Distributors
Finnasol, Inc.
1521 S. Carlos Avenue
Ontario, CA 91761

Bahia Parks Development
Steven E. Parks
13535 Pawnee Road, #4
Apple Valley, CA 92307

World Financial Services
Roger V. Morales
6086 Peridot Avenue
Alta Lorna, CA 91701

East Valley Land Management Co.
Robert Gartley, Jr.
28459 Sycamore Drive
Highland, CA 92346

Aqudyne Manracturing Company
Control Engineering Corporation
1048 West 9th Street
Upland, CA 91786

SPS Transport
Victor Halomoan Sitompul
145 Plymouth Way
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Professional Services Unlimited
Teresa Lynn Jelks
2 120 S. Waterman
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Medic Alert Network
Kirk E. Muse
5396 Ranch Gate Road
Alta Lorna, CA 91 701

Benitaco
Wayne A. Wilson
16350 Ridgeview Drive
Apple Valley, CA 92307

Scott S. Enterprises
Scott David Sandberg
13 18 Padua Avenue, #1 8
Upland, CA 9 1786

Calforty, Ltd.
John A. Schaeffer
1269 1 Apple Valley
Apple Valley, CA 92308

Trinity Protection Network
Paul W. Barfoot
14725 Seventh, #500
Victorville, CA 92392

Pacifte Wholesale
Hector Armando Torres
14945 Mojave Street
Hesperia, CA 92345

JPL Properties

Hawks Performance Engineering
Hawkinson-Skillings, Inc.
11286 "I" Avenue
Hesperia, CA 92345

Jay P. Lowry
925 S. Mt. Vernon Ave.
Colton, CA 92324
Pro Quality Construction
Greg C. Ash
1345 Chrysolite Avenue
Mentone, CA 92359

And Lower Costs.
H ealth Link is a full-service, 24-hour, evendays-a-week health caresuppliercreated specifically to meet the needs of busine

Air-Tech Services
Hawkinson-Turnbow, Inc.
11286 "I" AvenueHesperia, CA 92345

1: PROFESSIONAL DISPLAYS
/•INLAND EMPIRE
Announces the Opening of the Ontario Sales Office and Showroom

Take a Pro
to Your Next
Trades how!

Barstow Ranch By T M
Theodore Hahn
26061 W. Highway 58
Barstow, CA 92311
Candlewood Partners
Jean Ann Mitchell
12813 S. 17th Street
Redlands. CA 92373
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Every HealthLink program or serv1ce IS
designed to help businesses save money and
Im prove employee health.

HeathLink can:
• Reduce your health care costs and insurance
premiums.
• Improve worker productivity.
• Return workers to their jobs more quickly
after work-relared inJuries.
• Reduce the number of problem worker cases.
• Cut ab entee1sm.
HealthLnk meets your emergency and general
mdustnal med1cme needs requmng Immediate attention But we also offer many rehabilItation and health promotion programs as
well as easy-to-implement cost containment
measures.

Occupational Medicine.
Our Occupational Medicme services mclude:
• Full range of medical specialist on staff
'
• Occupational health pre-placement te ring m
full compliance with CAUOSHA and FED/
OSHA regulations.
• Annual management/executive health mam·
tenance programs.
• Back inJury rehabilitation
• Basel me screen mg. momtonng and med1cal
surveillance.

East to InstallEasy to Carry!

(714) 941·2524

We're a free-standing clmic w1thm a hospital
wnh our own licensed med1cal staff. Yet the
considerable resources of a highly respected
hosp1tal are available to us at all times

~

FAX (714) 941-3207
3535 Inland Empire Blvd. • Ontario, CA 91764

•

• D.O.T driving examinations.
• Drug and alcohol screening
• Heanng, viston and pulmonary function
assessments.
• High blood pressure, d1aberes and
tuberculosis screenmg.
• Phys1cal therapy.
• Pam management.
• Work hardenmg.
• Return to work clearances
• D1sabrl1ty evaluation.
• Safety inspections.

Cost containment.
HealthLmk can save you money wtth a comprehensive program of co t containmen t services.
• Health Link dtscount of 20% on mpatient,
outpanent and physiCian care, as well as
many other health serv1ces.
• Physician Preferred Prov1der Orgamzation
affiliation
• Employee ass1 ranee programs tO help
worker w1th finanetal, legal or emotional
problems through timely mtervennon.
counseling and referral

Health and Wellness Programs.

HealthLink. A Healthy Decision.

Prevention is less costly than treatment.
That's why we prov1de a full-range of programs to promote good health among your
employees.
• Comprehensive phys1cal exams and health
history evaluanon.
• Consultations with med1cal specialists
• Computenzed mdividual nutrition evaluation and programs.
• Educational bu mes breakfasts for business
managers
• Health nsk appraisals.
• Phys1cal capacity resnng.
• Stress management.
• Eating disorders.
• Smoking cessation
• Substance abuse abatement.
• Weight management.
• CPR/first a1d classes.
• Back care management.
• Women's health tssues.
• Cholesterol control
• High blood pre ure control
• Diabetes screemng
• Mammography tesnng

To find out how you can 1m prove your employees' health and lower your healthcare
related costs, call HealrhLmk today for more
mformation (7 14) 98 · 3895

~

Doctors' Hospital of Montclair
5000 San Bernardmo Street
Montclair, Calrforma 91763
(71 4) 625-5411
Ontario Community Hospita l
550 orrh Monterey Avenue
Ontano, Calrforma 91764
(71 4) 984-2201

NOW ON TELEVISION
II
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PALMER CABLE TV
Indio/Bermuda Dunes
Indian Wells
Cathedral City
Coachella
La Quinta
Palm Desert
Rancho Mirage
Thermal

SOUTHLAND/FOOTHILLS
CABLEVlSION
March AFB
Moreno Valley
Monrovia
Norton AFB
Perris
Redlands
Rialto
Riverside
San Bernardino

WARNER CABLE
Palm Springs Area
COMCAST CABLEVlSION
Bloomington
San Bernardino
Fontana
Grand Terrace
Highland
Lorna Linda
Ontario
Rancho Cucamonga

•

-·
•
CONTINENTAL CABLE
Corona
COUNTRY CABLEVISION
Corona
Moreno Valley
CENCOM
Mira Lorna
Norco
Riverside
Rubidoux

Consult your local cable provider for date and time

